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Business and Progressivism

In the late nineteenth century, Ohio’s Miami Valley was still predominantly agricultural. A nine-county region in the extreme southwestern quadrant of the state, it contained numerous villages and hamlets that nestled along the hundred-mile-long watershed created by the Miami and Mad rivers. The average family lived on a farm and shopped for cloth, horseshoes, and other necessities in a little crossroads village, such as Harshmanville, Harries Station, Little York, Liberty, Union, or a dozen others. But the Valley’s one city, Dayton, heralded the significant changes to come, not just to the region, but to the country, in the four decades between 1890 and 1929.

In 1851 the first steam engine and the first steam bakery appeared in Dayton. In 1889 natural gas supplemented steam as an even cheaper and more efficient source of fuel. Powered by steam and gas Dayton boomed. Factories specializing in farm machinery and wood products began to crowd the city’s riverfront. People, overwhelmingly native-born whites from the surrounding countryside and from Indiana and Kentucky, flooded in. In 1870, Dayton’s population was 30,473. By 1890 it was 61,220, by 1900, 85,333. The new prosperity brought by rapid industrialization meant that theaters, opera halls, and fine mansions appeared along with smokestacks and freightyards. Famous actors, singers, and speakers made appearances. In fact, to accommodate the community’s desire to hear the period’s eminent lecturers, city leaders mounted a campaign to build a huge new auditorium, able to seat 2,500.1

And Daytonians were not the only Americans in the late nine-
teenth century who made heroes of compelling platform speakers. Baptist minister Russell Conwell delivered his most famous talk, "Acres of Diamonds," more than six thousand times. Literally millions of people sitting in tents or town halls heard him thunder, "The opportunity to get rich, to attain unto great wealth, is here . . . within the reach of almost every man and woman who hears me speak tonight." Certainly Conwell's vision of a country offering its citizens unparalleled opportunities was not unique. Dozens of writers, politicians, and business leaders echoed it. Tremendous national economic transformation, typified by the factory boom in Dayton, seemed to verify it as well.

But now, of course, the opportunities that beckoned were not the traditional ones so much a part of the American self-image. They did not stem from the greater availability of cheap farmland or land in the West. The farm labor force and land in farms had grown absolutely during the nineteenth century, as the nation had ballooned in size, but by the 1890s the expansion of land under cultivation slowed to a standstill. Twentieth-century technology would improve productivity but would not increase the amount of land being cultivated or the number of farms in the nation. Moreover, by 1890 the frontier was running out as well. The national census published in that year argued for the first time that a clear "frontier line" no longer existed. A nation that had rooted its mythologies in idealizations of the sturdy farmer and of the limitless possibilities of westward expansion now faced major changes. The diamonds Russell Conwell promised would come from the factory, not the farm. With farmland growth static and machinery increasingly able to replace human labor, America in the late nineteenth century began its historic shift from agriculture to industry.

Here again, change in Dayton was the prototype. Industrial America knew no limits during this period but rather enjoyed phenomenal annual growth rates far exceeding those of any country in Europe. Dramatic changes that established the foundation of the twentieth-century economy occurred rapidly during the nineteenth century's last three decades. An industrial sector almost wholly dependent on pig iron in 1870 had converted to steel by 1900. Wood, as late as 1870, provided about 75 percent of the heating needs of the country. In the next two decades coal and petroleum almost completely replaced it. As late as 1870, horse-
power remained a literal concept: work animals still furnished more power than all other prime movers combined. By the begin-
ning of the new century, coal-fired steam engines, not horses, supplied the nation’s horsepower.3

Even more significant than the widespread application of new sources of energy was the completion of a communication and transportation system that unleashed the potential of the largest and fastest-growing market in the world. The railroad and the telegraph provided the tools necessary for the creation, for the first time in the country’s history, of a truly national economy. And railroad and telegraph companies were the models for the new, enormous organizations that would soon dominate that economy. Such organizations introduced not merely changes in business structure; they started a revolution that altered the nature of capitalism and reorganized American society.

Railroad and telegraph companies discovered that they needed teams of managers to orchestrate the complex movement of trains around the country and to control the millions of messages sent over telegraph wires. The introduction of these managers stimulated basic changes in an economic system that had remained essentially stable for centuries. In fact, the sixteenth-century European mine, or bank, or trading company had remarkable similarities to its early nineteenth-century American counterpart. In each, owners exercised personal control over business decisions. They did not employ salaried hierarchies of managers. In fact, the real differences were not between the Medici Bank and the Hudson’s Bay Company or the Bank of the United States, but between these institutions and the new organizations that emerged in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. These new corporations made the production and marketing volumes of all their predecessors look miniscule in comparison.

The emergence of this new kind of “managerial capitalism” took place in a period of falling prices, stable or falling interest rates, and slight declines in the average number of hours worked per week. Moreover, American industrial workers saw their real wage rates rise slightly. These were, of course, relatively small gains. Only a few families acquired fabulous wealth.4

In such circumstances, the average worker at least did not lose ground, and a few founded great fortunes, but not everyone
echoed Conwell’s enthusiasm. In fact, many Americans, both leaders and followers, responded to the booming economy and rapid transformations of the late nineteenth century with a sense of foreboding. They anxiously asked questions. What would happen to a nation that idealized the family farm if the population of big cities, where foreigners or their children often constituted a majority, continued to grow three times as fast as that of rural areas? What would be the social costs of an industrial system that maimed or killed thousands of workers each year? Could the growing gap between rich and poor tear the country apart? Were the bloody strikes of the period a harbinger of just such a possibility, of another American civil war, this time based on class rather than regional hostility? Which traditional social, economic, and political institutions should be defended in the face of rapid change? Which should be altered?5

Americans, then, reacted to this period of rapid industrial growth, organizational formation, and accelerated social change with both excitement and doubt, optimism and fear. The combination produced a response labeled progressivism by contemporaries and historians alike.

Scholarly debate about the origins, character, and legacy of progressivism has been prolonged and fierce. Even the label progressivism itself has been challenged. In a much-discussed article published in 1970, Peter Filene denied that anything sufficiently cohesive to deserve the title had existed. Progressivism deserved an “obituary,” not continuing analysis.6 But few scholars have been willing to stand with Filene at the grave. Most continue to assert that progressivism, a real and significant effort to restructure society’s institutions, occurred.

While most historians have disagreed with Filene, they have also disagreed among themselves, challenging each other’s analyses of the character and spirit of progressivism, each other’s profiles of the progressive personality, and even each other’s chronological limits for the era’s birth and death. Through the cacophony of interpretations, however, one idea has rung clear: that the business community acted as an important stimulus to progressivism.

The first historians to analyze progressivism not only admired what they judged to be a reform crusade, but they often wrote from the perspective of participants. Charles Beard, for instance,
did more than write about municipal reform during the era, he lent his prestige and considerable energies to such progressive organizations as the National Municipal League and the Short Ballot Organization. Historians such as Charles and Mary Beard, Harold Faulkner, and Benjamin Parke DeWitt saw progressivism as a struggle of the "people" against the "interests." Chief among the special interests blighting the United States was the business corporation. Having discovered that business interests often corrupted politics or neglected to maintain minimally safe and healthy working conditions, an angry citizenry united to demand reform, often in the shape of new state and federal legislation.

The progressive battle, one pitting the forces of democracy against the forces of privilege, had ended in victory for democracy, a "revolutionary" effort by the people to create a more socially responsible society. Of course, authors of studies contemporaneous with or slightly removed in time from events described could hardly be taken to task by later historians for lacking a long-range perspective. Not surprisingly, these historians tended to blame social and economic changes brought by World War I, not inherent defects in the movement itself, for the decline of progressivism.

Historians continued to view progressivism as a lost crusade against industrial greed and business excess for almost two decades. But beginning in the 1950s some began to assign quite a different role to business. The business community, especially big business, still stimulated progressivism, but in a way very different from what the movement's first historians had suggested. Led by Richard Hofstadter and tied loosely into what came to be called the consensus school, historians began to see the progressives not as "the people," struggling for economic justice and social democracy, but as members of a far smaller group. They were the old nineteenth-century urban middle class: lawyers, teachers, ministers, doctors, journalists, and writers. The industrial boom had not left members of this group impoverished materially, but it had left them bewildered, fearing loss of their roles as community leaders. Rather than a mass movement to challenge economic exploitation by robber barons, progressivism was a movement orchestrated by members of an urban middle class seeking to maintain status in their commu-
nities. They could do this by leading a reform movement attacking the new corporate order.\textsuperscript{11}

A romantic idealization of the traditional nineteenth-century values they sought to preserve in the face of rapid economic and social change hampered the effectiveness of this movement, however. The progressives correctly assessed some of the excesses and dangers inherent in rapid industrialization: filthy cities, dangerous factories, and unsafe food, to name only a few. But in their search for solutions, progressives employed an idealized version of a nineteenth-century system of morality and ethics. So, they sought, largely in the political arena, to reconcile the new corporate order with an image of traditional white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant family and community values that had never really existed. Driven by this motive, rather than economic self-interest, progressives too often championed symbolic solutions, like Prohibition, to complex economic problems. In fact they sometimes lacked any real understanding of the massive social and economic transformations wrenching the country. Interestingly, Hofstadter and his colleagues such as George Mowry, Arthur Link, and James Timberlake still saw progressives as reformers fighting industrial and business abuse. Large corporate business was still the villain, the evil foil to progressive reform.\textsuperscript{12}

By the 1960s numerous critics had challenged the "status-anxiety" interpretation of progressivism. Many demonstrated, often through the use of regional or state case studies, that Hofstadter's profile of a "typical" progressive frequently matched a profile of a "typical" conservative. Educated, financially stable, religious, "WASP" professionals in state after state also opposed progressive reform.\textsuperscript{13} Moreover, by the 1960s, historians not only challenged Hofstadter, but they also produced new interpretations. What remained central was the same old idea: business was an important stimulus to progressivism. The relationships between corporate America and progressive reform, however, were dramatically altered.\textsuperscript{14}

According to historians Gabriel Kolko, James Weinstein, Raymond Callahan, and William Appleman Williams, the leaders of top industrial, financial, and transportation corporations were not the enemies of progressive reform but the gray eminences behind it. Kolko, focusing on patterns of federal regulation, argued that prominent businessmen shaped these regulations to
counter the more radical controls they feared states and cities might try to impose. Progressivism, then, was a “triumph of conservatism.”

Powerful business leaders, according to this interpretation, saw progressivism as a means of securing the existing social order, of, in fact, establishing a “corporate ideal” in the United States. That ideal valued efficiency, organization, and standardization. Corporation leaders, by adapting to these ends the ideals of middle-class social reformers and others, gained allies during the period. But they were the leaders of progressivism, the architects of innovations as diverse as city commissions or revised school curriculums.

Business, then, still motivated progressivism, but it was the agent, not object, of change, reordering society to its own specifications. Figures from John Dewey to Theodore Roosevelt to Woodrow Wilson were either the dupes of or the front men for the real leaders of progressivism: J.P. Morgan, Elbert Gary, George Perkins, and their corporate colleagues.

Critics of those who saw progressivism as the triumph of conservative capitalism noted that not since the 1920s had serious scholars suggested that the progressives were revolutionaries. Indeed, historians had been pointing out for many years the conservative aspects of progressivism. Further, critics argued, Kolko and his colleagues had exaggerated. To describe progressivism as the monopolization of power by corporate America was to simplify excessively the phenomenon and the era.

The view of progressivism as business conspiracy has been roundly debunked within the past fifteen years, criticized as rigid, guilty of an almost complete lack of attention to all the other factors and powerful forces that might have motivated progressive actions. Many historians have argued that there was no business monolith in America during these decades. There was certainly no business monolith secretly orchestrating putative reform.

Gabriel Kolko began his best-known book, The Triumph of Conservatism, with the question “What really happened in the past?” While few scholars have accepted his answers, many echoed his question in interpretations of progressivism that cautioned their readers to look more carefully and skeptically at forces reshaping the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
United States. Two historians, Robert Wiebe and Samuel Hays, members of the same generation as Kolko, Weinstein, and the other scholars who saw the progressive era as dominated by big corporations, initiated another approach to progressivism. Once again the idea appeared that business had acted as a stimulus to progressivism. Hays and Wiebe, however, did not picture businessmen as puppeteers behind the stage, entangling politicians in their strings. In fact, the average small entrepreneur was also confused by the bewildering pace of change at the turn of the century. The small shopkeeper was not partner to some vast business conspiracy to control the United States. Neither, however, was John D. Rockefeller, Edward Harriman, or J.P. Morgan. These men and others like them greatly enlarged their business empires. The greatest of them controlled assets in excess of half a billion dollars. Yet control was a relative term. Corporations had reached huge size by the late nineteenth century, but their owners did not yet really understand how to integrate and manage them. Corporations, seen by Kolko as powerful enough to transform presidents of the United States into their waterboys, were in reality entities suffering “jerry-built organization, ad hoc assumptions of responsibility, obsolete office techniques, and above all an astonishing lack of communication among [their] parts.”

Business too faced monumental problems. It also had to fashion a response to the changes generated by massive national growth and a maturing industrial economy. Business leaders organized, both internally and externally, to form new types of corporations. In the process, they invented managerial capitalism. That response, a growing number of historians in the 1970s and 1980s argued, was of central importance to American history. Louis Galambos wrote, for instance, “The single most significant phenomenon in modern American history is the emergence of giant, complex organizations.”

But even with new systems of centrally coordinated management, the new corporations, separately, could not cope adequately with the developing complexity of new price and market networks. Together they could. A mature industrial system shifted economic decisions from relationships among individuals to contests for power among well-organized groups. The business community was the first to realize the implications of this new
realism. Progressivism, then, was not a democratic revolution, a battle of the people against the interests, but an organizational revolution, led by business. And the United States, responding to forces spawned by industrialization and following a corporate model, emerged from the progressive era as a bureaucratic, modern society. In such a society, most people functioned within networks of organizations, both public and private. Geographic and governmental divisions mattered less; educational and professional divisions mattered more.

The progressives were systematizers who accepted industrialization but sought to control it through methods first invented by large-scale business organizations. The new organizational society they created was one in which businessmen and "the people" did not do righteous battle. Rather, something more complicated occurred during the early twentieth century in the United States. Society experienced "corporatization"; traditional lines between public and private blurred.21

No new school of history has yet emerged sufficiently powerful to dislodge the organizational interpretation of progressivism from its prominent position. That is not to say debate has ended. Nor is it to say that organizational historians share no conclusions in common with their predecessors. They agree with New Left scholars such as Kolko and Williams that corporate America reshaped politics and society in the early twentieth century. But they argue that reshaping was not conducted as a conspiracy, an effort by a cabal of big businessmen to retain power and wealth. What's more, they say, historians should focus on processes, not personalities, on the phenomena of bureaucratization and professionalization, not on the alleged machinations of the House of Morgan.

But that very focus on process has left organizational interpretations of progressivism open to attack. These interpretations, critics have argued, drained progressivism of its blood and its passion. Progressive reformers were not simply roused by inefficiency and the lack of order in society. Evangelical Protestantism, optimism, and faith in progress were also powerful spurs to reform. Their religious and moral beliefs impelled progressives to attack conditions that led to suffering, to demand that filthy tenements and firetrap sweatshops be eliminated. Their optimism and faith in progress convinced them that through vig-
orous effort, Americans could in fact improve their environments. In fact, keys to progressivism were not just processes, but ideology and personality. Some historians, in fact, even began again to emphasize an argument used by the first generation of analysts of progressivism: that antibusiness emotion was a powerful stimulus to reform. David Thelen and Sheldon Hackney, for instance, found that a new sense of public-spirited citizenship helped bring diverse groups of people together in Wisconsin and Alabama as progressives. Progressivism was indeed motivated by a search for social justice and a desire to curb business excess, these historians argued, just as the first analysts of progressivism had asserted decades earlier.

Furthermore, at least one historian has tried to revive Hofstadter’s progressives, those frustrated and alienated members of the middle class who opposed big business and sought to restore Gilded Age values. Albo Martin has argued that progressives were ignorant and fearful of the organizational changes wrought by business in the late nineteenth century. As a consequence, they saddled industry with unnecessary restrictions. Once again, a half century later, a historian saw progressivism as an antibusiness movement, a movement of the people against the interests. Except this time the historian’s sympathies lay with the interests.

In what ways can an examination of business and progressivism in Ohio’s Miami Valley between 1890 and 1929 contribute to this continuing debate? Even this brief review of the historiography of progressivism reveals that, decade after decade, historians have returned to one central idea: that business stimulated progressivism. Major economic change in the industrial sector in the late nineteenth century shattered old business organizations. The emergent new ones may have been labeled either monsters run by robber barons or archetypes of modern bureaucracies. The business sector may have been the enemy of progressivism or the genius behind it. But clearly no major interpretation of this most interpreted of topics has been able completely to abandon the conclusion that to understand progressivism one must understand business’s relationship with progressivism.

And that relationship was a complex one. Progressives, even those working within the business community itself, may have
simultaneously accepted the new corporate order and opposed its abuses. Crucial to progressivism may have been a complex, business-led reorganization of the public and private institutions of society. But also crucial may have been broadly based public anger and confusion, stimulated by these rapid and far-reaching changes, even if the changes themselves were only imperfectly understood. If too many members of the first generations of analysts saw only the public anger, too many in recent years have seen only the webs of structural reorganization.

Even adherents of the organizational school agree that a focus on concepts like “malfunctioning pluralism,” “collaboration in the private order,” or “bureaucratization” has led to “murky” history. Those less charitable might charge that it has depopulated history, emptied it of the colorful people whose fervent speeches damning corruption and industrial irresponsibility were not intentional camouflage. But no historian would be well advised to return to an analysis of progressivism that relies primarily on descriptions of colorful people or fervent speeches.

A case study of business involvement with progressivism in a limited geographic area undergoing significant change could integrate these two approaches. A study of the work of specific human beings and their reactions to specific issues could bring life to, as well as critically test, such concepts as “corporatization.” The need for more case studies that seek to throw light on larger questions has been recognized. Ellis Hawley, for instance, has argued that crucial questions about the roles played by business during the progressive era and questions about the forces shaping what many see as that era’s new social order “await more detailed studies.”

In a review essay published in 1982 Daniel Rodgers listed areas in which he saw future research as most needed. “The [progressive] period,” he said, “remains ripe for more enterprises like Carl V. Harris’s fine study of Birmingham, Alabama, which—holding in abeyance preconceived notions of victors and losers—tries to ask which social and economic groups won precisely what.” In 1986, Peter Buck counseled organizational historians to “take time out from their rewriting of the nations’ past and spend a day in the country.”

Business historians, Buck challenged, still focused far too exclusively on change at the national level, on headquarters activities in big cities.

But any attempt to understand the complex nature of Amer-
ican society and the phenomenon of American reform activity between 1890 and 1930 must begin with a realization that, as late as 1920, there were still only nineteen cities in the country with more than 250,000 residents. The cities that probably were the real crucibles for progressive reform were not the few very large ones, but rather the medium-sized ones. In fact, the most rapidly changing urban areas were those that combined rural districts with one or two cities having populations that in 1910 fell within the 50,000-100,000 range.\textsuperscript{30}

The Miami Valley was just such an area. It affords an ideal opportunity to "spend a day in the country," examining not just "what social and economic groups won what," but looking too into what ways, if any, business acted as a stimulus to progressivism.

If it is true that the rise of corporate business in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries led to major changes in American life, then the region was a fascinating microcosm. Perhaps in no other area of the country did so many pioneering features of business progressivism emerge so quickly and receive so much national attention. To use the words of one prominent businessman, "grand plans" had been put in motion.\textsuperscript{31}

Between 1890 and 1929, readers of \textit{Outlook}, \textit{Literary Digest}, \textit{Municipal Affairs}, and dozens of other national publications found articles extolling the "Dayton model." The articles discussed "practical" education, free vocational training for workers, company gardens and lunchrooms, commission-manager city government, "scientific" dam-building or "progressive worker-camps."\textsuperscript{32}

This book will analyze four important examples of progressive experimentation instigated or heavily influenced by the area's business leaders: welfare work at the National Cash Register Company, the establishment of the Miami Conservancy District, commission-manager government in Dayton, and progressive education experiments in the region at both public and private schools. These examples help to provide the details lacking in the work of too many analysts of progressivism who have, through the decades, seen business influence as a crucial motivating force, but who have examined that force solely on a national level or have constructed fascinating new organizational syntheses populated largely by anonymous bureaucrats. Without this kind of
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detail business influence during the period, although almost universally acknowledged to be important, has been exaggerated. Business either stood as the evil, out to corrupt society and stifle democracy, or as the driving institution, molding America to new designs that enabled the country to modernize and adapt to industrialization without breaking apart. This study suggests a reality that lay somewhere in between, a reality in which business leadership and money could in fact powerfully shape and change communities but in which business interests very often faced opposition, forged compromises, and finally met defeats.

This study of failures, of successes, and of opposition to these four business-influenced "grand plans" provides an integrated examination of the connections between business and progressivism not found in the excellent but limited monographs of the last decade that examined just one aspect of the phenomenon: welfare capitalism, or municipal reform, or educational administration. This body of literature raises crucial questions, but often business historians have written for business historians, labor historians for labor historians, political historians for political historians. Few of the works examining relationships between business and progressivism synthesize historical interpretations among these specialties or look at multiple environments for business-influenced change. Any attempt to answer questions about roles played by new business models in restructuring society should try to look at possible influence in many different arenas. If those arenas—be they local government, schools, civil engineering projects, or the shop floor itself—existed within the same community and repeatedly involved the same principals, who themselves saw interconnections between their various projects, a historian can with greater confidence generalize about relationships between business leadership and social change, business and progressivism, and about the society in which progressives lived.

Finally, an examination of these Miami Valley "grand plans" provides an opportunity to work within the most generous of chronological definitions for the progressive era. Debate has raged for decades about proper time demarcations. One historian has argued that progressivism began in 1907 and ended in 1917. While not insisting on such specificity, others have agreed that the decade, give or take a few years, which ended with the
American entrance into World War I marked the progressive era. Not all scholars accept that framework. For them, the progressive era spanned the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, certainly was in place by the presidential election of William McKinley, and did not completely decline until the arrival of the Depression of the 1930s. The choice of the chronological framework, 1890-1929, of course, subjects this study to the criticism that it implicitly trumpets one particular interpretation of progressivism. One answer might be that such a chronology allows the greatest possible flexibility for investigation. Moreover, although they shared a general belief that progressivism, in some phase or another, lasted roughly forty years rather than ten, historians who have used this expanded chronological definition could scarcely be said to have formed one interpretive school. Finally, a historian who accepted the more narrow chronological definition while studying the political influence of business in California discovered that “the progressive era as a distinct epoch spanning the years between 1910 and 1915 or 1917 held little meaning for Californians, at least with regard to business legislation.” In southern Ohio, as well, such a narrow chronological framework would exclude important progressive developments that spanned the decades from the turn of the century to the New Deal.

Between 1890 and 1910, the National Cash Register Company created “welfare work,” the first major program of corporate employee benefits in the country. Companies across the United States copied it for the next two decades. Before its eclipse in the 1920s, the NCR Welfare Department sponsored such programs as worker education, children’s gardens, company parks, golf links, sickrooms, and insurance plans for workers.

After a devastating flood in 1913, a coalition of powerful Dayton businessmen, led by NCR’s John Patterson, raised the money and hired Arthur Morgan, a Memphis engineer, to devise a plan for five massive dry reservoirs, to be known as the Miami Conservancy District. Not only was the dry dam plan a dramatic engineering innovation, challenging traditional river-channelization schemes for flood control, but the Ohio Conservancy Act of 1914 was also a legal innovation. It established a flood control district with appointed, not elected, officials and challenged local and county authority over disaster relief, definitions of eminent
domain, taxation, and other matters. This coalition of businessmen did more than shape flood control legislation; these businessmen also, their opponents charged, used the 1913 disaster to reshape city government to their liking. Within months of its terrible flood, Dayton had become the first city of significant size in the United States to adopt the commission-manager system.

Finally, Arthur Morgan succeeded not only in making the Miami Valley known for a revolutionary new program of scientifically managed flood control. He also, during the teens and twenties, was one of several educators who allied themselves with the region's business community to make the Miami Valley nationally known for experiments in "progressive" education. Morgan established the private Moraine Park School during World War I, and then in the 1920s he revamped the curriculum of Antioch College, the small liberal arts school Horace Mann had founded in Yellow Springs, Ohio, before the Civil War. Furthermore, during the same years, the Dayton business community took an increasingly active role in public education. With businessmen dominating the school board, the Dayton public schools too won a reputation as "progressive" institutions.

So, from the 1890s through the 1920s significant change gained the Miami Valley national attention. Some contemporaries saw it as providing the rest of the country with models for practical, businesslike, progressive reform. Others warned that the Valley had provided the nation with models all right, but models of business tyranny that weakened individual freedom, challenged organized labor, and denied radicals a fair chance to participate in local politics.

This study seeks to shed light on the question that has over the decades emerged as central to any attempt at deeper understanding of the progressive era. That question, of course, is, what relationships existed between business and progressivism? In answering that question, this study will also attempt to judge the nature of what the business community itself called progressivism in the Miami Valley. Were the plans really grand, improvements over existing systems for the conduct of work, government, and education? Who gained? Who lost? What were the legacies?

This study of the leaders, programs, motives, and achieve-
ments of progressive business in the Miami Valley will, by its very nature, not illustrate every aspect of business activity in southern Ohio. Progressive businesses were, as was perhaps the case in many other regions, in the minority. Though a minority among business concerns, they were, however, tremendously influential, dominating and shaping the reform agenda in the area. Although a great deal more scrutiny of other areas is necessary before any generalizations about the entire country can be made, regions dominated by business progressivism may have experienced reform efforts striking for their simultaneous defense of traditional values and promotion of new, technocratic ones.

For instance, businessmen reformers in the Miami Valley quite consciously barred women from positions of real influence. Of course in cities like New York or Chicago, names like Lillian Wald, Edith Abbott, or Jane Addams were synonymous with progressivism. Even elsewhere in Ohio, especially in its two cities with populations over 400,000, women reformers played very significant roles. Women in Cleveland and Cincinnati were leaders of a wide variety of progressive campaigns.36

But they were not in Ohio's Miami Valley and hence remain, in important ways, absent from this study. Even in areas traditionally seen as appropriate for feminine concern, such as education and health care, Miami Valley business progressives made conscious attempts to reduce the importance of women's leadership.

Their firm belief that women should, in the best of worlds, be protected and in the home linked Miami Valley business progressives with traditional Victorian values. In a parallel fashion, so did their open worry about excessive reliance on government intervention and their efforts to create a better society based on voluntary organizations.

But cities like New York and Chicago, or even Cincinnati and Cleveland, the kinds of places where women progressives were most prominent and where more reformers talked about a necessarily greater social role for government, may in fact not have been as typical of progressivism as was the Miami Valley. Historians have built models for types of progressive reform, from the short ballot to settlement houses, based on more accessible evidence from large cities like New York, Chicago, Cleveland, and Cincinnati.
But these cities, unlike much of the nation, and unlike Ohio's Miami Valley, coped with unique problems. They were the first to experience significant black migration from the South. Throughout the progressive era, the Valley's one city, Dayton, had a black population that hovered around only 5 percent of its total population. Cincinnati's black population was almost twice that. While blacks in cities like Chicago or New York began to organize politically and to demand concessions from white leaders, blacks remained invisible to the dominant white community in Dayton, as they did to most white leaderships in most communities.

Dayton and the Valley, like most of the nation, were still populated by a majority of native-born residents. By 1920, when 29 percent of Chicago residents and 30 percent of those in Cleveland had been born in another country, only 8 percent of Daytonians were foreign born. In fact by the midtwenties, in cities like Chicago, New York, and Cleveland only about a quarter of the residents were native born with native-born parents. In Dayton, well over 60 percent still were.37

The Ohio Miami Valley between 1890 and 1929 led the nation with startling organizational and scientific transformations. Its progressive businessmen reorganized their companies in dramatic and widely copied ways. The region's inventions—from a significantly improved automobile with an automatic starter, to the cash register, the airplane, and numerous breakthroughs in hydraulic machinery—accelerated the process of change in twentieth-century America.

But at the same time, the Valley echoed the nineteenth century, when, even in urban areas, foreigners were in a minority, when the problems of blacks were easy for white leaders to ignore, when woman's role was to be a supportive and secondary one.

The four "grand plans" here examined reflect this central contradiction: the fact that their creators loved tradition and change. And they sought, with great energy and optimism, to fashion a new society that would allow them both.
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The Civil War spurred an industrial boom in southern Ohio. Within a decade of the war, Dayton, one of two major cities in the region, had emerged as a center in the Midwest for the production of agricultural implements and lumber products. Dozens of factories made iron plows, flour-milling machinery, hay rakes, wooden boxes, pails, and wagons. One company, the Barney and Smith Car Company, became by 1880 one of the five most important manufacturers of wooden railroad cars in the country, using more than 10 million feet of lumber each year. Its many buildings stretched over almost thirty acres of land; its payrolls included the names of one out of every five industrial workers in the city.¹

It probably seemed safe to predict in 1880 with such a huge carworks and so many agricultural machining concerns that Dayton would continue for decades to furnish equipment profitably to railroads and farms. Instead, between 1880 and 1910 another industrial revolution swept most of these factories away. By 1913 even the immense Barney and Smith Company was in receivership, soon to fail entirely. Daytonians, no longer suppliers of items for a traditional nineteenth-century economy, acted in important ways as inventors of a new one.

By 1910 many of the agricultural implements factories were gone. They had been stranded by the swiftly changing currents of a market that had made their products suddenly obsolete or they had been swallowed by emerging giants in the industry, like the International Harvester Company of Chicago. Taking their places were plants making fare registers for streetcars, germproof water filters, electric generators, gasoline engines, automobiles,
and, by 1909, the Wright aeroplane. In few other places had the transformation been so swift and so complete.

None of the new industries, however, matched the importance of the National Cash Register Company, formed in 1884 and destined for the next three decades to dominate the Miami Valley. In 1879 James Ritty, a Dayton saloonkeeper plagued by what he suspected to be petty theft by his employees, took a voyage to Europe. Invited to visit the ship's engineroom, he was fascinated by the indicator that recorded the revolutions of the propeller shaft. Back home Ritty adapted the machine he had observed in the engineroom. His “cash register” consisted of a cabinet equipped with keys marked in multiples of five cents and containing a wide roll of paper marked with columns. When pressed, a key punched a hole in the corresponding column of the roll. The machine rang a bell and raised a small tin indicator showing the number on the key. At the end of the day, the owner of the new invention could unlock his cabinet, remove the paper roll, and count the holes punched in it to determine the amount of cash that ought to be on hand.

One of the first to purchase the new machine was John H. Patterson, who with his brother Frank was a southern Ohio coal merchant. When the new device enabled the Patterson brothers to uncover employee pilferage at their mine store in Coalton, the enthusiastic John H. convinced his brother, always the silent partner, to invest most of their capital in cash registers. In 1884 a $6,500 investment bought John H. Patterson controlling interest in the National Manufacturing Company and the ridicule of the Dayton business community. Patterson owned a failing company and the right to manufacture a product considered insulting by clerks and unnecessary by proprietors.

Few believed Patterson then when he predicted that the “cash register business can be made one of the biggest industries in America.” A one-room factory and thirteen employees hardly promised greatness. Nevertheless, within two decades this cash register factory expanded to employ thousands of workers and eclipsed Barney and Smith completely as Dayton's major employer. Moreover, its influence extended far beyond Dayton. Its innovations provided models during decades when the modern American business corporation emerged. Hundreds of firms openly copied its management, sales, and personnel practices.
Many companies duplicated its “pyramids” of middle managers who operated separate departments with separate sets of books but were ultimately accountable to a single head. The NCR pioneered systematic sales promotion and invented the guaranteed territory, the sales convention, memorized sales pitches, sales manuals, and mandatory training schools. By the onset of World War I, one observer estimated, no sales organization anywhere in the United States with more than twenty-five employees was without someone who had first attended a sales school at NCR. Presidents and prominent officers of powerful corporations ranging from General Motors to IBM began their careers with NCR and transplanted its methods. Perhaps as many as one-sixth of all major corporate executives and sales managers in the United States between 1910 and 1930 had been trained at the NCR.

Certainly the company was at the forefront of the organizational revolution some historians have identified as crucial to an understanding of progressivism. But the company’s personnel practices, not its structural innovations, earned it the label of a progressive business from its contemporaries. By 1900, the company offered its employees the nation’s largest and most completely developed program of employee benefits, or, to use the company’s label, “welfare work.” Its elaborate programs of housing, recreation, education, libraries, gardens and parks, health care, and profit-sharing and stock-ownership plans expanded a new approach to employer–employee relations first pioneered in Europe in the midnineteenth century by companies like the English cocoa manufacturer, Cadburys. An examination of “welfare work” provides this study’s first vehicle for examining relationships between business and progressivism. Did NCR’s programs of employee benefits reflect a progressive agenda? What did they accomplish?

By 1910 numerous other American companies had instituted their own welfare plans. But NCR’s system remained arguably the most ambitious and, certainly, the most long-lasting. National Cash Register headquarters in Dayton remained for several decades a beacon for dignitaries like William Jennings Bryan, who chose the factory repeatedly as a perfect site for delivering speeches about capital and labor.
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Until his death in 1922, John H. Patterson utterly dominated the company he created. His son Frederick succeeded him as president but exercised little influence and allowed the real direction of the company to remain with its general manager, John Barringer, who closely identified with Patterson and continued his mentor's techniques. In that sense the company was still "identifiably Patterson" until its board of trustees replaced Barringer with Col. Edward Deeds at the onset of the Depression.¹¹ Certainly welfare work was identifiably Patterson, largely the personal creation of the company's founder. Patterson, who insisted that all ideas be limited to five subheadings, himself summarized the five NCR welfare objectives: "physical, mental, moral, social, and financial improvement."¹²

The physical improvements began with radically redesigned factory work space. In 1884, when Patterson acquired the then dubious right to produce cash registers, his production space, in an upper story of a former warehouse building near downtown Dayton, differed little from that of thousands of other small factories around the country. A fence of tall, unpainted, wooden palings surrounded the plant. Broken crates, cinder and slag heaps, and piles of rubbish greeted workers as they began and left their jobs. Small rattamps were a common sight underneath workbenches.

Moving the factory to farmland owned by his family south of town, Patterson inaugurated an architectural revolution in factory design. By 1905 he had constructed a complex of buildings covering twenty-three acres of floor space. In sharp contrast to prevailing practice, the new NCR buildings were glass-walled shells, "almost greenhouses." Steel construction allowed the supporting brickwork to be restricted to less than a fifth of all wall surface. Even the customary brickwork underneath the windowsills had been eliminated, with low sashes substituted. In summer, all the windows could be opened to provide every worker with cross-breezes. In winter, when workmen bolted and caulked the giant sashes to keep out the cold, an elaborate system of ventilating fans changed the air in every room completely every fifteen minutes. Fresh air was drawn from the roof, warmed, and driven through supply pipes to all departments of a building, while a complementary system of exhaust tubes drew foul air out to the
roof. An inspector whose sole job was to make certain that no building became either too cold or hot circulated throughout the factory, checking all departments every hour.

Further, the factory was clean, with each shop and office swept daily, floors and windows scrubbed weekly. Special precautions meant that even normally very dirty or very hot parts of the factory remained far more comfortable than did comparable surroundings in other factories. Special fans cooled the brass foundry, for instance. A complex vacuum system in the metal-polishing rooms carried off dust from the buffing wheels. Rather than the usual whitewash found in American factories, interior walls in the NCR buildings were painted soft colors. Palms and potted plants appeared in the bindery and assembly rooms, as well as in offices. All interior partitions were glass, to enhance the sense of light and space granted by the hundreds of windows in each building. Interestingly, the only parts of the complex that were "gloomy" were the wood-paneled executive suites.

Included in the factory layout were baths, showers, lavatories, and restrooms for both men and women employees. The company furnished free towels, soap, and hot and cold running water. Employees could bathe as often as they wished before or after work. John H. Patterson, who habitually bathed five times daily, constantly exhorted his workers to use the facilities, offering as inducement the chance to bathe at least three times a week on company time. At a time when only the rich had bathrooms and when even a warm room and a tub were luxuries for the average working person, the NCR bathing facilities were unique. George Grove, a worker in the NCR brass room, reported at one company meeting a conversation between himself and a friend. Having heard Grove's reports about the NCR bathrooms, the friend had returned to his lodgings and asked his landlord for a bath, to which the landlord had replied, "You don't mean to say you are going to take a bath in the winter time?"

NCR workers not only bathed in all seasons, they also ate hot lunches in company dining rooms at cheap prices. A typical lunch of roast beef and gravy, mashed potatoes, cabinet pudding, rice, and coffee could be had for a nickel through World War I. Such a meal would have cost two or three times as much at a café. Workers who scanned the company newsletters and magazines could find in addition to postings of daily menus for the cafeteria
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numerous articles about proper nutrition, some written by dieticians and doctors, others written by Patterson himself to promote his own eccentric theories about food. For instance, regular readers of The N.C.R. in 1894 would have received Patterson’s cautions about drinking ice water, one item never available in the company cafeteria. Workers should, of course, “take considerable quantities of water,” but it should be hot, or failing that, room temperature. Soft-boiled eggs were “most indigestible.” Workers foolish enough to eat eggs at all “had better eat them with the whites beaten up into a froth.” Yet despite his elevation of fried mush, prunes, and dandelions to a trinity of most nutritious foods, even Patterson did not insist that these items replace roast beef in the cafeteria.

The company sought to maintain employee health not only through good nutrition, but also through providing medical care. By 1907 a separate department, known as the “health pyramid,” had been created. By 1920 its programs included the construction within the factory grounds of a fully equipped hospital. The company employed full-time doctors, nurses, massage therapists, and dentists. Workers received these services, even surgery, free. A visiting nurse also traveled to the homes of employees without charge.

Certainly not least in the list of improvements in the physical welfare of workers was a final important NCR innovation: the nine-and-a-half-hour day for men and the eight-hour day for women, at a time when the twelve-hour day was still common throughout American industry.

Patterson also promised “mental” improvement through welfare work. The company emphasized education for its employees and offered all kinds of free classes at night, during the lunch hour, and on weekends. Colorado Judge Ben Lindsey summarized the views of many of the famous reformers invited to tour the factory: “Your work here is doing more . . . than any university which I have ever visited.” The term industrial university appeared in the national press. Men could sign up for regular courses in English composition or salesmanship, as well as numerous free apprenticeship programs to learn trades such as molding, carpentry, and window glazing. Women workers could study cooking, sewing, stenography, languages, embroidery, and emergency nursing. The company promised that any
time twenty workers wished instruction together in "any subject" it would find a teacher for them and locate classroom space. But in keeping with its view that women workers needed protection and a "homelike" environment, not chances for promotion, the company did not allow women to take classes that were meant as avenues into management, such as sales training. In fact, with the exception of a few recreational subjects, such as dancing, NCR classes were segregated by sex. They were also not open to the few blacks the company employed as janitors.

Supplementing the classes was a factory library with thousands of volumes and hundreds of magazines. Every noon, librarians pushing book carts traveled through the factory so that employees could choose reading materials without leaving their workrooms.21

The company also emphasized educating workers' children, offering them special classes and activities. Many of these were efforts to achieve Patterson's third welfare work goal: moral improvement. Reasoning that it was difficult "to change the old people, so . . . let's change the little ones," Patterson hired a deaconess, Lena Harvey, installed her in a small cottage on NCR grounds renamed "The House of Usefulness," and told her to devise a program of clubs, classes, and activities for neighborhood women and children.22 Harvey organized a girls' cooking school, a neighborhood mothers' club, several clubs for neighborhood boys and sons of NCR workers. The boys' gardens won international attention. Beginning in 1897 the company each year organized several hundred nine- to fifteen-year-old boys into a boys' garden company. The garden company was a real enterprise, properly registered, with an elected board of directors, a president, vice president, treasurer, and secretary. NCR furnished the tools, seeds, instructors, and each boy in the garden company with a ten-by-one-hundred-foot plot on company land. After learning how to plant and cultivate, the boys competed for company prizes for "best beet" or "best crop rotation system." They also sold their vegetables at local farmers' markets. Some earned in excess of one hundred dollars per summer, certainly a good summer's wage for a nine- or ten-year-old, and helped their families, since they were to furnish fresh vegetables to their homes before taking the remainder to sell.23

Harvey also established an afternoon Sunday school at the
factory for both children and their parents. Though her “Baptist training suffered a momentary shock,” she acceded to Patterson’s demand that the Sunday school emphasize morality and right living in a subtle rather than traditional way. The more than eight hundred people enrolled in the Sunday school, therefore, often spent their afternoons watching movies or listening to lectures about travel or landscape gardening.  

Patterson’s fourth goal for welfare work was “social” improvement. He tried “to make them [his employees] social” by sponsoring a wide variety of clubs and organizations. The lines between “mental” and “social” improvements often became blurred. Were the cotillions at NCR educational, teaching men and women grace and poise, or social, giving them a chance to dance and court under company auspices? Of course, the lines between “physical” and “social” improvement were also sometimes hard to define. The company placed great emphasis, in its social programs, on strenuous, outdoor activities.

Beginning in 1904 massive company camping trips in the summer became a tradition. In 1906, for instance, twenty-seven hundred NCR workers and their families journeyed together by specially chartered trains to a wooded site near Michigan City, Indiana. With the factory shut down for ten days in July, employees lived in a “camp,” complete with water mains, electric lights, 1,350 tents, and a dining hall able to accommodate one thousand people at one sitting.

Patterson converted 325 acres of land surrounding his home into a country club for employees. By 1916 the facilities included tennis courts, baseball diamonds, golf courses, hiking trails, and a playground for children. For one dollar in dues per season, employees and their families could play games, attend dances held every Wednesday and Saturday, send their children to clay-modeling and kite-making classes, watch movies, or camp overnight in cottages on the grounds.

In keeping with its emphasis on factory beautification, the company stressed improving the neighborhoods in which most of its workers lived, seeking through a variety of competitions and incentives to encourage employees to improve their own homes and to apply peer pressure to neighbors to join with them. The company offered prizes to employees for having produced the best shrubs, the best vine plantings, the best front- or back-
yards on their streets or blocks. But their neighbors had to participate as well.27

Finally, Patterson had argued that welfare work should offer workers chances for financial improvement. The company paid at or above prevailing wage rates. After 1897 it established a nine-and-a-half-hour day for all its male employees but continued to pay them for ten hours' labor per day. In 1917 the company instituted a profit-sharing plan. Any employee with more than a month's service was entitled to a graduated share in the corporate profits, his or her percentage determined by the length of time served and the company's judgment about the degree of responsibility demanded by the worker's job. By the midtwenties, the company distributed, as an annual average, a million and a half dollars in profit-sharing checks to its employees.28

This summary of NCR welfare programs makes clear that the company provided its workers with an excellent physical working environment and fair pay. Those facts by themselves do not illustrate automatically that the NCR and its leaders were committed to progressivism. Speculation about the possible links between business and progressivism shown by welfare work requires analysis of the motivations behind and results of the NCR programs.

No visitor to the NCR factory complex between 1894 and 1920 could have failed to notice the dozens of large, boldly colored posters nailed to the walls of company shoprooms. Their message, "It Pays," was the constant company justification for welfare work. Contented, healthy workers would be more efficient workers. Their improved production would repay the company for its investments in them. In 1917, F.O. Clements, a foreman in the Test Department echoed what had become a well-established company line when he described welfare work as good business practice. If the company took inventories of machinery and stock, it had a right also to take inventory and care of its human resources. In the same way that it sought "to cover up dangerous machinery" the company tried "to reduce the dangers of sickness."29

The company kept careful records of job turnover, concluding that its welfare plans helped attract a "better class of people" who did not "care to leave." In 1897, for instance, it judged that only five people whom it wished to retain had quit.30
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If progressivism saw the rise of a managerial class concerned with "efficiency and uplift," certainly NCR officers belonged to that class. NCR employees heard regularly about the need to maintain the human machine at peak working capacity. They were certainly increasingly subject to work processes that had been timed and standardized. In 1919 women members of one NCR club spoofed their company's concern with efficiency in a playlet titled "Hoover Wins." While "Mrs. Ima Thrifty" shopped "scientifically," meticulously picking up and examining each egg, her "daughter" balanced on a high stool, making a pie in one hand, knitting a sweater with the other. Of course these workers were having fun at the company's expense. Nevertheless, that they were free to perform their play in a company auditorium, with props and refreshments furnished with company money, revealed a refreshing corporate sense of humor.

Despite their apparent willingness to recognize the program's potential for stimulating satire, did NCR officials intend welfare work as an elaborate form of Taylorism? Was it a calculation by the company that its expenditures for employee benefits would be amply repaid with loyalty, lessened absenteeism, low turnover, and increased efficiency? Clearly, as a company in the forefront of the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century managerial revolution, the NCR tested and standardized its products, so that each new "class" of cash register would perform predictably and reliably. To some extent it hoped that welfare work would help in its efforts to enjoy a work force that also performed predictably and reliably.

But welfare work at the cash register plants was not simply a sophisticated form of scientific efficiency, even though the company did tend to blend what have been generally viewed by historians as two parallel industrial management trends. Managers at the NCR talked both about improving the human machinery, as would followers of efficiency expert Frederick Taylor, and about cooperating with workers as partners in a common enterprise, as advocates of welfare work were likely to do. Probably some of the company's emphasis on "It Pays" was meant to deflect charges that it patronized its workers or treated them like charity wards. In 1908 the widely circulated national magazine Outlook published a series of "letters from a workingman" addressing such subjects as piece work, welfare work, and strikes.
They may have been editorial constructions. Nevertheless, the letters “Jim” sent to “Sam” accurately reflected worker skepticism about company welfare: “Somehow, it seems to the fellows that when a firm is too good about such things they must have something up their sleeves, and sooner, or later, it will come out. It’s too much like a ‘con’ game, you know. Maybe we’re wrong, but we have been taken.”

Were workers at the NCR similarly worried about being taken? According to Sherman Rogers, industrial correspondent for the same magazine, they were not. In an article describing the company’s lush grounds and beautiful buildings, Rogers reported that when asked that question “the worker on my right . . . looked at me almost with pity and instantly replied, ‘Anyone discontented here will never be very well satisfied this side of heaven,’ and I found that that feeling existed throughout the plant.”

Patterson himself took a less euphoric tone. As he admitted, “Some people have said, ‘We cannot wear your books; we can’t eat your flowers and don’t want them.’ ” Minute books of company meetings reveal that some employees refused to take advantage of the benefits offered them. Mechanics, in particular, rebelled at the “opportunity” to attend night classes to learn from primers new techniques for doing their jobs. What the company saw as a chance for advancement, the mechanics saw as an attack on their autonomy. What the company saw as a nourishing, free, hot lunch, women workers initially saw as unwelcome charity. Only when it began to charge a nominal fee did the women’s lunchroom fill. Despite the company’s varied bill and the presence of well-known speakers brought in at company expense, the workers did not always flock to the frequent lectures and speeches. On one occasion they even stood up the founder himself. When he announced that he would deliver a lecture on landscape gardening, Patterson worried that the hall would overfill and disappointed people would be left outside. Instead hardly anyone showed up. The angry company president fumed, “Everybody in the factory, everybody in Dayton, could profitably have attended that lecture.” The company stated that it expected its welfare work investment to pay handsome dividends in employee efficiency and enthusiasm. Instead the exchanges
between workers and managers at the NCR were considerably more tangled.\textsuperscript{38}

In truth, Patterson's own explanations of "It Pays" often hinted at problems worse than employee disappointment or apathy should companies not adopt welfare work. He traced his decision to begin to improve conditions for his workers to a near-disaster for the company. In 1894 English sales agents returned over fifty thousand dollars' worth of cash registers as defective. The machines, Patterson suspected, had been sabotaged by his own employees. Companies that did not properly provide for their workers could face a grim series of threats: worker sabotage, violent strikes, radical politics. The NCR founder, in fact, argued that his adoption of welfare work had helped "prevent Bolshevism. . . . Mr. George Burba, editor of the Columbus Dispatch, told me a few years ago that if we had not put our welfare work into operation and forced it upon industry, that we would have seven million I.W.W.'s instead of seven thousand."\textsuperscript{39}

Was welfare work, then, really motivated by fear, by a wish to deter strikes, unions, and radicalism among workers? That explanation has played a large role in the historical interpretation of the phenomenon. In fact, most scholars who have written about the topic have seen welfare work as the creation of business leaders spurred largely by dread of unrest and violence.\textsuperscript{40} Certainly such a motivation would not necessarily disqualify business as a force for progressivism, especially if progressivism was a movement led by those eager to avoid social chaos or radical economic and political shifts during turbulent years of rapid change.

John H. Patterson openly expressed his worries about the grave potential of worker retaliation against employer unfairness or actual mistreatment. Moreover, his fears of political radicalism were not entirely abstract. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, socialism thrived in southern Ohio and exercised marked influence in local Dayton politics. But even though John H. Patterson openly expressed his worries about worker retaliation or "Bolshevization," his company's relations with the Dayton Socialist party were not notably hostile. Socialist candidates for city council actively campaigned in NCR shops; party leaders singled out John H. Patterson for praise when they reviled other Dayton business leaders.\textsuperscript{41} Moreover, the NCR only gradu-
ally came to demand the open shop. Over the fervent objections of some of his shop supervisors and foremen, Patterson declared he could work with unions and did not forbid workers in the NCR brass foundry from affiliating with the Polishers, Buffers, Platers, and Brass Workers Union in 1897. By 1900 the company had signed agreements with twenty-one other unions as well.

Yet despite the company contention that bad conditions, not unions, caused strikes, the NCR shut down for two months during the summer of 1901, crippled by a bitter strike. The brass molders who led the strike challenged neither wages nor physical conditions. Ironically, they attacked one aspect of NCR organization that had remained traditional: the power of a shop foreman to hire and fire. In doing so, they precipitated the further modernization of the company's structure and its declaration of an open shop.

The molders rebelled against the tyranny of James McTaggart, a foundry foreman strongly opposed to unions. When McTaggart fired several men for union membership, the rest struck. The strike finally ended in a defeat for labor, even though the company capitulated and removed the hated foreman, and even though the nature of that defeat was not immediately apparent.

During the strike, Patterson, in concert with his board of directors, began to reorganize the company. No longer could foremen hire and fire without the express written permission of the Employment Department. And that department—hitherto an obscure part of one of the three NCR organizational units, or "pyramids," with a staff of a few clerks to record payroll information—became the only department in the NCR hierarchy personally controlled by the company's chief officers. The company announced that "in the future President Patterson, General Manager Chalmers, and Assistant Manager Deeds will take an active interest in the Employment Department. Mr. Deeds himself will act as its head."42 By 1905 not just the NCR foundry but all parts of the factory complex had become open shops.43

If welfare work had been meant solely to deter strikes, it failed. But that was not its primary purpose, and Patterson assured his employees, "We want to continue to do more welfare work. I am more than ever convinced that it pays when properly directed."44 In fact, the company went ahead with plans for constructing a
huge "welfare hall: the biggest of its kind in the world," capable of seating two thousand people.45

Still, the 1901 strike was a turning point for NCR welfare activities.46 Editors of the Nation, analyzing the strike in July 1901, prophesied, "Doubtless the managers will continue to take thought for the welfare of their workmen; but they cannot feel their former hopeful enthusiasm . . . they cannot take their former pleasure in their plans."47 John H. Patterson, somewhat ironically, considering the changes taking place at his own plants, became by 1904 a leader of the National Civic Federation.48 The federation, organized in 1900 to be a bridge between capital and labor, had among its members prominent business and union leaders, and its officers included men like Samuel Gompers and John Mitchell, as well as Mark Hanna and Samuel Insull.49

Many Dayton businessmen, on the other hand, made no attempt at all to be "organized labor's colleague." Rather, Dayton in the period 1901-5 became known for the virulence with which its business community fought unions. When John Kirby, owner of a Dayton company producing railway car fixtures, discovered in 1899 that the International Metal Polishers had begun to organize in his factory, he fired all the men in its polishing department. The ensuing strike against Kirby's Dayton Manufacturing Company was violent. Metal workers fought in the streets with newly hired strikebreakers and company guards. Kirby emerged victorious in 1900, more determined than ever to defeat organized labor. As part of that crusade, he founded the Employers' Association of Dayton and used its Annual Reports successfully to address a national audience. Thus, John H. Patterson was not the only Dayton businessman to achieve fame during the progressive period as a national business leader. By 1902, certainly, John Kirby had emerged as a rival, quite literally, since the National Association of Manufacturers, for which Kirby served two terms as president, was an organization condemned by the National Civic Federation as a group of "anarchists" among businessmen.50 Without question, the NAM was openly dedicated to the complete destruction of unions, and it made no effort to negotiate. By 1903 probably the majority of Dayton business firms had joined the Employers' Association of Dayton. Many more joined or sympathized with Kirby's national association as well. The local
Employers' Association established a spy network, successfully infiltrating even the most militant of the unions, such as that of the metal polishers and wood workers. It established a blacklist, tagging not only union members but non-union members deemed to be "potential agitators." It circulated the list not only within the city, but also within the region, so that a worker unable to find employment in Dayton sometimes found employment opportunities slim in other cities as well. Between 1900 and 1903, in firm after firm throughout Dayton, workers opened their pay envelopes to receive company notices declaring that their factories would be reorganized as open shops and that to retain their jobs they must sign cards pledging to quit or abstain from union membership. By 1903 A.O. Marshall, secretary of the association, could boast, "Every strike which has been declared in Dayton has failed utterly."51

Dayton, then, was a city whose business community had earned a national reputation for hard-line antiunion activities. It was a city whose judges granted employers "perpetual" injunctions that forbade unions to "interfere" with employers' rights to conduct business as they saw fit. Unions were not to "boycott," "congregate," "loiter," or "picket." They were even forbidden to communicate with other unions.52 In such a climate, John H. Patterson did not have to and did not join the Employers' Association of Dayton to succeed in declaring an open shop.53 And he could reshape welfare work while retaining a national reputation as a model progressive employer.

Between 1901 and 1917, the NCR welfare programs became more narrowly focused. The company expanded its health care and recreational programs, but it softened its attempts to provide all-inclusive services. For instance, it discontinued some of its cafeterias when "receipts . . . have not been enough to meet the cost of the food and the cost of operation and labor."54 Returning from one of his frequent trips to Europe, John H. Patterson decided to turn the welfare hall, not yet ten years old, into a riding academy for company executives.55 The image of welfare work at the company itself experienced a subtle transformation. Like many other company magazines, the various NCR publications often printed photographs of employees and their families. The caption for one of W.H. Farley read, "This is W.H. Farley of the Welfare Department, but he is better known as the man who
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explains the pictures [in the NCR Hall of Industrial Education] during the noon hour entertainments."\(^5^6\) Rather than retaining a Baptist deaconess, the company had a welfare director best known as the man who showed movies.\(^5^7\)

The change from female to male leadership did not indicate greater prestige for welfare work at the company. The Welfare Department was known as the "Farewell Department" among company executives. Stanley Allyn, who began as an office clerk in 1913, working his way up to the presidency of the company by 1940, remembered, "One of the surest signs of being in disfavor with John Patterson was to hear one's name mispronounced by the boss. In this way he let an employee know there was little value in him. And if he pretended to forget a name, the executive could be fairly sure that his career at NCR had ended. The victim was ripe for transfer to the Welfare Department."\(^5^8\)

The company, moreover, increasingly warned workers that benefits carried with them responsibilities. A pamphlet about company profit sharing told employees that they must do their part: "If business lags, if production costs soar, if sales fall off, some employees say, 'let the higher-ups worry, that's what they are getting paid for.' But that is far from being true. All of us are responsible, all of us must proceed on the theory that we personally and individually owe a responsibility of trust and fidelity to the Company."\(^5^9\) And, of course, if workers did not do their share for the NCR "family" their own share of the profits would be in jeopardy.

By the early twentieth century, probably as early as 1903, Dayton had become a city whose unions were in retreat. If NCR had created welfare work only to thwart unions and deter strikes, there would have been little reason to maintain any programs at all after that date. Clearly, the company envisioned welfare work as more than a deterrent to strikes or threats of worker violence. After 1901 the NCR restricted some of its efforts to mold a new kind of work force through welfare work. Specifically, it backed-pedaled in its attempts to achieve Patterson's goal of moral improvement. Group activities were more likely to feature tennis tournaments than company Sunday schools.

Nevertheless, after 1901 welfare work may actually have played an even more important role in company affairs. John H. Patterson's widely publicized efforts for the National Civic
Federation may lead one to assume that his company generally
earned admiration and accolades during the progressive period.
In fact, by 1913 national news coverage of the NCR was more
likely to be announced by headlines like one in the Literary Digest
blaring, “Prison Cells for Trust Sinners.” In the second case of
jail sentences imposed for violation of the Sherman Antitrust law,
Patterson and twenty-six NCR officers were in 1913 convicted fel-
on, appealing one-year prison sentences. Federal Judge Howard
Hollister, in passing sentence, had labeled the conduct of the
officers of the National Cash Register Company as “despicable,”
“mean,” “petty,” and “proceeding from a desire for gain that led
them to forget everything else.”

The federal suit against the company accused it of achieving
control of more than 95 percent of the market for cash registers
through unfair competition. John H. Patterson was a ruthless
entrepreneur determined to “kill” and “crush” all opposition.
Prosecutors at his trial introduced statements in which Patterson
had allegedly sworn to “break up any set of men that go into the
cash register business.”

The National Cash Register Company, according to charges
against it, maintained an elaborate network of spies inside rival
companies. It used bribery and deceptive sales techniques, such
as selling “knockers,” cash registers that looked like rival Hall-
woods or Americans, but in reality were NCR-made copies that
were likely to malfunction. NCR’s president hardly appeared to
be the model of an ideal businessmen as charges swirled in
courtrooms about the exact purposes of the NCR “Competition
Department,” about the company “graveyard” for its rivals’ ma-
chines, about company blacklists and secret agents.

In such a climate, Patterson’s company desperately needed
some good publicity. Welfare work helped provide it. Defenders
of the company noted that all the legal evidence proved was that
the NCR was a fierce competitor, engaging in tactics that were
common throughout the cash register business. Should a federal
law compel one company to adopt a higher standard of business
ethics than one required by the customs of its trade? Were not
NCR officers “men of high personal character” who helped rather
than exploited their own workers? Had not John H. Patterson
been for twenty years a “pioneer of cooperation in industry,” a
man who “employed the greatest landscape architect of his time
. . . established gymnasiums, rest-rooms, bathrooms, and every possible comfort for the four thousand people he employed?"66

Letters flooded in to the company headquarters. YMCA officials assured Patterson that they firmly believed in the "honesty, integrity, and upright business principles of your company."67 The Dayton Chamber of Commerce sent a "pledge of faith."68 Even before Patterson became a national hero as the director of recovery efforts after the massive Dayton flood of 1913, support for his appeal mounted. And indeed, neither Patterson nor any of his company officers ever went to jail. In 1916 the federal government dropped all criminal proceedings against the National Cash Register Company. The company signed a consent decree that forbade it to acquire control or ownership of the business, patents, or plants of competitors without the approval of the U.S. District Court in Cincinnati and the attorney general of the United States. It also promised not to engage in espionage or any of the other unfair business practices with which it had been charged.69

In truth, the company got off easily. The government abandoned its right to pursue any of its charges in further prosecution. And NCR officials, in exchange, promised to be good in the future. The company retained its estimated 95 percent monopoly control of the domestic cash register market and its healthy lead in international markets. It surrendered none of its profits. To the extent that the company's reputation for improving conditions for its employees helped secure this settlement, welfare work undoubtedly "paid."

The National Cash Register Company used welfare work, then, in hopes of increasing work force productivity and efficiency and of thwarting carelessness, absenteeism, even worker sabotage. Welfare work also "paid" crucial dividends for the company in favorable publicity.

Finally, welfare work played a role in creating what might be called the corporate culture of NCR. Historians who have analyzed the phenomenon of welfare capitalism have almost always described its programs of employee benefits as created by management for workers, as a tool of management to achieve either greater worker loyalty or productivity or acquiescence to the open shop. To examine the connections between welfare work and progressivism most fully requires a broader definition. At the NCR at least, welfare work did not so clearly divide management
and workers. Of course when contemporary analysts used the term *welfare work* in connection with the company they generally meant the washrooms, the showers, the well-lit lunchrooms. Company spokespersons describing the system used the term similarly. But as Stanley Allyn perceptively noted in his autobiography, “Working at NCR was not a job, it was a way of life.”

Without ever explicitly describing its evolving systems as welfare work for all, the National Cash Register Company sought to tie all employees, blue collar and white collar, low level and upper echelon, together through systems of nonmonetary benefits.

These systems were, certainly through 1922, largely the creation of John H. Patterson himself. Patterson was a larger-than-life figure for his associates and employees. He was a man who prowled the factory in the middle of the night, inspecting desks for telltale evidence of cigar ash or “disorderly minds.” He was also a man who declared, “When a man gets indispensable, let’s fire him.” And executive turnover at the company was phenomenal. But Patterson, contrary to the beliefs of many of his contemporaries, was not a lunatic. Instead, he was one of the first in the United States to create a modern business organization, dependent on standard procedures and set methods rather than on individuals. Such a modern organization could orchestrate the work of tens of thousands of production workers and could keep track of complex national and international sales and distribution networks. Despite the reactions of his often bewildered contemporaries, who thought him crazy for firing such talented men as Thomas Watson, who went on to found IBM, and many others, Patterson was right. Such an organization could not be one in which a few people were “indispensable.” Indeed, Patterson set up a large-scale corporation able to run without even him. John H. Patterson frequently made extended trips to Europe. When in the United States, he was often absent from Dayton.

Welfare work, broadly defined, helped Patterson achieve his goal of a business around which employees focused their lives and in which company procedures, not individual preferences, determined decisions. A molder in the foundry had to follow detailed procedures that the company determined. No longer could he, or even his foreman, decide how to make the metal fittings for NCR cash registers. But a company sales agent or
comptroller or vice president also had to follow set procedures. Sales speeches came from the company primer. Woe to the comptroller who turned in a financial report that did not follow the NCR “five-key-points” style. The “scientific management” used at the company applied to management as well as to workers. When in 1902 the NCR instituted a time clock system, it decreed that “hereafter, every employee of the company, including the president and all other officers and heads of departments, be assigned a time check and that they be required to lift the same upon entering the building in the morning and at noon.”

Workers and their families received nonmonetary benefits aimed at strengthening their tie to the company, and so did managers, sales agents, and their families. Of course if employees were not to suffer from divided loyalties, their families too had to share a commitment to the NCR. For everyone, the company had to become a “way of life.” Welfare work, as broadly defined here, helped create those bonds, the social connections of a corporate culture.

Rather than giving a money bonus, Patterson favored sending company officers on trips with their wives. The “New York weekend” became a kind of company tradition. Wives waking up to champagne breakfasts at the Waldorf Astoria were likely to feel kindly toward the company for which their husbands worked. Executives were sometimes treated to a new custom-tailored suit of clothes; their wives sometimes received expensive evening gowns. The all-male NCR sales force competed not for money prizes but for new dining tables, silver services, or china. The company realized that if the prizes in its frequent contests had been merely money, the sums would soon have been spent and forgotten. But the wife of a sales agent who stood a chance of winning not twenty-five dollars she might never see but a new mahogany table would be more likely to support both her husband and the company. Patterson wanted his male employees, who composed the large majority of NCR workers, to be married. He wanted them and their families to feel a part of a larger NCR “family.” Most NCR women workers, barred from management and largely confined to low-level jobs, were young “girls” who worked a few years with the company before marriage. Of course, these patterns mirrored employment practices and at-
attitudes found in most progressive era companies. The NCR saw a lifelong affiliation for its former female employees and other women in marriage to NCR workers.

Indeed, company publications happily reported weddings between NCR employees. The ideal NCR woman employee would have graduated from cooking and household management classes. She would retire from her position but remain loyal to the company, continuing to help it in her most important role as a perfect wife and mother. Family enthusiasm and cooperation were crucial to the development of the type of corporate structure Patterson wished to create. As he argued, "Leaving business at the office sounds like a good rule, but it is one that can easily be carried too far because, to my mind, a man who intends to make a success should be collecting ideas and tips, and mapping out programs during every waking hour." Welfare work helped blur the distinctions for both families and employees between their lives within and outside the company.

It also served to help blur the distinctions between white and blue collars. For instance, attendance at the NCR cooking school was mandatory for the wives of all company executives. Of course many of these women had servants. They did not need to learn the most economical ways to make custard or good uses for stale bread. But the cooking school had them kneading bread and testing roasts with the wives and daughters of factory laborers, women whom otherwise they would never have acknowledged socially. The white smocks and sleevelets issued to all women employees helped keep their own clothes neat. But they also, according to Patterson, helped solve the problem of "too much caste." Answering his own question, "Why was it necessary to put white aprons on our girls?" Patterson explained:

Before this was done the typewriter girls wouldn't speak with the laundry girls. The bindery girls wouldn't speak with the girls in some other departments. Some of them dressed better than others. . . . We abandoned all that by giving them white aprons. They all looked alike. No kind of work around here is any better than any other kind. It is just as honorable for a girl to be in the laundry . . . as it is to be a stenographer. It is just as honorable for a man . . . to have
his face covered with perspiration, as it is for a clerk to sit up in the office with a white shirt.\textsuperscript{77}

This statement epitomizes the multiple purposes of the NCR Company’s welfare work plans. It also in several ways justifies a definition of the National Cash Register Company as progressive. Welfare work could, the company hoped, help in its effort to employ healthy, mentally alert, and contented workers who would return benefits of greater efficiency and productivity to their employer. A study of welfare work at the NCR provides a lens through which to view progressivism’s concern with new techniques to improve productivity. It also illustrates progressivism’s effort to exchange gradual reform for the threat of radical change. John H. Patterson was not the only progressive concerned about “I.W.W.’s” and “Bolshevization.” Moreover, welfare work provided grand advertisement. The company exploited its publicity potential in dozens of ways. During years when the advertising industry itself emerged as a genuine big business, NCR led the way, making its welfare activities a vehicle for good public relations.\textsuperscript{78} Its golf courses, baths, huge company picnics, and a wealth of other welfare work benefits provided sophisticated advertisements for the company. They also provided part of an evolving web of connections meant to convince employees that they all belonged to a large, cooperative company “family,” that they were all members of the same corporate culture.

Clearly, these uses of welfare work support the idea that the real revolution during the progressive era was a “managerial revolution.”\textsuperscript{79} The small Ohio coal merchant, John H. Patterson, who saw the value of a new invention that could provide far more precise control over cash flow and inventory, anticipated and led the crucial shift during the progressive era from small-scale to large-scale business organization. His cash register company’s innovations transformed sales and production techniques within American business. Its management innovations, which featured the idea of welfare work, were equally influential. The new, large-scale corporations needed not merely new systems by which to organize manufacture and distribution, the kind of complicated systems for which record-keeping machines like the cash register
became essential. They also needed new personnel systems. Executives of new, large-scale corporations that employed thousands at a single factory obviously could no longer actually know most of their workers by name or sight. They had to devise other means by which to convince employees of their concern and interest.

Critics of interpretations of progressivism that have emphasized underlying changes in socioeconomic organization as the key to the progressive era have charged that such views have drained progressivism of its vitality and spirit. They have emphasized that if the progressive era was an "Age of Organization" it was also an "Age of Reform." Such charges have merit. In too many organizational analyses, faceless bureaucrats search for order through statistical innovation or new techniques of mass distribution. Progressivism almost begins to seem an exercise in cost accounting.

Studying the life of John H. Patterson provides a chance to reconcile these different views of progressivism. Patterson was most definitely not a faceless bureaucrat. Rather, he smashed through his own life and that of all others whom he touched. A man with a huge walrus mustache and eyebrows that "growled," Patterson cut a vivid figure. A consummate actor who loved to give speeches to crowds of thousands, Patterson knew how to keep his audience's attention, even if it took stomping on his eyepiece, throwing water pitchers, or dramatically and slowly tearing a ten-dollar bill to pieces. A tireless world traveler, Patterson once returned from a trip to the Middle East determined to recreate the sensation of camel riding. While his contemporaries might have been satisfied with offices that featured leather chairs and ornate woodwork, Patterson had one for a time equipped with an "electrical camel," a machine with all the uncomfortable motion of a real camel. He would mount, throw switches for the desired speed, and be off jolting across imaginary deserts.

Patterson deserved the title bestowed by the early twentieth-century press. He was indeed a "business genius," a man whose vision of economic possibilities outpaced those of most of his contemporaries. He was certainly no saint. Rather, he relished a cutthroat brand of business. Welfare work "paid" if it gave his business one more chance for a competitive edge. Still, the John H. Patterson who scheduled company dances around bonfires
when a rival fell to defeat was also the John H. Patterson who justified welfare work not just because it “paid” but also because it was “right.”

He was not a hypocrite. Instead, he embodied the seemingly disparate strains of progressive reform. The man who believed in improving the efficiency of the “human machinery” in his factories also believed it his religious and ethical obligation to improve his employees’ lives. Until his death in 1901, Frank Patterson acted as his brother’s co-owner and partner. He also acted as an opponent of welfare work. In order to persuade his brother to allow him to begin his first welfare programs, which included coffee and a restroom for women employees, John H. Patterson used his own funds. As he told the story: “I had lost one of my carriage horses. It died, and I had planned to get another. I made up my mind that two horses, a coachman, and a maid were not necessary for two small children. It would have a bad influence on them. I concluded that instead of buying a horse, I would convert the money into coffee and soup for the women employees.”

Through this and dozens of other actions Patterson practiced his own version of the Social Gospel. A lifelong churchgoer, a vestryman at Christ Episcopal Church in Dayton, then for decades a superintendent of Sunday schools at St. Andrew’s Episcopal, Patterson believed that religious people had to be reformers. The churches and their members must be social crusaders. And he argued that churches should “prepare people for earth and Heaven alike.”

Although very rich, Patterson was not given to personal ostentation. He was a man for whom “the idea of spending thousands . . . for a string of pearls was unthinkable.” Instead, he quite literally gave his money away. He sent hundreds of politicians, teachers, ministers, and employees on tours of Europe and the United States to study new educational, social work, or government experiments. The news of a new kindergarten plan in a German city, for instance, was likely to prompt him to mail steamship tickets to two or three teachers. And a national system of public kindergartens was only one of his many causes.

Not only did he believe that he could improve himself through travel, study, diet, and physical exercise, he insisted that others around him follow suit. After deciding that early morning horse-
back riding was beneficial, he built a company stable and sum-
moned his officers to daily 5:00 A.M. gallops. When he began to
drink a glass of hot distilled water at thirty-minute intervals, trays
of hot distilled water became fixtures at company meetings and
appeared with what must have seemed terrible regularity at his
executives' desks. He banned all smoking and stalked the hall-
ways of offices and shop floors sniffing for offenders. When he
discovered calisthenics, the women employees of NCR dis-
covered that he expected them to use their two daily "rest"
periods to perform the deep knee bends and arm exercises he had
devised. Visitors to the Patterson table learned to expect doses of
baked potatoes or toast dipped in vegetable oil, since these foods
were "digestible." Luckily for them, Patterson acquaintances and
employees were apparently not expected to mimic him when he
journeyed to the mountains of Italy to undertake a month-long
fast.87

The fact that his subordinates rose at dawn and downed star-
tling quantities of hot water meant that they worked for a power-
ful man with a well-earned reputation for eccentricity. But it also
meant that they worked for a man who in many ways typified the
progressive reformer: a man firm in his conviction that his actions
were moral and right, who held up his values and habits as
models to be copied, a man propelled by religious beliefs and
boundless optimism, as well as by a desire for order and efficien-
cy. That optimism, and egotism, and genuine fervor for improv-
ing humanity were just as much keys to progressivism as was
Patterson's search for organizational structures that better suited
an industrial society.

Contemporaries called the National Cash Register Company a
progressive business. It was. And its welfare programs illustrated
much about the nature of progressivism. Stuart Brandes has
argued that welfare work was "affected by the progressive milieu,
even to the extent of the ambitiousness of its aims, while manag-
ing to remain apart from it."88 A study of welfare work at the
NCR, however, challenges that view. Under Patterson's direction,
welfare work merged progressivism's search for new systems to
thwart radical change and provide "business models" of organi-
zation with its search for humane responses to industrialism.
And like progressive reform itself, welfare work was only par-
tially successful in achieving its far-reaching goals.
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In January 1913 John H. Patterson would have liked to earn headlines as a “leader in industrial welfare.” Instead, newspapers featured stories about the great NCR trust trial. A federal judge found President Patterson and twenty-six other company officers guilty and fined the NCR chief and his executives more than $135,000. Most defendants, in addition, received prison sentences of nine months to one year. Patterson himself was to spend one year in jail and pay a fine of $5,000. Though the sentences and fines were later over-turned on appeals, in early 1913 Dayton’s most important company faced an uncertain future. The NCR hardly seemed a model progressive business as reports circulated nationally of its “predatory and unfair methods,” its convicted executives, and its teams of spies. No one could have imagined that within three short months John H. Patterson would become a national hero or that newspaper editors in state after state would demand a pardon and his complete exoneration.

Patterson would benefit mightily from a terrible rainstorm, with no recorded equals in volume, breadth, suddenness, rapidity, and length of continuance. Extraordinary conditions of heat and high humidity in the third week of March 1913 created freak storms around the nation. Tornadoes punished Nebraska and Iowa, killing hundreds. Throughout the desert West electrical storms disrupted communication and generated charges so intense that people reported eerie sights; such as glowing wire fences along country roads and sparks flying from animals’ ears. Midway through the week the strange atmospheric conditions
produced three great cyclonic storms, all of which originated in the far West and swept east. By March 22 much of the Middle West, especially Indiana and Ohio, began to experience an unprecedented downpour. The U.S. Weather Bureau had records of heavier rainfall in smaller localities—cloudbursts releasing great volumes of water over geographic areas rarely exceeding the span of a county and rarely lasting longer than twelve hours. But the Weather Bureau had no records for a monster storm that drenched most of two states and parts of five with two days and two nights of an uninterrupted cloudburst. Not surprisingly, rivers soon began to overtop their channels throughout the Midwest. One of the hardest-hit regions was the southern Ohio Miami Valley, a hundred-mile-long watershed that received the combined floods of the Miami River and its eastern and western forks, the Mad and the Stillwater rivers, and that extended from the small town of Piqua in the north through Dayton to Hamilton and the Butler County line near Cincinnati in the south. The storm arrived on Easter Day, March 23.

It was to be a holiday remembered by flood survivors as one of "black clouds and mad rain." By Monday flooding had begun in towns and villages north of Dayton. The levees surrounding the Dayton business district withstood the rapidly rising waters of the Mad and Miami rivers through the night Monday, then began to crumble at dawn, Tuesday. By 6:00 A.M. the Mad River levee collapsed. A cascade of water poured into the unused Miami and Erie Canal. At 7:00 A.M., the old canal bed, now swollen with floodwaters, suddenly sent a wall of water over twenty-five feet high rushing into every downtown street with which the canal intersected. All the city's major east and west streets rapidly flooded. Within just five minutes the thousands of Daytonians who had come to watch the rising waters were surrounded.

The deluge came, luckily, at an early hour. Schools and businesses were still closed. Nevertheless, the streets of Dayton echoed with the screams of terrified people trying to outrun the great torrents bursting into almost every street. Within ten minutes, the center of the business district stood under five feet of water. By noon Tuesday, streets not just in the business district but also in much of North Dayton and West Dayton, the city's mansion district, had become roaring rivers over fourteen feet deep, carry-
ing, at great speed, drift that included houses and small buildings.

Villages and towns south of Dayton also flooded. As far south as Hamilton, levees again suddenly burst, and, as in Dayton, low-lying neighborhoods and business districts became scenes of terror, filled with the screams of drowning people and animals, the sounds of shattering glass and wood, the roar of water. But the devastation in the Valley’s one large city was worse than that suffered by its neighboring towns and villages. On Wednesday, March 26, gas explosions rocked downtown Dayton. Soon fires raged out of control through the flooded district. People trapped in upper stories and attics made desperate, and not always successful, escapes from burning buildings over rooftops or inched themselves hand-over-hand along dead power lines. Only rain and, by nightfall, sleet and snow, saved the residential neighborhoods to the north and east of the city.

By Wednesday, the flood waters had begun to recede throughout the Valley, leaving in their wake thousands of smashed and charred buildings, ruined business districts, the decomposing bodies of thousands of cattle and horses, more than five hundred human dead, hundreds of millions of dollars of damage to real and personal property, and, everywhere, a coat of foul-smelling, pitch-black mud.

The savage March 1913 storm caused flooding throughout central and southern Ohio, but nowhere was the damage as severe as it was in the one-eighth of the state’s territory that composed the Miami Valley. And nowhere in the Miami Valley was the damage quite as severe as it was in Dayton where 361 people died and where over $100 million of property had been damaged beyond repair.5

The really extraordinary nature of the death toll in Dayton, however, was not that it was so high but that it was so low. During the first terrible days, before accurate surveys could be made, and when Dayton’s sole link with the outside world was through one telegraph wire, rumors circulated that tens of thousands of city residents had perished by fire or water.6 That several hundred rather than several thousand died was something for which the city’s business community, led by John H. Patterson and the NCR, deserved a large measure of credit.
The rescue and rehabilitation efforts in Dayton, as well as the ambitious flood prevention plan that led to the creation of the Miami Conservancy District, provide another example of business-led efforts that some contemporaries labeled progressive. Were they? To answer that question requires an examination of the nature and consequences of flood relief efforts in Dayton. It also demands an analysis of the early history of the Miami Conservancy District from the passage of the Conservancy Act of Ohio in 1914 to the successful completion of the District’s massive earthen reservoir system in 1921.

Even contemporaries hostile to the powerful influence of the business community, such as the local Socialist party, lauded John H. Patterson as the man of the hour during the initial days of the March flood disaster. He himself claimed that he had built his huge factory complex south of town on high ground because he had always known that someday a flood might overwhelm Dayton.

It is more likely that he built far away from the city’s late nineteenth-century riverside factory district for two other reasons. Away from the center of town on former farmland, the National Cash Register complex could easily expand and still remain a well-planned campus of buildings with room for gardens and spacious lawns. Moreover, and just as important, the former farmland already belonged to the Pattersons, a pioneer family with extensive southern Ohio land holdings. The model factory would not only be in parkland, but parkland John H. Patterson already owned.

The NCR factory’s location gave its owner his chance. While the company’s only rival in size and influence, the Barney and Smith Carworks, lay submerged under water and silt, the NCR became the “stricken city’s brain, nerves, almost its food and drink.”

The fact that the company escaped flood damage did not automatically grant its founder the role he played in flood relief and rehabilitation efforts. But Patterson seized the opportunity. By all accounts, Dayton Mayor Edward Phillips and other elected officials were not in command. In fact, Governor James Cox openly recognized the situation after receiving reports from aides who had made it into Dayton. On March 27 he placed Dayton under martial law, naming Gen. George Wood as commandant.
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and appointing John H. Patterson as head of a "Citizens' Relief Committee."

In truth, General Wood, who traveled through the flood district in NCR rowboats and who ordered all National Guardsmen in the area to report to the company for further instructions, approved of the measures Patterson had begun as early as Tuesday morning, March 25. In all but name, Patterson remained in control of all aspects of flood relief.

In fact, the first few weeks of crisis management after the disaster set a pattern that was followed for years. Voluntary community organization, not reliance on government aid, dominated flood relief and recovery efforts. The Miami Valley business community, led by John H. Patterson, raised millions of dollars, devised new methods and associations to speed the area's reconstruction and recovery efforts, and supported a challenging new plan for permanent flood prevention. Its members repeatedly warned against dependence on outside state and federal monies, and in the enormous work of flood relief and recovery the private sector always dominated. Indeed, to the businessmen progressives who directed these efforts government involvement became a symbol of unnecessary delays and restrictions. In the better world they felt confident they could create, government would play a clearly secondary role to the actions of private associations. It would be their agent, not their arbiter.

Reflecting such beliefs, John H. Patterson took charge of flood relief. Hours after word of the collapse of the levees, and certainly days before the arrival of state or federal officials, the NCR president reorganized his plant as an emergency city headquarters. Without benefit of election, he took over city government. City hall was under water, but Mayor Phillips and his council had not died. Their sheepish letters asking to be notified of decisions or meeting dates are powerful testimony to a highly effective and highly arbitrary transfer of emergency power.10

By noon Tuesday, the NCR carpentry shops had become a boatworks. Patterson's carpenters pounded out a flat-bottomed rowboat every five minutes. By Wednesday they had constructed 276 of the ugly but sturdy rescue vehicles. Organized crews of other NCR employees took the boats throughout the flooded district, rescuing people who had been clinging for hours or days to utility poles, trees, or snow-covered rooftops.
Those so rescued joined the thousands of other refugees already at the NCR complex. By Tuesday evening the ten-story brick building used to house the company’s managers and clerical workers had been transformed into a giant relief station: a hotel that provided thousands with linens, warm blankets, and cots; a hospital where babies were born and pneumonia cases treated; a newspaper office, which printed the city’s *Daily News* until that paper could clear tons of mud from its submerged presses. One floor of the building became a huge dining room, serving hot breakfasts, lunches, and dinners. Waitresses in uniform ushered flood sufferers to tables. In normal times, these waitresses were company secretaries and clerks, accustomed to working in the same rooms but, of course, seated at their machines. Other NCR workers toiled in different parts of the building, sorting and fumigating great piles of clothing, brought to the plant by teams of NCR employees sent to fan through the non-flooded parts of the city to ask for donations. The relief planning even included entertainment. Concerned that the refugees needed something to take their minds off their individual tragedies, Patterson cleared out several offices and installed pianos and musicians. Flood victims could stand around pianos singing hymns or listening to ragtime before going to bed.\(^\text{11}\)

By Wednesday night a special relief train filled with medicine and food paid for by the company rolled to the far edges of the flooded area of town. Two others arrived on Thursday and Friday. During the first days of flooding before martial law had been declared and before General Wood’s troops arrived, the NCR even assumed certain police powers, incurring no public protest from city law enforcement authorities. The company organized not only rowboat crews but also squads of motorcyclists. The cyclists, company employees as well, patrolled parts of the city not under water, delivering supplies, but also apprehending anyone they suspected might be a potential thief or vandal. Sometimes the company brand of justice was summary. For instance, the Dayton *Journal*, one of the first newspapers to resume publication outside of the NCR grounds, reported that several young women who had been at work taking care of flood refugees at the company were on their way home when “accosted by a Negro with insulting remarks.” Hurrying back to NCR grounds, the women reported the incident to the temporary NCR police, three
of whom "went in pursuit of the Negro, caught him, taking him to
the back of the [NCR] buildings and administered [sic] a sound
whipping with a horsewhip."12

The dozens of journalists from around the country whom the
NCR treated more kindly were suitably impressed by the hubbub
of relief activity at the company. The Outlook's star reporter,
Arthur Ruhl, commented, "No novelist or playwright trying to
picture the drama of modern business ever devised anything
more ingeniously dramatic—this heroic use of efficiency. It was
almost a sort of throwing down of the gauntlet—So this is what
you are trying to punish. ' "13

Army officers sent into the devastated city after the declaration
of martial law echoed the praise. Maj. Thomas Rhoads, of the
U.S. Army's Medical Corps, appointed by General Wood as the
flood district's chief sanitation officer, credited businessmen with
the prevention of epidemics of diphtheria and typhoid. The
admiring Army doctor saw "the whole system [of relief]" as a
manifestation of the "business ability which has been reflected
throughout the entire community."14

Major Rhoads certainly did not similarly praise the city's politi-
cians. Instead he complained publicly about Dayton's elected
officials as he prepared to leave Dayton at the end of April 1913.
They certainly, the major charged, deserved no credit for the
prevention of an epidemic. Rather, for years they had winked at
unsanitary practices. City Hall Democrats had turned the Board
of Health into just another patronage post, and unqualified ap-
pointees had allowed all kinds of health dangers to persist. For
instance, the construction of open privies within city limits con-
tinued to be common.15

To be fair, Dayton was not the only American city of moderate
size, by far, to tolerate such structures. But more than four thou-
sand privies were carried away by the flood, and, naturally the
force of the currents dispersed the contents of the then-exposed
vaults throughout the flooded areas. Numerous sewer lines burst
as well. In a city where thousands were homeless and where
certainly many hundreds had endured prolonged exposure to
snow and freezing temperatures, the dangers of epidemic were
quite real.16

Business planning, not luck, ensured that those dangers did
not materialize. With the sole exception of Mayor Edward Phil-
lips, appointed as a token gesture to the city’s political structure and quickly consigned to an all-but-invisible role, all the members of the Citizens’ Relief Committee created by Governor Cox were prominent Dayton businessmen. In addition to its leader Patterson, the committee included John Flotron, president of the John Rouzer Company, one of the country’s largest producers of iron frame moulding machinery; Frank T. Huffman, president of the Davis Sewing Machine Company; and Adam Schantz, president of Dayton’s largest brewery. Other important business leaders participated in the subcommittees established by the Citizens’ Relief Committee to help it with its work.¹⁷

The Relief Committee did not similarly woo city politicians. In fact, after consultations with chief NCR counsel Ezra Kuhns and conversations with the Ohio attorney general, the Citizens’ Relief Committee, acting in tandem with the U.S. Army, essentially arrogated the emergency powers of the Board of Health to control epidemics.¹⁸

Committee volunteers, along with soldiers, conducted a thorough house-to-house inspection of the entire city, immediately removing anyone with a communicable disease to wards in one of two hospitals on high ground. Groceries, bakeries, restaurants, and schools were only allowed to reopen after passing a rigorous inspection and disinfection. The tent city refugee camp built on donated NCR property included electric lights, sewer lines, showers, and flush toilets. Ten cleaning stations dotted around the flooded regions of the city offered homeowners free lime, chloride of lime, and cresol, along with instructions explaining how to use these chemicals to whitewash basements and disinfect floors, walls, and furniture. The Relief Committee accepted the offer of the Dayton Bicycle Club to remove dead animals.

The members of the Dayton Bicycle Club, the name notwithstanding, were not cyclists. Rather, they belonged to the city’s most exclusive business club. Under the leadership of their president, John McGee, Bicycle Club members organized their employees as relief workers, assigning them the grisly but crucial task of removing the bloated and decaying carcasses of some two thousand drowned horses and cattle and more than three thousand smaller animals, mostly dogs, cats, and chickens. The carcasses of many of these animals had to be pried from basements,
front parlors, and roofs, where the floodwaters had deposited them.\(^1\)

Once the danger of epidemic had passed, the bodies of the dead had been buried, roads to the outside world reopened, and methods for feeding and clothing refugees devised, the Citizens' Relief Committee did not disband. Instead, by late April 1913, after a formal name change, it became a committee concerned with rehabilitation and planning for the future.

By that date, the national Red Cross, itself a new organization not yet ten years old, had received direct contributions at its Washington office of $1,750,000 to aid flood victims in the Midwest. It earmarked almost two-thirds of that money for the Miami Valley. In addition, Governor Cox designated the Red Cross as administrator of the over $600,000 that local Ohio authorities had received in contributions for southern Ohio flood relief.\(^2\)

John H. Patterson, because of his welfare activities and work with the National Civic Federation, knew either personally or by reputation most of the leaders in the emerging profession of social work. He had already met Edward Devine, director of the New York School of Philanthropy and the special representative sent by the Red Cross to oversee its work in Dayton. Soon Devine, installed in an office at the NCR factory, decided that Red Cross monies spent in Dayton would be channeled through the Citizens' Relief Committee.

With that funding, overwhelmingly raised through private contributions, the committee began its "businesslike" program of rehabilitation. It distributed its own standardized relief application form to prevent duplication of registration and to provide uniform kinds of information about people who wished help. Applicants most often requested help in repairing their houses. Dayton, since the midnineteenth century, had been noted for the very high percentage of its residents who owned their own homes. An estimated two-thirds of Dayton's workers owned or were buying the houses they occupied. Contemporaries attributed this significant percentage of home ownership to Dayton's thrifty German heritage. Fully as important, however, were the relatively high wages earned by the city's metal workers and machinists. Dayton's booming factories, specializing in precision machinery like cash registers, sewing machines, automobile en-
gines, and airplanes, required very skilled laborers. Even in a nonunion town, these workers commanded good wages. But when floodwaters inundated their homes, they could not so easily pack up and move to other neighborhoods or other towns. Moreover Daytonians, like most Americans in 1913, did not as a rule own flood insurance. Virtually no large public buildings, much less private residences, were insured against flood. Small homeowners needed help rebuilding, and the businessmen of the Relief Committee, no doubt eager to retain skilled workers, provided it.21

Generally, the rehabilitation help came as aid-in-kind, not as outright cash grants. Teams of laborers traveled around the city helping to return houses to their foundations. Homeowners could redeem vouchers for tools, lumber, plaster, and paint, in cases where their structures could be repaired. When they owned totally demolished property that had to be rebuilt entirely, they received instructions for arranging loans with banks or building societies. Once these homeowners presented evidence of such arrangements, the Relief Committee often helped with initial payments. In each case, these kinds of grants of aid were meant to give the flood sufferer a “good start on his repairs while leaving the burden largely with him.”22

The program was a success, providing the necessary seed money for reconstruction while avoiding the onus of public charity. A total of 1,082 families received an average grant worth $127 while spending an average of $725 repairing their homes.23

A second, and unique, program of rehabilitation organized by the committee sought to help small businesses rebuild and restock. Of course the men sitting on the Citizens' Relief Committee were not themselves small businessmen. And small businesses were not only the ones to suffer from the floodwaters. Many large concerns sustained terrible losses. The Barney and Smith Carworks, to name just one, suffered over a million dollars' worth of damage.24 But the Red Cross and the Relief Committee correctly decided that rehabilitation on the scale needed to save Barney and Smith was impossible. Such companies would have to, as Barney and Smith indeed did, face bankruptcy or receivership proceedings.

But the Relief Committee established a Business Rehabilitation Department to help smaller businesses. By early 1914 more than
five hundred such concerns, including drugstores, groceries, barber shops, funeral parlors, and bakeries, had received grants paralleling those given homeowners. They too received a "good start." Tailors bought sewing machines, cement workers molds and mixes, bakers ovens, barbers their chairs and mirrors.25

Contemporaries called these 1913–14 flood relief activities the work of progressive business. They were. In fact, in many ways flood relief in Dayton epitomized the mixture of self-interest and humanity that characterized business involvement with progressivism. John H. Patterson could not in his wildest imaginings have planned a better way to repair both his own and his company's national image. The "trust sinner" became the country's hero, its "man of the hour," the person who proved that scientific management and modern organization could save lives.26

The Dayton business community shared Patterson's limelight. Known as unyielding opponents of unions, distributors of blacklists, and employers of private police, the members of that community could clearly enjoy a new national image as distributors of food and medical supplies to the needy, as rescuers, as clear-thinking and efficient angels. Moreover, as people with substantial financial investments in the Miami Valley, they had every economic motivation to attempt plans to stave off collapse and begin repairs.

But they were also real heroes, factory owners, bankers, and company presidents who paid their workers for weeks to assist in flood relief. More than seven thousand employees at the NCR alone received their regular company wages for the first two weeks of April 1913 while they cleared debris, shoveled mud, and rebuilt sidewalks. Their labor and that of workers at dozens of other businesses contributed uncounted hours volunteered to relief by their employers. In addition, those same employers donated tens of thousands of dollars' worth of food and emergency medical supplies at a time when such charity earned them no federal or state tax advantages.

The new business systems and methods of organization that firms like the NCR had begun to create in the late nineteenth century successfully underwent a trial by fire and water. On both a large and small scale, the new techniques of "progressive" business helped impose order and ease suffering in the aftermath of a devastating flood. The NCR's national distribution network
brought food to hungry refugees days before emergency Army rations began to arrive. The standardized relief and rehabilitation application forms required by the Citizens' Relief Committee did eliminate wasteful duplicated registrations and did create a body of comparable information about applicants that allowed greater degrees of fairness in the distribution of emergency help.

Flood relief in Dayton, then, did reveal businessmen as progressive reformers. Their actions during and immediately after the flood disaster increased their power within the community and improved their reputations beyond it.

Their actions to plan for the future and make not only Dayton but the entire Miami Valley "forever floodproof," provide a far more complex and challenging illustration of the links between business and progressivism. One of the five subcommittees created by John H. Patterson's Citizens' Relief Committee undertook the job of formulating a program of future flood prevention. Immediate flood relief was a task accomplished in a few months. Flood prevention was an effort that preoccupied the entire Valley for almost a decade. Businessmen who built rowboats or distributed coats could scarcely earn much condemnation. Businessmen who led the attempt to create in the Ohio Miami Valley an entirely new system of flood prevention, based on the construction of five huge earthen reservoirs, found themselves in the thick of a bitter fight. They most certainly were not universal heroes. Their proposed system, the Miami Conservancy District, however, was of a piece with flood relief. It was a product of a new sort of business involvement in political and economic affairs, a new sort of business thinking.

But the creation of the Miami Conservancy District was a far more time-consuming task than flood relief had been. The plan proposed a reshaping of the topography of the entire Miami Valley, an engineering feat second only in breadth and difficulty to that undertaken by the construction of the Panama Canal. As an engineering proposition alone, the Miami Conservancy District was complicated. It was a daring departure from all previous American attempts at flood prevention. It required the purchase of thirty thousand acres of farmland and the cooperation of nine counties. It was also a new kind of legal entity, with new kinds of powers of eminent domain. Not surprisingly, discord, debate,
and legal challenge rather than quick acceptance greeted business-led attempts to take it from blueprint to reality.

The nature and significance of the Miami Conservancy District as a business-progressives' project may be illustrated by an account of the plan itself, the campaign against it, and finally, after long delay, its actual construction.

Within three weeks of the great March flood, two subcommittees of the Citizens' Relief Committee, the Flood Prevention Committee and the Finance Committee, had already reached two decisions. First, they would waste little time begging either the federal or the state government for financial assistance for flood control. Such assistance, even were it offered, would not arrive quickly and would probably restrict freedom of planning. Second, they should immediately raise a large sum of money to begin flood prevention work.28

John H. Patterson officially headed the Flood Prevention Committee, and during the month of May 1913 he participated actively in the whirlwind subscription campaign to raise $2 million for flood prevention. The campaign bore all the earmarks of his acting and advertising genius. A mammoth wooden cash register, thirty feet high and fifteen feet wide, appeared on the courthouse lawn to record totals raised every day. NCR workers fanned out through the city, soliciting donations. Everywhere speakers reminded Daytonians that they should be ashamed to appear in public without the bright strips of ribbon that indicated they had donated to the Two Million Dollar Fund. Patterson put the stereopticon slide and movie equipment so familiar to his own employees to work for the fund-raising campaign. He delightedly organized mass rallies, complete with brass bands, slide shows, and movies. His slide shows interspersed drawings and paintings of Dayton's history with photographs of the recent flood disaster, all flashed on huge screens as trumpets blasted and cymbals crashed in the darkness. After viewing these images and hearing of "the big, individual things" their "stalwart" ancestors had done to triumph over their own crises, after singing rousing old-time songs, following the words on a giant movie screen, after listening to widows recount between heaving sobs stories of their agony as they watched husbands and children lose their grips on windowsills and slip to icy deaths, the audiences were,
as Patterson mildly put it, “warmed up.” In fact, this master of advertising had them worked up to such an emotional pitch that “you could not have kept money in their pockets.” By the end of May 1913, the $2 million had been raised. The flood prevention planning could begin.

After the end of this dramatic fund-raising campaign, Patterson delegated NCR’s vice president for engineering and production, Edward A. Deeds, as his representative at flood prevention committee meetings. Very quickly Deeds took control of the committee and remained in charge of the entire effort, from the initial planning stages to the final construction of the Miami Conservancy District. No slouch as a showman in his own right, Deeds was a man who would later bring his audiences to tears as he, “with intense emotion,” toured to promote the need for the Conservancy. He was also the sort of man not content to remain in John H. Patterson’s shadow. By 1914 Deeds had left NCR, though he was to return in 1931 as the company’s chairman and chief executive officer, a position he would hold until his retirement in 1957.

But while still a young engineer under Patterson, Deeds had been moonlighting as the business partner of another former NCR engineer, Charles Kettering. Kettering would later become a prominent General Motors executive in charge of research and development, a man whose long list of important inventions included leaded gasoline, nontoxic refrigerants, high-compression engines, and four-wheel brakes. But early in his career, while still in Dayton, he had invented an electric self-starter for automobiles. By 1913 the firm he had formed in partnership with Deeds, the Dayton Engineering Laboratories Company, or “Delco,” had sold a total of thirty-five thousand of the new starting, lighting, and ignition systems and employed 1,500 workers.

During the years 1913–22, as president of the board of directors of the Miami Conservancy District, Deeds spent countless days testifying in court trials, making speeches, and maneuvering behind scenes as the huge project’s most important advocate. During this time, he was also an active president of Delco. In addition, he was the president of the Domestic Engineering Company, a manufacturer of house lighting systems; president of the Smith Gas Engineering Company, which sold clean producer gas for hardening furnaces; and a vice president of the United Motors
Corporation, headquartered in New York City. Moreover, during World War I, Deeds volunteered for military service, and, as a colonel in the Army, acted as chief of aircraft procurement and headed the development of the Liberty aircraft engine.

Despite this stunning variety of business and military commitments, Deeds was, by all accounts, completely involved at every stage of flood prevention planning. He was by no means a token leader. His unofficial chief lieutenants on the commission were two other prominent Dayton businessmen, John Stoddard, president of the Stoddard Motor Car Company, and H.E. Talbott, an engineer and owner of Dayton's largest construction firm. In June 1913, in keeping with good business practice, Deeds felt that the Citizens’ Relief Committee, an emergency body appointed by Governor Cox, would be on safer ground for undertaking a long-term project if it incorporated. As the legal successor of the Relief Committee, the Citizens’ Relief Commission was a nonprofit corporation, organized under the general corporation laws of the state of Ohio, "to be located in Dayton, and its principal business there transacted." That principal business, of course, was the creation of a comprehensive plan for flood prevention.

Initially, the commission thought only of plans to make Dayton safer from floods: higher levees or deeper river channels. But soon, after inspection trips throughout the Valley, it "commenced to get a view of this thing in a bigger way." By early summer, 1913, the commission had decided to support some kind of flood prevention plan for the entire Miami Valley and issued invitations to neighboring towns to come to its meetings to discuss the possibilities of cooperation. But while they had decided that the flood prevention plan they eventually endorsed must protect the entire Miami Valley, they had little idea what sort of plan would work most effectively. Although both Talbott and Deeds were engineers, neither had experience with flood control engineering. As Deeds put it, "We had enough business experience in large matters to know that we should get assistance."

Their search for assistance led them to hire the Morgan Engineering Company of Memphis, Tennessee, to assess the situation and provide them with a plan for flood control. Their only specification was that the plan encompass the entire Miami Valley. Arthur Morgan, at age thirty-five, headed a flourishing company that had a growing record of success with difficult hydraulic
engineering projects around the country. The match between his employers on the Citizens' Relief Commission and Arthur Morgan was a good one, and Morgan remained chief engineer of the Miami Conservancy District project from conception to completion.

Arthur Morgan was in many ways a classic progressive. He eagerly promoted new methods of management as he rose rapidly to national attention. He was barely twenty-four years old when he received his first commission to take charge of a large-scale drainage and dam project. He belonged to the group of scientifically oriented young men who urged engineers to professionalize and impose discipline and standards upon their fellow members. He participated actively in several new state engineering societies. Early he realized that any attempt by engineers to mandate tests and standards would require legislative cooperation. So it was that in 1905, when he was twenty seven, Morgan wrote a draft of a water control code for the state of Minnesota that the state legislature passed in essentially unaltered form.

Arthur Morgan was also a highly moral man, concerned about social problems and issues of justice. He had, before organizing Morgan Engineering in 1910, resigned a job as supervising drainage engineer with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, largely out of disgust with what he condemned as unethical practices of political patronage and favoritism. Further, Morgan had no commitments to any particular version of engineering practice. He had not absorbed the philosophy of any one of the new college departments of engineering beginning to acquire reputations. He was not a graduate of MIT or the University of Wisconsin. Rather, his modest family circumstances prevented him from obtaining a degree at any college. He was a man interested in untried methods, in unconventional techniques, a man who, with the members of the Relief Commission, was willing to “view things in a bigger way.”

This collaboration produced the plan for the Miami Conservancy District, a plan designed to endure not just “for the present, but for a thousand years.” As an intermediate report submitted by Deeds argued, “It was not local works and encroachments (bridges and embankments) which caused the flood. . . . If we could have been up several miles above the earth and been able to look down on the whole valley, we would then
have seen the flood as it really was, a great surging torrent, reaching from hill to hill, a hundred miles in length. Then we would have seen it as it appears to Mr. Morgan, as we too, would see the futility of local improvements to give relief in such emergencies, and we would modify our narrow views with regard to the local causes." 

What did this plan that eschewed "narrow views" actually propose? At its core was a radical proposal: flood control in the Miami Valley could be achieved by reshaping the region's topography through the construction of five large dams. Dams had certainly been used throughout American history for irrigation, for navigation, and for power generation. But they had never before been used on any major scale for flood control. Moreover, the dams that Morgan's plan proposed were not the dams most people saw in their minds' eye. In fact, in recognition of that, the plan's advocates insisted, correctly, that what they wanted to build were huge systems of "hills," not dams. Despite their efforts, the name *hills* didn't stick. *Dams* the Morgan constructions remained in the public mind and in court testimony. 

Whether called dams or hills, the proposed structures were to function as huge retarding basins—"dry dams" that would only store water during flood times. A system of five of these basins, four built north of Dayton and one south, would hold back river waters, once they had risen to a danger level, releasing them only in such quantities as could be safely carried through the cities and towns of the Miami Valley. Each of the earthen hills creating a basin would cross a portion of the valley of the Miami or that of one of its tributaries, the Mad or the Stillwater River, and would be built in such a way that each would become an integral part of the valley. In each would be constructed tunnels or conduits, through which river and creek water would flow during normal times. As floodwaters poured down the rivers, however, the water would rise in the retarding basins to a point where these conduits would no longer be able to discharge all of it. The surplus water, which could cause destructive floods, would be trapped, and then permitted to come down gradually. So, instead of having the water from a terrible rainstorm pass through a river drainage system in two or three days, the water would be slowed in speed and volume, its journey taking ten, twelve, or fourteen days. The retarding basins would be built to accommodate the
floodwaters from a storm 40 percent greater than that of March 1913, which was the largest ever recorded in the history of the Midwest.

While the “dams” themselves were to be earthen, the conduits were to be of very heavy, thick concrete and built upon rock, not earth. The size and number of conduits in each retarding basin would vary, depending upon the amount of water to be impounded, which of course depended on the nature of the watershed or drainage area in each vicinity. In addition to the conduits, a series of rings of concrete piers would be built into each retarding basin to catch any floating debris. It would not take a great deal of water rising in any of the basins to cover the conduits completely. After water had risen to the top of the conduits, each basin would become a quiet lake without any current or suction until its level lowered. Once the proper levels had been reached, the conduits would begin to release water again. They would at all times operate automatically, dependent on forces of gravity and suction. They could neither be opened nor closed wrongly because of human error.

The five basins would have within them approximately thirty thousand acres of land. During normal times, none of that land would be under water. Even during a flood of the magnitude of that in 1913 only some sixteen thousand acres of land would be flooded for a few weeks while the excess waters gradually drained. It would take a storm twice as large as the 1913 storm, the worst ever recorded in American history, to fill the acreage behind the basins. All these tens of thousands of acres would not lie idle, plan advocates assured, waiting for a terrible storm that might never happen. Rather, after houses and outbuildings had been located on high ground, all the acreage could be reused as farmland, conditions of sale or lease to include access by the District in time of flood. Such access would certainly not do permanent damage to the land. Flood damage to farmland came when waters moving at high velocity tore off topsoil or deposited gravel and debris, as they had done to thousands of acres in the Miami Valley in 1913. With its velocity restrained by the retarding basins, any water that might spread out to farmlands behind would actually benefit those lands by leaving behind silt that would improve fertility. So, while they would have to consent to the possible temporary flooding of their lands, farmers as well as
urban residents could benefit from the plan for the Miami Conservancy District. City dwellers, living close together, could potentially band together to build very high levees around their business districts, homes, and factories, thus diverting floodwaters onto their neighbors. People in rural areas, however, could not possibly afford to do this. To protect their much more widely scattered lands, farmers would have had to construct similarly high levees along much of the total length of the Miami River. Of course, the expense of such a plan would have been totally prohibitive.

Certainly, its adherents argued, the plan would protect towns and cities in the nine-county Miami Valley. It would protect the city of Dayton, its principal advocate. But it would also protect the majority of people in the Valley who still lived in its rural areas, scattered in tiny villages and on farms.\(^{43}\) It would, when combined with some levee strengthening and channel improvement around major cities and towns, protect the Miami Valley at a lower initial cost than would other schemes considered, such as plans to straighten the Miami River along an eighty-mile course or dig deep channels along much of its length. Finally, once the retarding basins were finished, they would become a permanent part of the topography, protecting the area with minimal maintenance for hundreds of years to come.\(^{44}\)

Indeed, this plan, once a reality, was a brilliant success, fulfilling its promise to make the region "forever floodproof." Never again after 1913 did the Miami Valley suffer from a great flood, though many major storms passed through the region, and though floodwaters periodically devastated parts of the same or contiguous watersheds in Pennsylvania, Kentucky, and southeastern Ohio.

It was a plan that illustrated much about the nature of the relationship between business and progressivism. It was a collaboration that reflected the supreme self-confidence and modern organizational skills of business leaders in the Miami Valley, their faith in science and progress, their willingness to take risks for the sake of grand visions. It also reflected business arrogance and disdain for the electoral process.

The Miami Conservancy District's plan was a progressive's plan, bold in its confidence that new, untried mechanical techniques and engineering theories could, in a grand way, solve an
age-old problem. Just as important, the plan stimulated bitter controversy. Reaction to it within the Miami Valley divided communities and caused a prolonged debate between opponents and supporters which began in 1914 and did not end until 1918. Transcripts of the legislative battles and court hearings that were the arenas for this debate exposed in ways that an uncontested plan never would have the worldviews and motivations of both sides.

Such a battle did not at first seem likely. In fact, the enabling legislation for the Miami Conservancy District passed quickly. In 1913 few states had water control codes. Almost none had flood control codes. Arthur Morgan realized that the first step in an attempt to accomplish a program of flood control on the order of magnitude he had proposed to the Citizens’ Relief Commission would be passage of legislation. And he already had some experience at bill writing. Though without formal legal training, Morgan had previously prepared water control codes for several states: Minnesota, Arkansas, Mississippi. During the summer and early fall of 1913, he drafted a general outline of provisions he felt must be included in the necessary legislation. By October 1913 the Citizens’ Relief Commission authorized its attorneys to finish a bill for flood control legislation using Morgan’s notes. John McMahon, eighty-two years old and the dean of the Ohio bar, agreed to act as the bill’s principal author.

In Ohio, as in most states, drainage and water control laws had emerged in a haphazard fashion, responding to local requirements. Separate legislation governed such actions as ditch building, levee construction, sewer layout, and channel dredging. Often an act had entered the state’s law books because the representative from a particular county knew his constituents needed a certain kind of ditch or a certain kind of levee. This system allowed dozens of laws controlling specialized aspects of water control; it also tolerated duplication. Ohio had on its books, for instance, several statutes governing ditch digging alone.

McMahon’s draft consolidated this crazy quilt through the creation of a new kind of political entity: a water control or “conservancy” district. Borrowing the name conservancy from the Thames River Conservancy project near London, the proposed “conservancy bill” provided that the court of common pleas of any county in the state of Ohio could organize a conservancy—
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that is, a flood or drainage control district—when presented with a petition signed by at least five hundred property holders within the limits of the territory proposed to be organized into a district. The “governing body of any public corporation” as well as private individuals holding property in the proposed district could sign as petitioners. When the proposed district encompassed territory from several counties, the court of common pleas of the most populous county would take the lead in organizing a conservancy district. Its judge would head a “conservancy court” composed of one judge from a court of common pleas from each affected county.

Such a conservancy court would appoint a three-person board of directors for the district. At least two of those directors had to be residents of the territory encompassed by the district. Once appointed, the board would authorize the preparation of a plan for the improvements for which the district had been created. When its plan was complete, the board had to submit it at a formal public hearing before a convened conservancy court. At this hearing, any owner of real property within the district had the right to attack any provisions of the plan or offer substitute plans. After considering all evidence, the court would either accept or reject the “official plan” presented by its board. If accepted, this plan would allow the court to declare formally that the district was organized.

The conservancy district thus created would then become a political subdivision of the state of Ohio, with power to sue and be sued, to incur debts, to issue bonds, and to exercise the right of eminent domain. In fact, its powers of eminent domain were unique, a legal innovation later copied by other states enacting flood control measures. Ohio conservancy districts would have “dominant” right of eminent domain, superseding the eminent domain rights of public utilities, cities, and counties. Moreover, the bill severely limited the rights of cities and counties within the district to ask for injunctions through which to delay or halt implementation of the official plan of the district once it had been approved in a formal hearing.45

On January 19, 1914, the Representative Victor Vonderheide of Dayton introduced this proposed legislation into the Ohio House of Representatives. Governor James Cox, who had called a special emergency legislative session to consider the proposed measure,
urged its passage. The Ohio legislature quickly complied. By February 6 the McMahon draft, named the Conservancy Act of Ohio, but often labeled in the press the Vonderheide Act, was law. 46

Within days, advertisements appeared in newspapers throughout the Miami Valley stating that petitions for the creation of a "Miami Conservancy District," including land in Montgomery, Warren, Butler, Hamilton, Preble, Greene, Clark, Miami, Shelby, and Logan counties, were available for signature. 47 By the next week, February 18, the Montgomery County Court of Common Pleas received a petition with far more than the required five hundred signatures, and, as the Conservancy Act mandated, it convened a conservancy court composed of common pleas justices from the affected counties.

Those justices, however, did not speedily appoint a board of directors or preside soon over formal hearings to consider an official plan for flood control. Rather, the first conservancy court hearing presaged the next four years' events. It was a madhouse. Thousands jammed into Dayton's Memorial Hall, normally used for large concerts. Among those thousands were hundreds of lawyers, representing cities, counties, power companies, and railroads.

The passage of the Conservancy Act in emergency session caught the act's opponents by surprise, but they soon regrouped. Controversy was to mark all stages of the early history of the Miami Conservancy District save, ironically, the very first stage, the passage of enabling legislation. Not until 1918 were the advocates of the District legally free to begin actual construction. During the years 1914-18, engineers, paid out of the Two Million Dollar Fund raised by the Citizens' Relief Commission, continued to refine Morgan's initial proposals, using the time for research and hydraulics experiments. Not for years, however, would they know whether they would actually build the system. That decision was made in legislative chambers and courtrooms, not engineering laboratories. The opposition to the Miami Conservancy District took two major forms: efforts to repeal or amend the Conservancy Act in the Ohio legislature, and attempts to challenge first the Conservancy Act and then the "dry dam" plan itself through all levels of the state and federal courts.

Throughout 1914 and 1915 challenges to the Conservancy
Act's constitutionality filled the dockets in Ohio courts. And in 1915 two bills, one proposed by Sen. A.R. Garver of Miami County and the other by Sen. Martin Quinlisk of Shelby County, sought to cripple the Conservancy Act through amendment. The bills, usually referred to jointly as the Garver-Quinlisk amendments, sought to forbid dam building of any kind as a flood control measure, to make the directors of any conservancy district elected, not appointed, officials, and to give landowners the right to refuse to sell or lease their land for flood prevention work. Unquestionably the first and third of these proposals would have made the construction of Morgan's plan impossible, but both the Garver and Quinlisk bills went down to defeat.\footnote{48}

In 1915, with the legislative challenge in disarray, and after a favorable Ohio Supreme Court ruling declaring all major provisions of the Conservancy Act of Ohio constitutional, the Miami Conservancy Court formally appointed the three men who had been de facto directors of the Miami Conservancy District planning process during its year in limbo in court. It allowed them to propose an official plan.

But that plan, finally presented in open hearings in October and November 1916, continued to generate immense debate. The formal hearings to review it mandated by the Conservancy Act produced a transcript of proceedings in excess of three thousand pages, as opponents and supporters of the retarding basins idea continued to battle. Not until that official plan was finally approved could the District issue bonds to finance construction. And bond funding was crucial. Advocates of the Morgan plan realized that the Two Million Dollar Fund alone could not begin to pay for the kind of massive engineering scheme they had come to support. Not until 1918, when the U.S. Supreme Court refused to overturn the Ohio Supreme Court ruling that the Conservancy Act was indeed constitutional, was there "nothing open for controversy."\footnote{49} Not until 1918 could construction begin.

The judicial and legislative debates were parallel ones. In both cases, the leaders of the legislative and court fights were residents of counties north of Dayton, particularly residents of Miami and Shelby counties. In fact, the debate split the hundred-mile-long valley into two neatly divided geographic camps. Most counties, towns, and villages south of Dayton supported the proposed conservancy district. Many north of Dayton, in towns and coun-
ties near the sites of the majority of the proposed "dry dams,"
opposed it. Opponents and supporters discussed the same is-
ssues and charges in different forums. Legislative chambers, court-
rooms, and editorial columns in newspapers were simply dif-
ferent arenas for the same fierce debate.

An important charge in that debate was that the proposed
flood control plan would unfairly benefit Dayton. It was a plan
conceived by the clever businessmen in the larger cities of the
southern Miami Valley, especially Dayton, to deflect the costs of
flood prevention onto their neighbors. It was a plan that would
force northern Valley counties to lose tens of thousands of acres of
land to the dams, and it would also raise taxes, as the District
levied assessments for flood protection on affected lands.

The Conservancy Act, indeed, had only passed so quickly
because "[Dayton] money grows on trees" and could easily work
its magic on a legislature made up of "representatives with no
back bones, and with a great big collar around their necks, and a
heavy log chain double riveted to the collars to be hauled and
pulled and forced where another Utopian commission-factory
Daytonian, Governor Cox, pulls, hauls, and leads them."50

It was then, opponents charged, "oppressive class legislation"
favoring businessmen over "the rest of us."51 "The Patterson
crowd" could not be allowed this coup.52

Interestingly, despite the widespread talk of class interests and
oppression by big business, socialists were not quick to join the
anticonservancy crusade. The Dayton Socialist party, the strong-
est in the state and popular enough to garner 35 percent of the
vote in 1913 municipal elections, declared itself to be neutral. Its
membership, leaders said, was divided, "many Socialists being in
favor of it, and many Socialists being against it, as they have a
perfect right to be."53 The Socialists, then, operated on the
fringes, rather than in the leadership, of opposition to the Miami
Conservancy District. Some, including Dayton Local member
and Christian Socialist minister Frederick Strickland, organized a
speaking tour to attack the District proposal. But their charges
were sensational ones, even given the atmosphere of high emo-
tion surrounding the debate. Strickland, for instance, thundered
that "business interests" had conspired to open the gates of the
Lewiston Dam, located north of Dayton, so as to further flood
damage, making it easier to take over and remake the devastated city.

The charges were unfounded, though widely circulated. They furthered only the socialist reputation for wild-eyed extremism. Well aware of that fact, many Socialists went out of their way to support the plan. The Socialist mayor of the town of Hamilton, Ohio, journeyed to Columbus to lobby for the Conservancy Act. Others decried the press habit of “jumping on the Socialists. . . . Once more we are trotted forth as the heavy villain in the play so that the ‘good’ citizens will do their duty.”

The opposition leaders condemning the plan as “class oppression” and “business tyranny” were not socialists. Rather, they were the “good citizens” Socialist newspapers mocked: lawyers, farmers, and small merchants in towns like Piqua, Troy, and Tipp City. It was farmers’ wives who were “aroused to such a pitch that they acted more like tigers than humans.”

No evidence was ever uncovered to justify charges that the Lewiston Dam gates had been intentionally opened. The idea that the plan would further the interests of an industrial city like Dayton were harder to deny. Such cities had indeed, through rapid and relatively unregulated growth, encroached on natural watersheds. Certainly any plan that would require dismantling whole residential or factory districts would have been unacceptable to business.

Some of the kinds of financial interest attributed to “Ever Ambitious” Deeds and “his crowd” were unfounded. The dams Morgan had proposed would, in normal times, not be filled with lakes. The big business leaders supporting the plan knew that and did not ever plan to cloak, as opponents charged, a scheme for generating hydroelectric power with the unassailable mantle of flood prevention. Not surprisingly, many people did not truly understand the concept of retarding basins or dry dams, did not understand that only dams constructed as storage basins could be used to generate electricity. Retarding basins, of course, had never been tried before anywhere on a large scale for flood control and drainage purposes.

Still, there was a widespread belief that big businessmen were trying to con the public into paying for dams that would “help them get their fingers on an industry that would produce [for
them] many millions of dollars." Some opponents professed detailed knowledge of secret schemes to install as many as twenty-six turbines to generate electricity on the five proposed dams.\(^57\)

In truth, the confusion could not simply be blamed on the pathbreaking nature of Morgan’s engineering proposals, or on the difficulty of introducing a name other than dams for the structures that would be the key elements of the Miami Conservancy District. Section 24 of the Conservancy Act of Ohio did grant directors of conservancy districts the right to introduce plans for water and flood control that could include hydroelectric power generation.\(^58\) But the Conservancy Act served as enabling legislation not just for the creation of the Miami Conservancy District. It was meant to provide a legal superstructure for other future districts as well.

Clearly many people did not trust business assurances that in the case of the Miami Conservancy District Section 24 would not be used to create electric power plants. In fact, throughout the years of debate, at public meetings as well as in the scientific and popular press, Morgan had repeatedly argued that the creation of artificial lakes through storage dams might be unsafe if such dams were meant to be used for flood control. The entire area had to be available for flooding if necessary. Moreover, he felt, any allowance for hydroelectric power generation might tempt corruption of the basic nature of the Miami Conservancy plans. The Miami Valley was not only to be “flood proof.” The plan preventing floods was to be “fool proof,” beyond human error. Therefore, it had to rely on conduit systems that worked automatically. But should hydroelectric plants be installed, the temptation would be too strong to install gates in the “dry dams,” so that water would continue to accumulate behind them during all seasons.\(^59\)

Both in public and in private the Miami Conservancy District’s chief engineer was one of the strongest opponents of any scheme to make profits through the manufacture of electricity. In fact, he condemned profit taking of any sort. At a mass meeting held in Dayton in 1913, he condemned efforts to inflate land values in areas proposed for future District dams and warned, “The success of this plan rests not primarily upon engineers. . . . The fundamental test is the spirit of the people.”\(^60\)

Despite these assurances by Morgan and others that the pro-
posed plan would benefit all and generate no unfair profits for any, the spirit of many of the people in counties north of Dayton continued to be one of distrust. In 1915, to support legislative efforts to amend the Conservancy Act, thousands in Troy and Piqua joined in a series of candle-lit parades, carrying banners proclaiming that the Miami Conservancy District was really a "Drown Us First Flood Protection Plan for Dayton." 61

The business coalition in Dayton that sponsored the Conservancy plan had no wish to drown the citizens of Piqua or Troy first. But they realized that future industrial growth demanded protection from floods. Indeed, as the largest city in the Valley, Dayton had the most to gain from a trustworthy system of flood control that would still permit unlimited growth, as levee systems would not. 62

Tellingly, Edward A. Deeds admitted in court testimony that not only would a plan based on river channelization and levees be, in the Relief Commission's view, too expensive, it would also stymie future industrial growth in the region, building a "wall around the future development of your cities." 63 The Miami Valley, Deeds argued, was going to grow. With proper leadership, it would be the greatest manufacturing center for high-grade mechanical work west of New England, "and we have got to think of that." 64 As cities and factory districts expanded, levee and channel systems would have to be rebuilt at enormous cost again within a few decades. And of course the lack of adequate flood protection would be a disaster for the cities of the Miami Valley. It would mean the "end of their growth from a business standpoint." 65 Deeds acknowledged that his colleagues in Dayton and Hamilton predicted a drop of some 40 or 50 percent in property values should a cost-efficient plan for flood protection be stalled in the legislature or the courts. The lack of flood protection would be a "worse calamity" for business than had been the great flood of 1913 itself. 66 Supporters of the Conservancy plan, led by urban businessmen, correctly argued that it would protect the entire Miami Valley, farms as well as cities. However, even they implicitly acknowledged the greater stake urban, industrial areas had in flood control. A farmer's crops might be ruined and his land gravel-strewn. But he, or someone else, could plant again the next season. Individual farmers might be ruined, but not entire farming regions. Business, however, would not make the
greater investment needed to rebuild factories and large commercial districts without a guarantee of flood protection. Such a lack could be a permanent, rather than a temporary, "calamity."\textsuperscript{67}

Opponents attacked what they labeled the inconvenience and unfairness of the District plan; they also charged that the plan was undemocratic and unconstitutional. The Conservancy Act, they said, had been unnecessarily treated as an emergency measure. Under Ohio law, emergency bills could be rushed through the legislature, could receive the signature of the governor, and immediately become law, not subject to the usual routines that allowed ninety days' opportunity to those opposed to the law to study it or file protests. The 1913 flood did not, opponents argued, merit such an emergency process. Flood relief might have merited emergency measures, but flood prevention did not. James Kite, a Miami County landowner, explained the interesting logic of this argument. Such a flood as that of the 1913 had never occurred before in Ohio history, or, for that matter, in American history. The statistical chance of such a terrible rainstorm's occurring again within a few months or years was totally remote. There was, then, no emergency.\textsuperscript{68} The Ohio legislature should have allowed more time for deliberation and debate. Instead, Representative Van Deaton from Miami County charged that the Speaker of the Ohio House refused to follow proper procedures, that no "honest and square discussion" of the measure took place, that "they rammed it down our throats."\textsuperscript{69}

Opponents claimed, moreover, that such lack of democracy in procedure was nothing when compared with the lack of democracy inherent in the provisions of the Conservancy Act itself. The act created a new political subdivision within the state to be governed by appointed, rather than elected, officials. Those officials, the directors who administered each conservancy district, had considerable authority. They controlled a political entity with power to sue and to be sued, to incur debts, to exercise the rights of assessment and taxation of real property within their district, and, most importantly, the dominant right of eminent domain. As an attorney leading the opposition in Shelby County exclaimed, "If there is anything else that they can't do except hang you, I would like to know what it is. Section 15: put that down in your little book. They can do anything—even move the cemeteries and take the bodies of your dead."\textsuperscript{70}
In truth, Section 15 did give the district directors significant powers, including an unprecedented legal innovation: a dominant right of eminent domain. What that meant in practice was that these appointed directors could overrule elected city and county officials should disputes occur over acquisitions of property for water control purposes.

Opponents charged that this kind of administrative system was as "undemocratic as the Stamp Act, about which our fathers went to war." They argued, further, that it was unconstitutional. Under the new Ohio Constitution of 1912 only municipalities and counties could exercise the kinds of taxation and assessment powers granted the flood control districts by the Conservancy Act. Besides, any state assessment system that taxed private property for public improvement had to gauge payment levels in direct proportion to potential benefits. Since taxes to be assessed for the construction of the Morgan dams were to be levied on real estate only, they did not balance proportionate benefit fairly and so were unconstitutional. A truly equitable system would assess the benefits of a flood control plan for personal property as well as real estate. J.A. Thomas, a Piqua lawyer, gave an example: "Take, for instance, Rike's store. How much was Rike's building injured? Not much—the counters and things of that kind, but there was probably a hundred thousand dollars worth of goods under water. Now, for the protection of the other hundred thousand dollars, they don't pay a nickel. That is the law."

The Ohio Supreme Court in 1915 disallowed the objectors' arguments about the unconstitutionality of the Conservancy Act, and the U.S. Supreme Court upheld that decision and closed further avenues of legal appeal in 1918. Nevertheless, there was substance to many of the opposition arguments about equity and democracy. Assessments on real estate only did allow prominent urban businessmen, like Dayton's Frederick Rike, who owned the city's largest department store, to benefit from flood protection without paying for equipment and stock as well as buildings and land. If not unconstitutional, it certainly was a flood protection system that favored business. And it was a system that quite deliberately favored appointment rather than election of officials. As Henry Scarlett, city solicitor of Columbus, explained, in a speech opposing the Garver amendment, which would have required Conservancy directors to stand for election, election was
not feasible because the “right sort of men cannot be induced to enter a canvass for the positions.”

And the “right sort” of men were prominent leaders of the new corporations, people already familiar with the hierarchical business structures, eager to employ experts and the techniques of scientific management. The three directors of the Miami Conservancy District epitomized these characteristics. Edward A. Deeds, to nobody’s surprise, became president of the board of directors. Sitting with him were Henry Allen and Gordon Rentschler. Allen, of Troy, was president of the Allen-Wheeler Company, a large milling firm, president of the Tipp Telephone Company, and director of the First Troy National Bank. Rentschler was a large shareholder in the family foundry in Hamilton and a banker. During his years as a director of the Miami Conservancy District, he rose to prominence in national banking circles, becoming, by 1929, one of the country’s most influential bankers, as the youngest man ever named president of the National City Bank of New York.

Of these men, only Deeds had an NCR connection. So in a literal sense the posters that appeared throughout several valley counties in 1915 asking, “Do you want Home Rule or NCR Rule in Flood Protection?” were exaggerated. But in important ways flood control under the provisions of the Conservancy Act was “NCR rule,” if the phrase meant administration by those confident that their plans, devised by scientific and engineering experts and subject to their own “practical business judgment” were superior to those that might have been created through elections and “home rule.” “NCR rule” valued business decision-making models that were not democratic. The emphasis, rather, was on creating a measure that was “water, law, and . . . politician proof.”

The Miami Conservancy District was a progressive’s plan, if not so simply the noble attempt to rise above petty politics its supporters described. It did favor urban and industrial areas. It did shelter its administrators from direct public scrutiny and control. But, in this case at least, the creators of the District did indeed choose, however arbitrarily, what was in the best long-term public interest.

Opponents’ charges that the plan gave unfair advantage to Dayton and was undemocratic had some substance. Their final
major attack, that the plan was unsafe and unduly expensive, proved baseless. This issue most clearly illustrated the District supporters as progressives. Arthur Morgan assembled an advisory group of the nation’s most prominent scientists and engineers. These men included university professors, presidents of engineering societies, two generals (each formerly chief of engineers of the U.S. Army), and prominent directing engineers responsible for several of the largest dam and water supply projects in the country.79 When in 1916 the Miami Conservancy District’s directors submitted an official plan for the formal hearing required by provisions of the Conservancy Act, these experts testified that they had already spent two years studying its provisions. The collective judgment of many of the most eminent engineers in the United States that the Morgan dry dams provided an innovative, cost-effective solution to the threat of flooding in the Miami Valley proved hard to rebut.

Opponents certainly tried. In 1915 the county governments of Clark, Shelby, and Miami pooled funds and hired John Hill, a Cincinnati engineer, as their own expert consultant.80 Hill, like most opponents, proposed a counterplan reliant on river channelization. He was no match, however, for the long line of experts the Conservancy produced who, in day after day of testimony and questioning during the lengthy official hearing, skewered his methods, his mathematical ability, even his honesty.81

The victory of the Morgan plan illustrated the influence of the emerging profession of engineering, prominent members of which united to support a controversial, unprecedented plan and to convince a court of assembled common pleas judges with no engineering background to approve it. It illustrated the virtues of business planning and extensive scientific research. The Morgan team, paid through the Two Million Dollar Fund, could engage in elaborate studies, including the most extensive research into rainfall patterns ever attempted in the United States. Morgan even hired engineers fluent in French, German, and Italian to read and translate all relevant European literature on rainfall, earthen dam construction, and other topics.

The plan’s mastermind took the stand for five continuous days as an adversary witness during the formal hearings. In these more than forty hours of testimony, Morgan revealed an encyclopedic knowledge of hydraulic engineering detail and theory
relevant to his proposed dry dam project. An opponent who questioned whether records of two hundred years of rainfall patterns provided a sufficient time line must have been crest-fallen to hear Morgan agree that the United States had had too brief a history and insufficient records to make complete studies of flood stage and evaporation problems and then summon an aide to bring him records of river flooding on the Danube since the year 1000 and on the River Tiber at Rome since 413 B.C. Opponents were simply unable to ask Morgan technical questions that surprised him. More often, Morgan turned their own questions back on them with instant and impressive command of detail. For instance, when asked if he could give the average flow of water in the Miami River at the mouth of a certain creek, he answered, "Do you want it in cubic feet per second or proportion of amount?"

After several days of such testimony even the presiding judges began to appear overwhelmed. To Morgan's request yet again to enlarge on a technical point, this time a discussion of methods by which to predict storm centers, Judge C.W. Murphy of Butler County replied, "If the rest of the court wishes to bear with you, you may."

Objectors to the Conservancy District plan argued that it was absurd to think that channel improvement would not be possible for the Miami Valley, when it "is possible in every valley in the world and has been the recognized system of flood protection, until Mr. Morgan arrived in the Miami Valley." They predicted that the $23 million price tag attached to the Conservancy plan would balloon to over $177 million.

But the thousands of pages of field survey reports, the hundreds of maps and blueprints, the support of dozens of famous engineers convinced the Conservancy Court to allow the Miami Valley to become the site for a great engineering experiment. They had been overwhelmed by the faith in science and the immense self-confidence of progressive experts.

When the U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear the case in 1918, actual construction finally began. By then, of course, the United States was involved in World War I, and the project had to be approved as an essential one. In some ways, even given the inevitable difficulties of completing such work during wartime, after the monumental debate over the District, its actual con-
struction seemed something of an anticlimax. Opposition did not disappear completely but became disorganized and ineffective, symbolized by the occasional angry editorial or threatening letter sent to Deeds.88 The construction of the District, not complete until 1921, did not in any way attract the same kind of obsessive community attention as had the initial debate over its acceptability.

In truth, it was no anticlimax. Rather, it was the largest and most complex engineering project conceived anywhere in the world since the building of the Panama Canal. Engineers from many countries came to participate in the project. The reports issued by the Conservancy to explain construction to the engineering profession, known as the Miami Technical Reports, had very wide influence. Several volumes became classics in engineering literature.89

The actual construction forged links between technology and business and illustrated business support, indeed patronage, of the developing profession of engineering.90 That union was a progressive one, the building techniques and management practices dictated by Morgan themselves final illustrations of the Miami Conservancy District’s existence as a large-scale progressive project that involved business leadership in a central way.

First, engineers and businessmen continued their collaboration during the construction of the Conservancy District. The Conservancy’s directors continued to provide “practical business judgment.” For instance, engineers realized that in order for the system to work properly, periodic removal of gravel from river channels would be necessary. Rather than have the District itself shoulder the expense of this necessary maintenance, its directors encouraged the establishment of commercial gravel plants in the streams of the Valley, especially at Dayton and Hamilton, where gravel accumulation was a problem. Like Tom Sawyer with his fence, the District in fact established a fee and inspection schedule and made entrepreneurs pay for the right to remove gravel for concrete production. Of course this was the same material that the District otherwise would have had to dredge itself at considerable cost.91

Arthur Morgan’s promise that the dams would never be used to generate profit through the production of electricity was kept.
The Miami Conservancy directors did not try to run the District as a profit-making company. But, as in the case of gravel removal, they certainly were willing to exercise firm control of expenditures, cutting costs wherever possible by using the kinds of techniques that had made them leaders of the managerial revolution sweeping American business.

The District, a new public sector entity, thus established from the very beginning during construction stages complex and interesting relationships with the private sector. Certainly such relationships illustrated the adoption in the public realm of business models, models to be used for progressive ends: to improve conditions in the Miami Valley, to make its people safe.

Second, and just as important, management techniques used during the years of construction between 1918 and 1921 reflected an acceptance of new “progressive” personnel techniques. Arthur Morgan, like John H. Patterson, wanted to provide good working conditions for his employees and in fact engaged in welfare work practices that paralleled some of those offered during the same time period at the NCR.

Morgan argued that “the design of the organization, and the qualifications of the men who were to become the elements of that design, received the same thorough-going attention as was given to the design of the conduits, the spillways, or the system of hydraulic fill for the various dams.” Like Patterson, Morgan was eager to develop a spirit of camaraderie and a sense of family among District employees. And that family was to include workers as well as members of the engineering staff.

To help achieve that, he mandated the establishment of construction camps very different from those common everywhere else in the United States. Large outdoor construction projects were of course by their very nature temporary, and their accompanying construction camps were generally best described as slums. They usually featured tarpaper bunkhouses or shacks without electricity or sanitation, linked by muddy trails, fouled by the odors of overflowing privies.

Morgan, like Patterson, was concerned about more than worker loyalty. He wanted to create conditions that would promote the elevation of character. He was convinced that construction laborers who drifted from job to job spending their money on drink
and gambling did so in part because their shabby environments encouraged no better behavior.

In a letter sent in 1918 to recruit C.W. Porter-Shirley as the District's employment supervisor, Morgan outlined his plans for better physical conditions. He wrote that all the dam sites were too far from cities to allow the work crews to live in town. So the District had to be prepared to house and feed its workers. But, rather than the usual shacks, Morgan wanted suitable quarters for "decent, self-respecting men." He wanted to hire men who, in the proper environment, "could be helped in their desire to find themselves socially and economically."93

In keeping with that wish, Morgan ordered construction camps able to house from 150 to 300 men built at each of the sites, with facilities strikingly better than were standard at the time. Connected to nearby towns by railway lines, the camps were in fact small permanent villages, with sewer, electricity, and water systems, streets, community halls, small stores, and a schoolhouse. Men with families could rent cottages built in several different styles. The single men who composed the majority of the District's construction crews lived in bunkhouses, furnished with steam heat, lighting, toilets, shower baths, lounges, and janitor service. If they wished to pay slightly higher rent, bunkhouse men could secure private rooms. The rents were competitive, especially in wartime conditions. Cottages rented for an average of sixteen dollars a month. A bunkhouse renter paid fifty cents per week for a shared room, seventy-five cents for a private room. Finally, the District made provisions for free housing at all its camps. Workers who could not afford to pay any rent could live in a large, dormitory-style bunkhouse, with no separate rooms but instead one large sleeping chamber furnished with beds and mattresses.94

The District provided schooling for workers' children. In addition, it started free night classes for adult employees at each camp, offering instruction in mathematics, industrial arithmetic, penmanship, mechanical drawing, and English grammar. Foreign workers were encouraged to enroll in a special Americanization program that taught spoken and written English as well as American government. Morgan was personally interested in exposing workers who enrolled in these classes to as many "properly
masculine" role models as he could. He specifically hired several male teachers for the adult classes. The subliminal message presented at the Conservancy night schools echoed that promoted by NCR welfare work: social services and education should not be controlled by women.

In fact, there were numerous direct as well as philosophical connections between the camps and the NCR. Camp supervisors asked NCR welfare supervisors for help in starting gardening and recreational programs. As a result, the camps provided tilled and fertilized land for war gardens, where workers could reduce their food costs by growing many of their own vegetables; they also boasted programs that distributed ornamental shrubs and grass seed to plant around the four- or five-room cottages.

Community associations at the camps sponsored dances, bought player pianos, and showed movies "the equal to anything to be found at the theaters in Dayton, with such stars as Fairbanks, Marguerite Clark, Mary Pickford." Through the community associations, workers chose which entertainments and sports to sponsor, which books to buy for the camps' circulating library, what special projects to "boost." This was in keeping with Arthur Morgan's statement that "it would please me very much if the social and living conditions in these camps could be regulated by the men themselves by some sort of self government." The Conservancy Bulletin reported that decisions made in the camps were "not imposed by those who had charge of the construction work" but rather were "democratic." But democracy and self-government had their limits. Workers were not allowed to negotiate their wages, and the camps were open shop.

And, as was the case in other business ventures labeled progressive reforms, the model construction camps were meant to pay dividends. As Edward Deeds noted in a letter to Ezra Kuhns, who combined his continued work as the NCR's chief legal counselor with his appointment as secretary-treasurer of the District, "There is no place in this whole job where we can so easily subject ourselves to severe criticism as in spending any extra money in frills at the camps. We cannot afford to be working out any sociology or put anything on any basis other than the coldest business one."

Indeed, reports of the District's board revealed that his fellow directors agreed with Deeds that improvements at the camps had
to be justified as a business proposition. In 1922, with all major construction completed, the board reported that throughout the period of inflated wartime wages, the District had never paid as well as many other employers in the vicinity. "As inducements, steady work, good living conditions, and fair treatment were offered. As a result of these inducements a group of loyal men was assembled . . . who stuck with the District even when tempted by extravagant wages elsewhere."  

The District also used the promise of good conditions as "inducement" for its employees to work under open shop conditions. After studying the rules of the twenty-eight unions that could claim jurisdiction for some part of the Conservancy work, Morgan then drew up a uniform code and invited officials from the Dayton Building Trades Council to review it. Once they had done so, Morgan argued, these union officials "gladly accepted" his single code as the basis for resolving labor disputes during construction. The code recognized the right of workers to organize in trade unions, but it also clearly stated that "employees shall not use any coercive measures to induce persons to join any labor organization, nor to induce the officers or representatives of the district to deal therewith." In addition, the District did not tolerate what it labeled "jurisdictional distinctions." What that policy meant in practice was that a carpenter might be asked on occasion to dig a ditch, or that an unskilled ditchdigger might be given carpenter's tools and told to drive nails for a morning.

Union officials challenged Morgan's report that they had met at the District and agreed to the principles of open shop. Rather, in a broadside attacking the District published in a union newsletter, they countered, "If the conservancy officials who were present at that conference will refresh their memories they will recall that the statement was made that 'the only open shop is that which is open to scabs.' "

In July 1918, 125 men, mostly carpenters, plumbers, and electricians, struck construction sites at the Huffman, Taylorsville, and Englewood dams. Grant Fink, secretary of the carpenters' union, charged that men were not being paid overtime for weekend work, even though the labor code for the District promised such pay. The Conservancy argued that a few unions, led by the carpenters, had fabricated the charges to try to force a closed shop. The truth of the charges remains unclear, since District pay
records did not clearly distinguish overtime. But the victor in the dispute was the Conservancy. The strike, the only one during the years of construction, collapsed when the District replaced the strikers with nonunion labor.\textsuperscript{106}

Its opponents charged that in addition to favoring nonunion skilled workers, the District sought to hire foreign workers, unaccustomed to American work traditions and less likely to complain. Conservancy officials replied that they faced situations of severe labor shortage. They argued, furthermore, that skilled workers and laborers from surrounding cities were not eager to travel out to the dams for daily work and were not willing to uproot their families to live in the construction camps.\textsuperscript{107}

The truth lay somewhere in between. Indeed during the war itself, when with its necessary industry classification construction work on the Conservancy continued full speed, labor shortages did pose tremendous problems. During the years 1918 and 1919 when work was at its peak, the District needed some 1,800 workers. To secure them during wartime it sent labor agents to scour the country. Not all were successful. One hapless man named Joseph Kugler kept getting into trouble. More than once he sent desperate letters back to his supervisor, C.W. Porter-Shirley. In one, for instance, he reported that he had lined up 215 men willing to work for the District "and of course the foreman of this [sic] men got sor [sic] at me for teking [sic] men away. So they called the police and told police I am an Austrian spy."\textsuperscript{108} After bailing Kugler out of jail, Porter-Shirley sent him on to Indianapolis to recruit gangs of Hungarians.

But even after the war ended, bringing postwar recession rather than labor shortages, Conservancy officials continued to hire foreigners, including gangs of Mexican laborers. Dayton's Socialist newspaper ran this headline: "Men Who Import Mexicans While Jobless Dayton Citizens Walk Streets Not Fit To Serve People!"\textsuperscript{109} Native-born workers formed a majority in the construction crews at all times between 1918 and 1922, but certainly, in some instances, Conservancy employment agents preferred to "Americanize" foreigners rather than deal with American workers themselves.

With the help of these Mexicans and several thousand other construction workers, Conservancy officials finished the second-largest building project ever attempted in the United States on
Flood Control in the Miami Valley

time. All major work was in place by late 1921. By 1922 Arthur Morgan's dry dam system was officially complete. A comprehensive program of flood control replaced the emergency systems of flood relief in the Miami Valley.

Similar judgments about both efforts can be made. Both effectively solved a crisis: one, flood devastation, immediate and real; the other, the threat of future flooding, potential, but no less serious. Both cases provided illustrations of businessmen as reformers, as progressives. In fact, in interesting ways, both revealed the complex character of progressivism, a movement with virtues and drawbacks.

These business efforts to combat the serious problem of flood inundation brought genuine reform, social changes reflective of progressivism's central faith in science, the decisions of experts, and modern techniques of institutional organization. John Patterson's leadership of disaster relief in Dayton probably saved hundreds of lives, and his methods were widely copied. The Dayton disaster was one of the first in which the fledgling American Red Cross participated. Red Cross officials sent to the city worked in offices donated by the NCR. In effect, they became the company's pupils and used lessons learned during national disasters for decades to come.

The Miami Conservancy District was similarly a success. The District did make the valley region "forever floodproof." In April 1922, only months after the completion of major construction, the system got its first serious test. A spring storm released enough rain to bring the Miami River to its old flood stage of eighteen feet outside Dayton. This time, however, the river rose only to nine feet. In the following decades, the District continued to work well. By 1937, when a huge flood almost the equal of that of 1913 swept over the Ohio River watershed, the people of the Miami Valley had long since accepted their own flood control system as a success. Indeed, few probably even thought about it, since the earthen dry dam works had, as planned, been thickly planted with sod and thoroughly integrated into the landscape. And even during the great storm of 1937, which brought devastation to large sections of the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic states, the Conservancy system was hardly taxed. The Miami River at Hamilton reached its highest stage since 1913. Water, of course, backed up behind the five dry dams but occupied only about 15 percent of
available storage space. Severe rainfalls in 1959 and 1963 also left the region unscathed.\textsuperscript{113}

Moreover, engineers over the decades concurred with Morgan's initial conclusion that it was his plan, not alternatives, that would be the least costly to build and, by far, the least costly to maintain.\textsuperscript{114} Had plans like those proposed by John Hill to straighten and reconstruct the channels of the Miami River actually been tried, the citizens of the Miami Valley would have spent hundreds of millions for systems of flood control that probably would not have worked and would most certainly have limited urban expansion. As it was they spent more than the $23 million first projected by the Conservancy planners, but they didn't spend much more. Largely because of wartime inflation of prices and wages, the project finally ended up costing $34 million.\textsuperscript{115}

It was a small price to pay for decades of protection, made possible by the early twentieth-century alliance between new business values and progressive reform. The tenacity and self-confidence of business leaders who were eager to reshape their communities to face the future using ideas and models they felt sure were superior made the Miami Conservancy District a reality. But the creation of the District imposed costs.

The costs were not financial but political. During the great Dayton flood and after, powerful corporate leaders pushed aside local and county officials. They created effective, sometimes brilliant, but usually undemocratic solutions to the problems facing them.

They were solutions crafted not by the faceless institutional bureaucrats of organizational history but by charismatic leaders: businessmen who could bring their audiences to tears. But these businessmen—most important, John H. Patterson and Edward A. Deeds—managed their civic activities as they did their corporations: as heads of hierarchies, as men who did not brook challenge. John H. Patterson really was “almost dictator” of Dayton during the flood.\textsuperscript{116} Deeds, another prominent businessman, played a similar authoritarian role.\textsuperscript{117}

The Conservancy board Deeds headed had very significant powers, especially during the construction of the district when it taxed or took for public use almost forty thousand acres of land. It even condemned and removed an entire community, the village of Osborn, Ohio, lying ten miles northeast of Dayton. Osborn,
with a population of about one thousand people, sat directly in
the middle of what would become the overflow lands for the
Harshman Dam. Rather than build an additional dam to protect
the village, the Conservancy directors wiped it off the map,
buying up its lots and retail buildings, moving all its three hun-
dred houses to another site, and saving the District an estimated
$1 million in the process. Needless to say, the residents of
Osborn were not allowed to vote about their fate. They simply
received letters from the District explaining where and when
their houses would be moved to the nearby town of Fairfield,
newly renamed Fairborn.

And for men with such power, neither Patterson nor Deeds
had demonstrated much regard for American law. Deeds was a
fellow defendant with Patterson at the NCR trust trials. At the
time of the flood both were convicted felons, out of jail on appeal.
Charles Evans Hughes, in 1918 a special assistant to Attorney
General Thomas Gregory and in charge of the federal investiga-
tion of problems with aircraft production, personally recom-
manded that Deeds be court-martialed for alleged profiteering
from his service as chief of aircraft procurement during World
War I. Neither man spent a day in prison, military or civilian.
Appeals courts and a military review board reversed and dropped
initial convictions and charges. Nevertheless, their legal prob-
lems illustrated the complex characters of these businessmen-
reformers.

Edward A. Deeds, John H. Patterson, and the dozens of other
business leaders they recruited for the flood control campaign,
truly were reformers. They deserved the label progressive. They
took risks and committed personal fortunes to grand visions of
social improvement. Their correspondence and personal writ-
ings reveal men genuinely interested in improving community
and nation. And they believed, often exuberantly believed, that
such improvement was possible. Nevertheless, many of these
men, particularly Deeds and Patterson themselves, fully de-
served the label ruthless. It was an adjective contemporaries be-
stowed as often as they used the more flattering term, reformer.
They illustrated, as settlement house workers did not so easily
illustrate, the complicated nature of progressive reform.

For the reverse side of progressive self-confidence was an
arrogant willingness to manipulate the lives of others in the
conviction that it was either in their own or in the larger public good. Time and again flood relief and flood control efforts revealed that willingness to “improve” and manipulate. In small ways it was revealed in the sanitary codes in effect at the Conservancy construction camps. There men had to soak themselves regularly in vats of cheap, strong cologne, since camp physician, W.M. Smalley, had read that “strong and lasting odors” repelled lice. In large ways it was revealed not just in the obliteration of Osborn, but also in an outburst by Arthur Morgan during a 1913 public meeting called to explain his plans. Exasperated with the large number of belligerent questions from the audience, Morgan burst out, “I wish that there would be a civic standard in Dayton that will permit no man to get in the city’s way.” He meant, of course, his way. His way was, in truth, a grand plan. Flood relief and flood control in the Miami Valley were wonderful successes. That fact cannot obscure the reality that they were done “for” the people, not, by and large, “with” them.
Ray Stannard Baker, famous journalist and political adviser, traveled to Dayton in 1916 to assess Dayton's flood recovery efforts. The great 1913 flood, readers of *World's Work* learned, was the "best thing that ever happened to the Miami Valley." It was, Baker said, borrowing a phrase from one of his principal informants, Edward A. Deeds, a "heat treatment." Steel rails subjected to a period of intense heat during their manufacture were stronger and far less likely to break under sudden strain. The fierce heat of the flood calamity, Deeds suggested, had jarred apart groups and cliques and forged a stronger, more united community in Dayton.

Not content with the creation of permanent flood protection, that united community had insisted on similarly progressive, businesslike efficiency in other areas as well. "The flood enormously increased the responsibility of the city officials, and immediately a new and progressive charter was adopted, providing for an elective commission, which was to employ a trained city manager. They were to get an expert, not a politician, and, like any progressive business concern, pay the adequate salary for an expert." Clearly Edward A. Deeds had won another disciple. Nevertheless, Ray Stannard Baker's glowing tribute to the "business-minded revolution" in Dayton contained truth. The establishment of a city manager system of local government did indeed provide a very good illustration of the nature of business progressivism. It was, however, a more involved story.

Analyzing two topics helps to prove that complexity. First, a
discussion of business progressivism and Dayton municipal politics profits from an investigation of the campaign to achieve city manager government. This almost twenty-year-long campaign was a study in controversy. Its history illustrates the reality, not evident in Baker’s account, that the effort to create “business-minded” government in Dayton involved pitched battles between shifting sets of antagonists. Second, such a discussion benefits from a study of the achievements and failures of commission-manager government during its first decade in Dayton. Such an analysis provides additional evidence about the nature of business involvement with this “business-minded” form of government. The commission-manager innovation was a phenomenon both contemporaries and historians have long identified as a classic example of progressive reform. Was it a classic example of business-progressivism?

The campaign to change Dayton’s form of local government can be traced to a speech given by John H. Patterson in 1896. In that year, the Dayton Board of Trade invited the National Cash Register president to be the keynote speaker at its annual banquet. Patterson chose as his title “What Dayton, Ohio, Should Do to Become a Model City.” Patterson, who by all accounts held his audience’s attention for a speech lasting more than two hours, presented a grand vision, constructed from a progressive’s faith in science, in education, in human eagerness to improve and progress. His future Dayton was “clothed in green” and ringed by parks and playgrounds. The city’s homes and public buildings followed an architectural master plan, so precise that it even recommended the proper harmonious outside paint colors and shrubbery for each neighborhood. A system of free libraries, music conservatories, and art galleries supplemented the free education provided by the revamped city schools. After a program of reorganization these schools now taught students at all age levels manual and business skills in addition to traditional subjects. Stringent new health codes and improved city sanitation, including mandatory regular city “disinfection” of private backyards and cellars, as well as new, scientifically engineered sewer systems and free public baths, greatly decreased disease.

In fifty years, Patterson predicted, such changes would so lessen “the work and worry of life” that crime rates, child labor, poverty, even the demand for medicines would decline. In a
thousand years in such a Dayton, "there would be no deaths except from accidents and old age." Though Patterson acknowledged no specific major influence, his perfect city was a utopian construction that probably sprang in part from his fertile imagination, in part from his extensive contacts with the work and ideas of European and American social reformers.

"How," Patterson asked, "shall we get the money to accomplish all these changes?" His answer was simple: "Adopt business methods in city government." To do that, Dayton had to restrict the power of bosses and politicians. It needed a "monitor club, a self-appointed body of men with sufficient ability and integrity to inspire the people with confidence." These men would attend all open city meetings and find out about decisions made during closed ones. They would appear at the meetings of the board of trade and the school board and at all openings of sales of city bonds. They would hold any wrongdoing so discovered up to "public ridicule and contempt" through speeches, public rallies, or advertisements in newspapers. "After five years of service the monitor club will practically cease to exist, for the spirit of reform will be aroused." Patterson's warnings that government needed to be watched by vigilant associations of "self-appointed" citizen volunteers presaged arguments that would dominate the debate over the creation of the Miami Conservancy District: that government was usually a hindrance to, not an ally of, reform.

But Patterson's optimism about the speed with which new associations of reform-minded citizens could correct political abuse was excessive. He needed to play hardball politics, threatening to pull his huge company out of Dayton, even to win creation of the Dayton Chamber of Commerce, a version of his monitor club. Nor did the chamber of commerce win acceptance for its proposals for businesslike government in only five years. And even after its victory in 1913 city manager government in Dayton faced an uncertain future until the elections of 1917.

The campaign to bring city manager government to Dayton and to establish it securely turned on events during four watershed years: 1907, 1912, 1913, and 1917. By 1907 John H. Patterson's speeches to his fellow citizens had lost their euphoric tone. Patterson complained at a mass rally, "When I should have been up in the advertising department or in New York or in Paris devoting my time to my business, I have tried, instead, to do
many things which would help the city, but I have been unsuc-
cessful, and my efforts have been ridiculed. This bitter speech
was in effect the first volley in an intricate war of nerves between
the NCR Company and the city of Dayton.

For years, Patterson's company had feuded with Dayton city
government. The city council refused to give any railroad the
right to bring lines into Dayton at surface grade. The NCR had
since 1899 vigorously opposed the city ordinance that required
railroad tracks to be elevated or below street level within city
limits, arguing that such city regulations denied it the rail access it
had to have. Railroad companies were unwilling to incur the
additional expense required to build special tracks. Moreover,
NCR officials complained that city regulations prevented them
from building private railroad tracks to their shipping facilities,
unfairly increasing the company's costs. Patterson himself or one
of his officers regularly journeyed to city offices to complain not
just about the rail track regulations but also about a variety of
other matters. For instance, the company attacked the quality of
streetcar service in the city. Inefficient morning and evening
schedules made workers late to the plant and prevented their
orderly departure at the end of the working day. The city, Patt-
erson argued, should build a bridge over the Miami River at Stewart
Street, so that areas directly across the river from his factory
complex could become convenient residential neighborhoods for
his workers. To his list of grievances the NCR president added
lack of support at city hall for his proposals to spend substantially
more money on parks, playgrounds, and schools. He could not,
Patterson said, attract the kind of skilled labor force the produc-
tion of cash registers demanded without better recreational op-
portunities, nor could he hope to count on Dayton schools as
places that would properly prepare children for work at the
NCR.5

Patterson continued his attacks on city government, giving
speeches that echoed his 1896 "Model City" talk. He exhorted
Daytonians to clean up local political corruption much as they
would "drain a swamp."6 He also sought to shame Dayton by
widely broadcasting his complaints. The NCR printed and circu-
lated thousands of copies of the "Model City" speech alone,
targeting hundreds of journalists and local officials in other cities
for special attention.7 Despite these efforts, general indifference
greeted the NCR president's campaign, and city council members continued openly to deny his huge company's demands.

The confrontation escalated in 1902. By one vote the city council stymied yet another NCR effort to change local railroad crossing ordinances and denied the company's petition to build an elaborate shipping facility including fifteen new loading docks connected to a private company spur track.8 This refusal aroused Patterson's combative instincts to new heights. He openly raged against his enemies on the council. More important, he initiated a plan that greatly increased the costs of opposition to the NCR.

After several years of private inquiries, John H. Patterson announced that plan in January 1907. It was a bombshell. He had decided to abandon the entire NCR complex and move operations to another city. The NCR president sent a team of key company officers, headed by E.A. Deeds, on a very public tour of the Northeast to determine the company's site choices. Cities throughout the region scrambled to win a chance to become finalists. Officials in Schenectady, Buffalo, and Rochester, New York, greeted the delegation of NCR officials with parades, beauty queens, and effusive promises of plenty of room, good railroad facilities, and low taxes. Buffalo offered the company a hefty cash "relocation" bonus. Even cities that had earlier dismissed the tour as a free advertising scheme publicly backpedaled. The editor of the Cohoes, New York, Republican printed his apologies for ever doubting NCR's sincerity, and he promised, "The cash register people need never be lonesome, for their evenings would be one round of pleasure playing 'Five Hundred,' 'Flinch,' 'progressive euchre,' 'Hearts' or at turkey, roast beef or valentine suppers."

As the company entourage swept farther east, Connecticut and Massachusetts vied to join the fray. Newspaper editorialists in dozens of towns and cities promoted the skill of their workers, the healthful qualities of their climates, and the purity of their water supplies. A few candidly spoke not only of the "progress" the NCR could bring their communities, but of the money and jobs as well. The editor of the Bridgeport, Connecticut, Post minced no words. "The advantages," he wrote, "are obvious. At present, the company has a weekly payroll of between $60,000 and $70,000."

While Northeastern business leaders feted their visitors from the NCR, their Dayton counterparts panicked. A group of more
than 150 well-known Dayton businessmen formed the Businessmen’s Boosters Club, a group with one express goal: to retain the National Cash Register Company. These men immediately began to inundate John H. Patterson with letters pleading that he give Dayton one more chance.\footnote{\textsuperscript{11}}

In a reply mailed January 17 from New York City to Russell Johnston, president of the Boosters Club, Patterson outlined his conditions. While warning that “it would be almost impossible” for Dayton to retain his plant, he nonetheless mentioned improvements his fellow citizens had to make, if only to attract another large business to fill the empty NCR buildings. The list was a long one and surely familiar to Patterson’s home audience: more parks, playgrounds, bridges, rail spurs, and manual training schools. Most important, the Boosters Club must exercise all its influence to change local government, to reform “Dayton’s reputation of being the worst governed city of the state.” Patterson ended, “All that I have suggested in this letter is for Dayton’s benefit, and what will be required to hold the N.C.R. Company will be determined by what other cities offer.”\footnote{\textsuperscript{12}}

Despite this equivocation, the Boosters Club chose to regard Patterson’s letter as a tentative offer of negotiation and set about to meet its stated terms. With the club as catalyst, the Dayton business community coalesced. By February 1907 the Boosters Club had merged with the city’s two largest businessmen’s organizations, the Commercial Club and the Dayton Board of Trade.\footnote{\textsuperscript{13}} The new group, renamed the chamber of commerce, quickly created permanent committees to investigate taxation, street and bridge improvements, parks and playgrounds, schools, and municipal politics. By March a full-scale campaign to force the city to comply with NCR demands was under way. Chamber of commerce members camped out at city hall, lobbying mayor and council; they organized rallies attended by hundreds of businessmen; they deluged the newspapers with letters to the editor. One written by chamber member and local merchant Elias Van Scoyk was typical. Van Scoyk wrote, emphasizing the campaign’s theme that better local government was the key to obtaining all other necessary improvements, “Let the city be run on a strictly business plan: not make or create positions for hungry politicians . . . to hold a party in power, no matter what party.”\footnote{\textsuperscript{14}}

Within months, the pressure had begun to work. The Dayton
City Council, which had for years blocked the company's proposals, agreed to grant the NCR the right to build rail switch tracks and extensive shipping facilities so that it would no longer have to haul goods to public rail depots. It issued one hundred thousand dollars in bonds for public parks. Finally, the chamber of commerce met with the NCR board of directors to assure them of its "complete sympathy" with a written agenda of NCR demands that included the following:

1. Diligence in prodding the Council.
2. Railroads and switch to N.C.R.
3. Bridge at Stewart Street
4. Oakwood village to be incorporated
5. Canal to be abandoned
6. Training schools to be built
7. Better government
8. Republican primaries changed to second week of September
9. Better street car service
10. Universal transfers on all street car lines
12. Straighten river and construct levee
13. Dayton to show appreciation by visiting N.C.R. plant frequently
14. The open shop endorsed
15. Cooperation in and endorsement of welfare work

After "full consideration" of offers of tracts of land and cash contributions toward the expenses of moving, the NCR board of directors resolved to accept Dayton's promises of improvement and to remain. Its acceptance, the board noted, was based upon the "pledge of [the] Chamber of Commerce and citizens" to carry out those promises with "due business diligence." Should they fail to do so, the company would of course feel itself at liberty to take up again "this question of removal."

The company, then, appeared to have routed its enemies at city hall, panicking them with the threat of the loss of the community's biggest employer. Was John H. Patterson bluffing? If so, he certainly kept his own counsel. Private documents completely closed to his contemporaries, such as minutes of the NCR board,
never even hint that the threat of removal was not a real one. But
the NCR in 1907 was very much the creation of one man, and that
man was a masterful actor.

But if Patterson was a masterful actor, he was not a magician.
Although the drama precipitated by his threat to relocate the NCR
Company was a major event in the campaign to change city
government, it was not solely responsible for the establishment of
city manager government in Dayton. Nineteen oh seven was a
watershed year for that effort; 1908 was not. Despite the com-
pany's warning that it would reopen its search for a better city
should Dayton not quickly fulfill its lengthy list of promises, five
more years passed before the campaign for "better government"
again accelerated during a watershed year.

During 1912 three signal events made a change to "business-
minded" government much more likely. First, the Ohio legis-
lature passed a home rule amendment to the Ohio Constitution.
Second, the Dayton Chamber of Commerce appointed a commit-
tee headed by Patterson to consider specific ways to rewrite the
city charter to take advantage of provisions in the new constitu-
tional amendment for great city autonomy. Finally, bitter rivalries
within the Dayton Socialist party, the most important opponent
of a change to "business" government, turned its energies tem-
porarily inward.

The passage of a home rule amendment to the Ohio Constitu-
tion in September 1912 was not an isolated event. Other state
legislatures passed similar measures. All were proclaimed victo-
ries for progressive reformers who were seeking ways to change
local politics. These reformers argued that state legislatures had
interfered excessively in city governments. In fact, they said,
American municipal government had not so much failed as it had
remained untried. In 1894 a group of influential progressives
interested in municipal reform and led by men like Richard
Childs, Charles Beard, and Clinton Rogers Woodruff created the
National Municipal League. The organization quickly assumed a
leadership role, its major annual conference a national meeting
ground for self-styled urban reformers, its publications forums
for debate.

In 1900 the league called for greater freedom for cities and for
home rule as a first step toward municipal reform.\textsuperscript{18} The Ohio
constitutional amendment, a victory for league supporters, gave
Ohio cities considerable independence. Under its provisions, the state forbade the combination of school administration with other functions of local government and retained some control over local courts and finances, but for the first time in the state’s history each Ohio city could exercise all other powers of local government and enforce within its limits public safety, health, fire, and other municipal codes without outside interference, as long as those codes did not conflict with the general laws of Ohio.

The amendment further provided that a city could, either through a request initiated by its city council or by citizen petition, hold a special election to decide whether it wished to adopt a new city charter. Those cities not holding such elections would continue under the existing municipal code of the state and remain governed by councils chosen by wards and mayors elected at large.19

But John H. Patterson, who had warred for over two decades with the Dayton City Council and the Democratic party bosses he correctly claimed controlled the body, was not about to lose an opportunity to remove certain council members and exchange mayor-council government for an entirely new chartered form. The Dayton Chamber of Commerce, which had kept its 1907 pledge to lobby for change in local government, had sent representatives to Columbus in support of the home rule amendment. It had, in addition, a signed citizen’s petition requesting the right to hold a special city charter election ready to submit to the state legislature within days of the amendment’s passage.20

Patterson himself had been busy during the summer and autumn of 1912. He had sent representatives around the United States and to Europe to study city government systems and urban reform agencies. The New York Bureau of Municipal Research, staffed with accountants, social workers, engineers, and other experts who were instructed to apply techniques of business management to city problems, particularly impressed Patterson. He decided to imitate John D. Rockefeller and Andrew Carnegie, the New York Bureau’s patrons. In October 1912 he founded the Dayton Bureau of Municipal Research.21

That bureau, begun with an initial monthly budget of one thousand dollars, wholly paid out of Patterson’s personal funds, received a mandate from Patterson “to make unbiased, scientific studies of governmental affairs.” In reality, Chester Rightor, an
expert in social work management and Patterson's new bureau director, began to collect data useful for a charter reform campaign.\footnote{22}

Patterson himself had personal need of such data since, within two weeks of the legislative passage of the home rule amendment, he had accepted an invitation from the chamber of commerce to head a committee of businessmen formed to draft a new model charter for the city of Dayton. The work of this charter reform committee, which was composed of Patterson, E.A. Deeds, Frederick Rike, E.C. Harley, and Leopold Rauh, provided a second major push bringing city manager government to Dayton. Along with Patterson, Deeds, and Rike, E.C. Harley and Leopold Rauh were well-known leaders of the Dayton business community. Harley was a wholesale supplier to grocers; Rauh had interests in construction and banking.

Patterson may have been one of the first to make the connection between business and local government structure when in his widely circulated 1896 "Model City" speech he had declared, "A city is a great business enterprise whose stockholders are the people."\footnote{23} But in 1896 one local governmental form dominated the United States. Citizens in a few New England villages still governed themselves through town meetings. Elsewhere, from tiny towns to large cities, mayors, elected in tandem with some form of council, headed municipal governments.\footnote{24}

By 1912, however, that near-universal dominance by one municipal system had changed. Citizens in most cities still elected mayors and councils, but at least since 1901 they could study alternatives. In September 1900 a terrible hurricane raged through Galveston, Texas, killing some six thousand people and destroying more than $17 million in property. The once bustling port town of forty thousand lay in ruins. Businessmen who, like their counterparts in Dayton, had been making open efforts to curb the power of ward politicians, saw their chance. Organizing as a "Good Government Club," they successfully proposed the abolition of mayor-council government. Later, Galveston would claim that its replacement, the city commission, was an entirely original creation. In fact, members of the Good Government Club studied some precedents. A commission, for example, had governed Memphis during a yellow fever epidemic in 1878. Nevertheless, the "Galveston Plan" was indeed a major innovation. It
mandated government by a small, nonpartisan legislative body, the city commission. Elected at large, commission members severally acted as heads of the city's administrative departments. Not only reformers and politicians but also readers of such national magazines as *Outlook*, the *Nation*, and *McClure's* studied the new system. They heard that Galveston's experiment was a remarkable achievement, a municipal revolution bringing business order and efficiency to city hall.  

The commission idea spread very quickly. Within a decade almost three hundred cities, concentrated particularly in the Plains West and Midwest, adopted the system. Had the members of Patterson's committee, therefore, chosen to recommend commission government for Dayton, they could scarcely have been hailed as innovators.

But by 1912 the commission system had a fledgling challenger. Richard Childs, Yale graduate, New York advertising executive, and prominent member of the National Municipal League, had been an early and enthusiastic supporter of the commission experiment. Soon, however, he became disenchanted with what he and other detractors began to call the "straight commission." That body, Childs argued, merged both administrative and deliberative duties. City commissioners were not only policy makers, they also had to be policy executors. That situation posed dangers to principles of separation of powers and provided few checks to potential corruption.

The system was, moreover, not really as efficient as its supporters suggested. True efficiency demanded a single head. Although each commissioner shared responsibility for setting policy and overseeing city government, no one commissioner assumed overall leadership. Instead, as head of a city department, each commissioner exercised control over a particular area of municipal affairs. Not surprisingly, Childs and others argued, city commissioners tended to devote their greatest attention to their own bailiwicks. Rather than making efficient decisions for the city as a whole, in this view, commissioners tended to defend their own interests. A multiheaded administration was, in effect, an administration without a head at all. In addition, true efficiency demanded leadership by an expert in city administration, not leadership by an elected group of amateurs.

Richard Childs did not invent the idea of a city manager as a
solution to these problems. The town fathers of the small city of Staunton, Virginia, until 1908 best known as the birthplace of Woodrow Wilson, did. In that year, they hired a general manager, a professional meant to function much as did the general manager of a business corporation.

The Staunton City manager would report to the city council, remaining employed at the council’s pleasure, but he alone would supervise administrative detail. Henceforth, the council would exercise policy-making duties only. Richard Childs’s innovation was to advocate the revision not of mayor-council government, as had Staunton, but of the new commission system. In 1912 Childs’s proposal had just begun to gain national attention. Only one city, Sumter, South Carolina, adopted the new commission-manager form.28

John H. Patterson’s committee, then, had three models to review: the federal, or mayor-council; the commission; and the virtually untried commission-manager type of municipal government. Not surprisingly, his committee quickly rejected the federal system. It was, of course, the system Patterson had so strongly attacked as the ally of bossism. More interesting was the committee’s equally quick rejection of the straight commission system. Of course by an overwhelming margin the cities run by commissions were small, with populations under ten thousand people. Moreover, with its easy access to the publications of the New York Bureau of Municipal Research and the National Municipal League, the committee had plentiful information about the flaws in commission government. But the commission-manager form, universally called by its adherents the city manager plan, was certainly not a system with a proven record for a city of Dayton’s size either. Staunton, Virginia, had a city manager but not the city manager plan. Sumter, South Carolina, was a city whose entire population did not greatly exceed in number John H. Patterson’s Dayton work force.

Still, Patterson’s committee members enthusiastically embraced the city manager plan for their city, at the 1910 decennial census already boasting a population of 116,000 and growing rapidly. In doing so the committee chose a plan that would make Dayton a pioneer, the first American city of significant size to adopt Childs’s city manager plan. That plan, to summarize, featured a commission elected on a nonpartisan at-large basis to act
as the city's legislative, policy-making body. Commission members were to work part-time for a nominal salary. To coordinate city administration, they would hire a full-time chief administrator. This well-paid city manager would appoint and control all other city employees, while himself serving at the pleasure of the city commission.

Patterson's committee of fellow business leaders quickly accepted the still-infant city manager form as that most directly analogous to the structure of a business, in which the commission acted as a board of directors and, like a board of directors, did not actually run specific departments but rather hired an expert manager to carry on day-to-day operations. Further, the committee, with the blessing of its parent body, the Dayton Chamber of Commerce, prepared an elaborate campaign to promote the plan's victory at the scheduled special city charter election.

Not wishing to emphasize its close business connections, the committee severed its relationship with the chamber of commerce. The five original members invited ten other Dayton businessmen to participate. Each man in this new group of fifteen then chose four others to constitute a "Committee of One Hundred." Such committees, called by the name "One Hundred" even when the actual number of members varied, had become by 1912 an established institution used by reformers in other cities. Dayton's Committee of One Hundred, renamed the Citizens' Committee, chose fifteen of its number to run as candidates for the charter commission, in accordance with the procedures established by the home rule amendment for revision of a city charter. Not surprisingly, John H. Patterson headed the committee's charter commission ticket.29

The remaining fourteen candidates on the nonpartisan Citizens' Committee ticket included three lawyers, a dentist, and a union printer. Nevertheless, businessmen still dominated. Each signed a written pledge promising that if elected in the special charter election scheduled for May 1913, he would write a new charter for the city of Dayton that would include two crucial provisions: a commission of five elected at large on a nonpartisan ticket, and a city manager responsible for all city administrative duties.30

Once it had chosen its slate of candidates, the Citizens' Committee orchestrated a very well planned "information" campaign
promoting the city manager system. Interestingly, the Committee used the mechanisms of the Dayton ward system to help defeat it. It chose a “captain” in each of the city’s twelve wards. That person selected a “lieutenant” for each precinct, who in turn chose a leader for every block. This block coordinator enlisted a person for each side of the street who agreed to talk to every single neighbor. By such a system, the Citizens’ Committee sought to guarantee that one of its representatives would speak personally with every voter in Dayton and would try to get that voter to sign a card pledging support for city manager government.

The campaign plan was an ingenious one. Rather than crowding into mass rallies to be addressed by prominent men or by employers whom they might not have wished to obey, Dayton voters heard their neighbors describe the virtues of the new governmental form and, should they refuse to sign the asked-for pledge, had to turn down a neighbor, perhaps a friend. No voter opened a door to any campaign worker who lived more than a block away.31

The activities of John H. Patterson’s Citizens’ Committee certainly played a large role in making 1912 a turning-point year in the campaign to change Dayton’s government. Its efforts to organize massive door-to-door conversation between neighbors displayed clever use of principles of successful advertising and group psychology. But such efforts, which downplayed spectacular speeches and huge rallies, may have been prompted at least in part by the reality that the Dayton Socialist party was a vocal participant at the few such mass rallies that occurred. But in 1912 that Socialist party, the most important opponent of the city manager system, was unable to devote its full attention to the campaign to change local government in Dayton. At a key moment, bitter internal rivalries temporarily diminished its effectiveness.

It is important to recognize that many Daytonians did not view the Dayton Socialist party as a dangerously radical splinter group, out to destroy capitalism by any means necessary. And in fact it was not. Rather, Dayton Socialists were most often skilled workmen, people with respectable, well-paying jobs as machinists, toolmakers, molders, and the like. In contrast to other Midwestern cities with important Socialist parties, like Cleveland or
Milwaukee, where majorities of members were foreign-born and where German, Russian, and other languages were as likely to be heard as English, the membership of the Dayton local was overwhelmingly native born. Far from agitating for the violent overthrow of capitalism and the establishment of socialism through proletarian dictatorship, Dayton Socialists operated peacefully through the system. As one Dayton party leader, Joseph Sharts, explained in a speech denouncing revolutionary socialism and anarchism, his opponents might represent the left wing of socialism, but he and his Dayton comrades represented the “rest of the fowl.” And such a bird, Dayton Socialists argued, could better achieve its objectives from within the flock, participating in the system, urging internal reform. Many nonsocialists listened to such a message and voted for Socialist candidates for the city council. In 1911, for instance, the Socialists polled 27 percent of the vote in city races, a highly admirable showing for a party that listed only around eight hundred card-carrying members.

The fact that the Socialists were distracted in 1912 proved a genuine, if unacknowledged, boon to the Citizens’ Committee’s efforts. In the summer of 1912 the Miami Valley Socialist rang with charges that members of the party’s state executive committee had through “treacherous attempts” tried to bind the chapters of the state organization to the “anarchist tactics of the I.W.W.” In fact, the Miami Valley newspaper reflected the passions aroused by a power struggle within the Ohio Socialist party between moderates who favored “political action”—that is, participation in existing political systems with the goal of reform from within—and those who demanded more revolutionary tactics for a revolutionary era. The conflicts that raged statewide in 1912 had been simmering in Dayton since at least 1910. The battles between the majority of moderates and a left-wing faction led by Frank Midney, a former teacher recently arrived in Dayton from Chicago, were not always only ideological. Each group sought to expel the other, and meetings more than once turned into melees that ended only with the arrival of the police. In that kind of atmosphere, where words, chairs, and fists flew, Dayton Socialists focused on their own civil war.

The dust finally settled in 1913, when a victorious moderate faction began to try to heal wounds and rekindle a spirit of comradeship among all Dayton Socialists. By that time the Cit-
The citizens’ Committee had enjoyed many months of greater leverage. Indeed the special election charter campaign was in its final stages, with a May election date looming.

That is not to say that individual Socialists did not seek to play a role in the 1912 charter debate. Some did, but they acted generally as individuals. Editors of the party’s organ, the *Miami Valley Socialist*, focused on the internal fight. When they did discuss city political issues during 1912, they concentrated their attention on opposition to a bond issue campaign for city waterworks improvements.36

In 1907 John H. Patterson had fumed that an “earthquake ought to come and stir up Dayton and make some improvement.”37 In 1913 he got a flood instead. Coming just two months ahead of the scheduled special election, the flood provided an opportunity for Patterson to don the robes of a hero. He, and not the mayor or city council, directed recovery efforts. The Dayton mayor and council sat almost unnoticed while state and national figures, not to mention hundreds of reporters, flocked to see John H. Patterson at his NCR headquarters.

An overwhelming victory for the Citizen’s Committee slate of candidates was almost a foregone conclusion. On May 20, 1913, Daytonians approved the selection of a commission to rewrite the city’s charter by a six-to-one margin. Only 2,020 people voted against the commission and in favor of retaining the mayor-council system without review.38 The fifteen men now formally chosen by Dayton voters to scrutinize and change the city’s charter worked quickly. Obviously they had long since decided what basic form their recommendations would take. On June 23, 1913, five weeks after their election, the charter commissioners completed a city manager charter. The regrouped Socialists mounted a more effective opposition campaign, but still city voters approved the new charter on August 12, 1913, by a margin of more than two to one.39

Interestingly, neither the Democratic nor the Republican party organizations in Dayton provided much public support for the Socialists. There appeared to be truth to the repeated Socialist charges that both the Democratic and Republican parties were in a “desperate pickle” and acceded to the victory of “nonpartisan” government as a way to regain credibility and shut the Socialists out of local power.40 In fact the stock of both mainstream political
parties had fallen during the aftermath of the great flood. Even
before March 1913 signs began to appear that Patterson's repeated
attacks on corruption and bossism in both political parties in the
city, but particularly in the controlling Democratic party, had
begun to take a toll. Editorialists, especially those writing for the
pro-Republican paper, the *Journal*, stepped up their attacks on
"ignorance, graft, and neglect" in city government. By 1910 even
the Democratic Dayton *Daily News* had joined Patterson, declar-
ing that it accepted many of his ideas for improving the city,
including his idea for a citizens' nonpartisan movement to uproot
traditional party ties and change municipal government.41

By May 1913 E.W. Hanley, owner of the gasworks for the city,
chair of the Democratic Committee, and Patterson's nemesis as
the political boss of Dayton, complained, "Relative to bossism let
me say that the title of boss as applied to me is a misnomer. . . . It
is the natural result of local prejudice and antagonism, and many
of my friends on the new good government platform will be
carrying the title in a short while, and perhaps with greater
emphasis, for the reason that so much of perfection and wonder-
ful progress has been promised."42

The new city charter overwhelmingly endorsed by the citizens
of Dayton in August 1913 did promise much of "perfection and
wonderful progress." Central to the new document were a com-
mission of five members elected at large on a nonpartisan ballot
and a city manager appointed by the commission and subject to
its dismissal. In one stroke the old ward council system disap-
peared.

Elections were to be held every two years, the three candidates
receiving the greatest vote at the first election being chosen for a
four-year term, the rest for two years. The candidate winning the
largest number of votes at the election at which the greatest
number of commissioners were elected received the title of may-
or. The mayor, however, really was only one among other com-
missioners, since he had no additional power, and his special
duties were only ceremonial in nature. All members of the com-
misson, as well as the city manager, could be recalled should 25
percent of registered voters so demand in a signed petition.

In clear contrast with straight commission plans, the Dayton
commissioners were to perform purely legislative duties. They
were, for instance, responsible for appropriation ordinances and
for city regulatory measures, such as codes to govern police conduct or public health. They had the common legislative power to investigate any city department.

The city manager, though ultimately subject to the will of the commission, was the absolute administrative head of city government, the person with the power to appoint and fix salaries for all immediate subordinates, including departmental heads and their deputies. In keeping with John H. Patterson's long-standing insistence on divisions of five in any corporate organizational scheme, there were to be five such departments: a department of law; a department of public service, concerned with street and sewer maintenance, waste disposal, and operation of public utilities; a department of public safety, merging the formerly separate police, fire, and building inspection departments; a department of finance, again combining former city bureaus of accounting, treasury, and purchasing; and finally, a department of public welfare, an entirely new creature in American municipal politics, to supervise city health, parks, playgrounds, charity work, and corrections.

The new city manager, however, did not have absolute power to hire and fire employees in any of these new departments. The 1913 charter also created a civil service board not subject to either the commission or the city manager. City employees relieved of their duties had the right to have charges reviewed by that board. Moreover, the city civil service board was to set guidelines for wages and could change a salary amount should it determine that city employees in different departments did equal work but did not earn equal pay. The city manager had to choose new employees from lists of those who had achieved at least minimum scores on separate civil service tests that the board, with the assistance of outside experts, was to devise for each particular department. Only department heads themselves could avoid the testing procedures.\textsuperscript{43}

The Dayton Socialist party lost its fight to defeat this new charter in 1913. That loss, however, did not really mark the end of its campaign. For an additional four years, until 1917, the Socialists continued vigorously to oppose city manager government. Only after the municipal elections of 1917 was the new system secure.

In July 1913 Carl Thompson, secretary of a special committee
City Manager Government for Dayton

established by the national Socialist party for the study of commission government in cities, published a lengthy summary of party reaction to the city manager and commission forms. That reaction could be easily condensed into one sentence: All commission and city manager forms lacked the vital element of democracy.\textsuperscript{44} The Dayton local echoed that attack and added two other major issues. The city manager innovation was not only undemocratic, its claims of efficiency and economy were open to question. Finally, it was wrong to oppose municipal ownership of city services and utilities.

The Dayton Socialists outlined their reasons for calling the new Dayton charter less democratic than its predecessor in a broadside reprinted by the \textit{Miami Valley Socialist} in 1913. Although the party's stump speakers and specific examples changed during the next four years, the basic issues did not. Four important changes in the city charter, according to the Socialists, made it a "brazen betrayal of working class to business interests."\textsuperscript{45}

First, the charter adopted a system of balloting that limited the final election to the ten highest candidates at the primaries. It was, Socialists complained, a popularity contest, an arbitrary elimination that gave unfair advantage to the best-known or best-financed candidates.

Second, the charter abolished the ward system and instituted a nonpartisan election scheme under which all candidates ran, identified by name only, throughout the whole city. Under such a system, poor men could not afford to run, said Socialist opponents. Striking the party name off a ballot would not eliminate, as if by magic, the sins of city misgovernment. Rather, it would deny voters crucial information they needed to make intelligent decisions; voters had a right to know the political views of all candidates. The scheme would make proportional voting, under which minority groups received representation even if they did not win a straight majority, far more difficult to institute. Party affiliations would not disappear. Local politicians and citizens alike would continue to identify with state and national parties. The chance of political favoritism would not die. Voters would, however, on the local level lose their chance to identify Socialists, members of the one party that had a clearly distinct municipal, as well as state and national, program.

Third, the charter placed so-called democratic innovations,
promoted as mechanisms by which people could enjoy even greater control over their governments, out of reach. The initiative and referendum provisions of the Dayton charter were, according to Socialist opponents, made intentionally difficult to use. The initiative required that 10 percent of the voters bring an ordinance before the commission. And, if the commission rejected it, 25 percent of the city's registered voters had to sign petitions within a maximum time period of twenty days to force a referendum.

Fourth, the new charter forbade all officers of the city from soliciting or receiving contributions from any political party. That, Socialists argued, would hinder the efforts of Socialist candidates, who did not have either great personal wealth or the backing of powerful businessmen. Since the Democrats and Republicans in Dayton had largely acquiesced to the ascendance of the supposedly nonpartisan Citizens' Committee, accepting a quiet sort of merger and positioning themselves to receive substantial backing from the business community, the only political candidates genuinely hurt by the new election contribution rules were the Socialists.

City manager government, then, was undemocratic, an attempt to "freeze out" the Socialists. It reduced the political clout of almost everyone outside a charmed circle of powerful businessmen. Moreover, Socialists charged, its promises of efficiency and economy were overblown. The Citizen's Committee's slate of five candidates won the November 1913 election for the actual selection of commissioners mandated by the August charter victory. The Socialist newspaper, labeling the new commissioners the "duly grateful five," analyzed election costs: "We note that the modest sum of $3,352.80 was expended in securing the 11,707 votes averaged by the above five, a cost of only 20¢ a vote, very efficient and economical. If we wished to make an odious comparison we might mention that the socialists spent $386.66 and averaged 6240 votes, a trifle over 6¢ a vote!"

The "fake efficiency" of city manager government became a major issue for Socialists. Rather than efficiency and economy, the major goal of city manager government was service to "Organized Business Interests." In the course of that service, the new government increased the city budget by hundreds of thousands of dollars a year, plunged the city deeper into
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“bondage,” at a rate of thousands of dollars a day, and finally saddled Dayton with “such a public debt that our children and our children’s children will not be free of the burden.”

Socialists argued that true efficiency and economy demanded municipal ownership of city services and utilities. Do not, a Socialist editorial urged voters in 1915, consent to allow the city to borrow more money through bond issues for any purpose. First insist that it take over the profit-producing utilities and services operated in Dayton as city-supervised private franchises: “Take over . . . the gas plant that last year made a net profit of $204,434.80 or the electric light plant that is making about a million dollars a year or the city railway company.”

Socialists, thus, continued strenuously to oppose the new city government. Nevertheless, they did not sit on the sidelines. Instead they participated in the election system established by the new charter even as they decried it. Although they could no longer be elected from particular wards as the official candidates of the Socialist party, numerous Socialists did run for seats on the city commission. According to the new charter, of course, they could not campaign as Socialists. Technically they were only independent individuals whose names appeared with all the others on the mandatory nonpartisan ballot. Their participation guaranteed, until decisions made in the aftermath of the municipal elections of 1917 effectively shut off their access to local power, a continued fierce debate about the merits of the city manager innovation.

Even relatively trivial city actions could be subject to Socialist scrutiny, fodder for fiery speeches and the bitter, funny cartoons that enlivened the pages of the Miami Valley Socialist. For example, in 1914, when the city commissioners decided to present the citizens of Dayton with a municipal Christmas tree, the Socialist cartoonists had a field day. Drawings of pitiful evergreens adorned with one electric light appeared. This, Socialists crowed, was the city commission’s pathetic idea of municipal ownership. And the commissioners themselves, generally drawn in these cartoons as bald buffoons orating from the back of flatbed trucks, could only promise that “when your wife and kids are hungry an’ you’re blue as blue can be, you’ll find a lot of comfort in a municipal Xmas tree.”

Clearly many Daytonians listened to these Socialist attacks on
city manager government. In the 1915 election to choose two commissioners, Willard Barringer, a Socialist printer, won the second highest number of votes in the unofficial count released immediately on November 5 by the board of elections. Barringer squeaked by the third-place finisher, John Flotron, a prominent Dayton businessman, by 10,872 votes to 10,860 votes. Socialists jubilantly took to the streets, banging a bass drum and assorted pots and pans, celebrating the apparent victory of their first Socialist city commissioner. But when the board of elections completed its final count on November 12, it announced that John Flotron had been elected by two votes over Barringer: 10,875 votes for Flotron to Barringer's 10,873.

The charter commission in 1913 had considered proportional voting systems and rejected them as unnecessarily complex. Had it not done so, the Socialists, who won 24 percent of the vote in 1915, would have gained at least a seat on the commission. But Barringer, officially, was simply just another candidate, another name on the nonpartisan ballot, a candidate who, when all the recounts had been finished, lost by two votes.

The Socialists, nonetheless, were emboldened by the extreme closeness of the vote. They felt, of course, that Barringer's seat had been stolen and began almost immediately to prepare for the next municipal election. In 1915, two years after the adoption of the charter, the terms of two of the first members of the commission expired. In 1917 the terms of the other three members first elected in 1913 expired. In 1917, then, voters could choose a majority in the commission. It was a crucial election for city manager government, one that given the close call in 1915 the Citizen's Committee forces had to win in order to forestall the kind of drastic charter changes the Socialists had proposed.

And it was an election during which Americanism, not the success of the new municipal system, was the most important issue. Of course by the summer of 1917, when campaigning began in earnest, the nation was at war. Three Socialists contended for the three open seats. Dan Farrell, a carpenter and real estate broker, and Charles Geisler, a machine shop foreman, joined Barringer. All three men sought municipal ownership of city services and utilities. All three pictured city manager government as government for the benefit of a business elite. All three asked Daytonians:
What has city government done for YOU?
Are YOUR taxes lower?
Is YOUR rent less?
Is YOUR job any steadier?55

By late summer, however, a campaign that began as a spirited debate about the success of commission-manager government turned ugly. The Socialists charged that the Citizen's Committee, having "exhausted facts and figures," tried "to hide their poor administration behind the Stars and Stripes."56

Certainly, the Stars and Stripes played a large role in the final months of the campaign, when Socialists stood accused of anti-war slackerism and un-American disloyalty. Socialists fought back, insisting that they too loved their country and had a duty to oppose its wrongheaded foreign policy. They circulated flyers promising a two-hundred-dollar reward to any person who could actually prove that they flew a red flag rather than the American flag at their meetings.57

But irony played a larger role in their counterattack. For instance, in a series of pamphlets and newspaper articles, they lampooned the whole 100 percent Americanism crusade. "Here are the facts" began one such satire:

On south Main Street in Dayton stands a Woolworth. A similar store is on E. Third. It may or may not be significant that these stores are painted red. Similar stores, similarly painted red . . . can be found in almost every town in the United States.

Upon the counters in these stores . . . are small books bound in imitation leather. It may or may not be significant that these books are red!

. . . Among these books we have found "Friendship and Other Essays" by Henry Thoreau.
The words "other essays" are a blind.
There is but one other essay.
That other essay is sufficiently revealed by its title: "On the Duty of Civil Disobedience."

We have on what seems reliable authority learned that the real owner of the Woolworth chain is none other than the Standard Oil group.
If this is correct, then the front of this conspiracy is none other than John D. Rockefeller.

Gentlemen of the American Protective League: You have been very active in going after the little fry, in this effort to root out sedition.
We commend you.
But do you dare go after the big fry? ⑤ ⑧

Such efforts, in the end, failed. Barringer, Geisler, and Farrell secured the three highest places in the August primary. Between August and November, the Citizens Committee spent an unprecedented amount, more than fifty thousand dollars, far more than had ever been spent on one election under the old regime. And most of that money went for unabashed red-baiting. The tactic worked. In November, Barringer, Geisler, and Farrell dropped to fourth, fifth, and sixth place. The three incumbent commissioners won reelection. Despite the fact that the Socialists received 43 percent of the total vote, they won no representation at all on the city commission. ⑤ ⑨

The die had been cast. In 1917 the campaign to establish city manager government was finally over, a victory for the Citizen's Committee and its business backers. Socialist candidates continued through the city elections of 1921 to poll respectable percentages of total votes cast. However, they were never able to win, in an at-large citywide election, even one of the two or three highest vote totals in a general election. Thus, they could garner almost half the total votes cast and win not a single commission seat. In such a system of at-large voting without proportional representation, the Socialists were doomed. That was clear, at least to those with the advantage of hindsight, by 1917. Probably not coincidentally, John H. Patterson, who had funneled tens of thousands of dollars of his own money into the Dayton Bureau of Municipal Research, ceased these substantial contributions in 1917. The bureau, whose primary function had been one of promoting the virtues of the new municipal form, found no other patron and soon folded. ⑥ ⑦

After 1917 few new members joined the Dayton Socialist party. By 1923 it had ceased to be a force for significant opposition in Dayton. It faced bankruptcy and sold its downtown Socialist Hall, in a transaction fraught with irony, to the Ku Klux Klan. By
1925 even the *Miami Valley Socialist* had ceased publication. The collapse of the Dayton party was not an isolated phenomenon. Rather, Socialists lost members and influence everywhere in the nation. Bitter internal fights about approaches to Soviet Bolshevism, coming in a time of external political repression, greatly weakened not only the national Socialist party but dozens of state organizations and hundreds of small locals.⁶¹

The victory of Dayton city manager government was not an isolated phenomenon either. The "Dayton model" proved tremendously influential throughout the nation. It, and not the simple commission innovation contained in the Galveston plan, proved to be the lasting legacy for progressive era municipal government change. By 1915 forty-five cities had chosen the commission-manager system pioneered in Dayton. By 1925 almost three hundred cities and towns had adopted city manager government. And half a century later the city manager form survived. By 1980 more than 2,500 city or town commissions had hired managers. By that time, only a handful of straight commission governments still existed. Even Galveston repealed its commission system in 1960.⁶²

The Dayton commission-manager plan, then, had a lasting impact on systems of American municipal government. Was that impact, however, a legacy of business progressivism? A study of the campaign to change and then firmly establish a new form for Dayton city government everywhere shows the controlling hand of a powerful business elite. But a thorough attempt to answer questions about connections between business, progressivism, and commission-manager government demands analysis not just of the campaign itself, but also of the failures and achievements of the new city manager system in Dayton. That system's first decade, 1914-24, provides a useful time frame. By 1924 opponents of the change had met defeat. City manager government in Dayton showed signs of institutional security. A period of major experimentation and change had ended. Those changes, furthermore, the job of the manager itself and the roles played by the new city departments, had existed long enough by 1924 to have a history, long enough to provide evidence for judgments.

There is little question but that hundreds of Dayton business people, always threatened and pushed by John H. Patterson, provided the strong force behind the decades-long effort to
change city government in Dayton. They promoted the new municipal government as businesslike and efficient. Was it? What, indeed, did the failures and achievements of commission-manager government illustrate about the nature and legacy of business progressivism?

An examination of the validity of the charges hurled in attack by the Socialist opposition during the years of campaigning provides a focus for judging Dayton's first decade as a city manager municipality. The Socialists charged that the new system was less democratic than the mayor-council form it replaced, not as efficient nor as economical as it claimed, and, finally, not truly innovative. Rather, it opposed major changes, such as municipal ownership, that would bring genuine efficiency and the greatest benefit to the largest number of people. City manager government was not a welcome reform but rather a ruse through which a whole community could be made "subservient" to business. It was "a businessman's government, by businessmen for businessmen, which has never done anything for the workingclass [sic] or the common people."63

The new city manager system was indeed less democratic, a fact accepted, openly or implicitly, even by some of its admirers. In August 1913 a generally enthusiastic report on the Dayton charter election in the New York Evening Post called the approved changes a move toward "cabinet government. . . . In other words commission government has swung around to the point of restoring the office of mayor, but with the difference that he is appointed [by the commission and called city manager] instead of being elected by the voters."64 The journalist William Renwick called Dayton's first city manager, Henry Waite, an engineer from Cincinnati, an "autocrat" and a "czar."65 He meant the words as praise.

Although the city commission hired Waite and could fire him at will, both it and the city manager stood subject to provisions for referendum and recall in the city charter. But as the Socialists pointed out, these provisions offered little protection. The charter committee had considered and rejected proportional representation. It had also considered and rejected a requirement that only 10 percent of the city's qualified voters needed to sign petitions in order to initiate a referendum issue or a recall of the manager or a member of the commission. Both proportional
representation and a 10 percent signature requirement had been included as recommendations in a majority report of the National Municipal League’s Committee on the Commission Form of Government.\textsuperscript{66} And the time allowed under the new charter for the collection of signatures, only twenty days, was quite short. The Socialists were also correct in noting that the institution of the nonpartisan ballot weakened the initiative, referendum, and recall. The ballot sought to curb the power of political organizations. But weaker political organizations meant that the people had a harder time using the “direct democracy” weapons of initiative, referendum, and recall because all three required the kind of organized publicity, time, and money most readily provided by healthy political parties.

In truth, the petitioning process often did prove slow and unsatisfactory. In 1914 the Socialists tried to put on the ballot an initiative demanding a municipal electric plant but failed in the face of organized opposition from the Dayton Power and Light Company. Unable to match Dayton Power and Light’s budget for pamphlets and other informational materials, and compelled to gather signatures quickly, the Socialists did not succeed in getting one-fourth of the registered voters to sign their petition. In 1915 the United Trades and Labor Council joined with the Socialists to collect signatures on a petition to amend the city charter. Within the twenty-day limit, they collected signatures from the requisite minimum of at least 25 percent of voters eligible to vote in a previous municipal election. Their petition demanded that the 25 percent figure necessary to initiate the referendum process be reduced by charter amendment to 10 percent. The new commission, only installed in office weeks before, instructed the city clerk to examine each signature to determine its authenticity, though such a thorough search had not been mandated by the charter document. At the commission’s instruction, several secretaries prepared a card index of the names and addresses of petition signers, to be checked against voter registration information at city hall. After four weeks, the commission announced that a number of the signers were no longer residents of the precincts in which they had last registered to vote and that a number had not signed in ink. Therefore, since it could not consider all signatures valid, and the time in which to collect signatures had elapsed, the Dayton Commission refused to order
a referendum election on the amendment issue. Not surprisingly, given these kinds of barriers, the direct democracy devices of initiative, referendum, and recall written into the Dayton charter remained essentially unused.

Of course some contemporary analysts worried that the Dayton charter was too democratic. Herman James, a professor at the School of Government at the University of Texas, summarized the views of other progressives when he scolded Dayton for its charter provision allowing recall of the city manager. "We have made a long stride in the right direction when we discard the fallacy of trying to elect expert administrators by popular vote," said James. "Let us not slide back half way or more by allowing popular vote to determine whether or not such an administrator shall continue in office." 

Unquestionably many progressives went even further than James. Arthur Morgan of course did not arrive in Dayton until 1913, in the wake of the flood disaster. But he remained in southern Ohio after the Conservancy dams were completed as the new president of Antioch College. So during the period 1914-24, Morgan wore several hats—those of engineer, efficiency expert, educator. In all these roles, he argued frequently that all levels of government, beginning but not ending with the local, needed to be even further "professionalized." Morgan argued, for instance, that for Ohio and Dayton to be true models, the state too should be considered a public corporation, with all its cities and counties similarly organized. An elected council of five or ten men would act as the state’s equivalent of a board of directors. This council would pass laws, determine policies, and appoint all administrative officers, starting with the governor. These administrative officers certainly need not be state residents, but they should be, like Morgan himself, expert professionals free to serve anywhere. As Morgan fantasized, "If the governor of Nevada should exhibit unusual ability, he might be sought by Colorado."

Nevertheless, the fact remained that Dayton’s new commission-manager form was less democratic than the mayor-council system it replaced. But concern for increasing citizen participation was not a hallmark of business progressivism. John H. Patterson had not taken a poll of his workers before inaugurating welfare work at the NCR. Edward A. Deeds had not tried to
increase public participation in the decision-making processes of the Miami Conservancy District. Concern with efficiency and economy, not democracy, had characterized these other instances of business-directed progressive reform. It characterized the city manager campaign as well.

But was the innovation more efficient and economical? Did the Socialist challenge, that the new form benefited "the plutes" but did not really bring efficient government to the people, contain truth? An examination of the leadership of the new city government and of the operations of the two new city departments most often identified by supporters as examples of progressive reform can help provide an answer.

Clearly, to use the Socialists' phrase, the "plutes" controlled the commission during Dayton's first decade as a commission-manager city. Citizen's Committee candidates controlled all the seats. And most of those candidates were businessmen. The makeup of the first commission, seated in January 1914, was illustrative. John H. Patterson rejected the Citizen's Committee's pleas to head its ticket, saying he wished to remain a private citizen. So, the successful Committee candidates sitting on the new commission were John R. Flotron, John McGee, George Shroyer, Jesse M. Switzer, and Albert Mendenhall. John Flotron, already well-known within the business community as the head of the Rouzer Company, a producer of iron molds and framing machinery, became a celebrity as a member of the five-person Citizens' Relief Committee that directed flood recovery efforts under John H. Patterson's leadership. McGee headed the wholesale millinery firm of Steeley & Co. As president of the Dayton Bicycle Club, he too emerged as a civic hero during the 1913 flood, the coordinator of the massive job of cleaning city streets and buildings. George Shroyer was a prominent wholesale merchant, and Jesse M. Switzer was office supervisor of the NCR. Only Albert Mendenhall, perpetually damned by the Socialists as the "ever meek and faithful Mendenhall" was not a businessman but rather a printer and union member.

Unlike many other "progressive cities," where businessmen favored a change to commission government but did not run for office, Dayton business leaders themselves dominated the commission. The regular inclusion of Mendenhall on the Citizen's Committee slate did not indicate that a significant alliance be-
tween business and labor had been forged. Most officers of the United Trades and Labor Council favored the Socialist arguments. Their pledges of support more often appeared in the Miami Valley Socialist than the Dayton Daily News, and the union printer they supported for city commissioner was Willard Barringer, not Albert Mendenhall.\(^\text{75}\)

Rather, in Dayton commission-manager government between 1914 and 1924 was, quite literally, a “hand-picked” businessmen’s government.\(^\text{76}\) Did it succeed in leading Dayton to a new era of what it and admirers promised would be “completely businesslike” government?\(^\text{77}\) In 1916 the Patterson-funded Dayton Bureau of Research issued a bulletin that argued that “business” government in Dayton should be judged by business standards, by the results achieved by the new city departments, just as “the success of a factory is determined by its product.”\(^\text{78}\)

Of the five reorganized city departments created by the 1913 charter—the departments of law, public service, safety, welfare, and finance—the latter two, welfare and finance, most clearly were progressive “products.” They best reflected efforts by the new business-led government to reform and improve community life in Dayton while at all times emphasizing the principles of economy and efficiency.

In August 1913, while campaigning for the acceptance of the Citizen’s Committee charter draft, Fred Rike gave a speech describing “the spirit behind the charter.” It was, he said, a “spirit of welfare and social service.” Should the new charter be adopted, Dayton could begin to enjoy government based on business models and scientific management principles. But, Rike exhorted, “When anybody tells you that this charter is a rich man’s document . . . tell them it is a lie.”\(^\text{79}\)

The new city Department of Public Welfare exemplified Rike’s promise. Previous straight commission governments had been widely criticized for focusing too exclusively on the bottom line of profit and loss.\(^\text{80}\) The creators of Dayton’s Department of Public Welfare challenged that view. The commission-manager form need not be heartless. Efficient, business-minded government need not neglect either public service or humane concern for the health and welfare of average citizens.

The 1913 charter split the work of the new welfare department into five divisions: a division of health, of correction, of recrea-
tion, of parks, and finally of charities and legal aid. Before 1914 the work of the city Health Department had focused on two functions: birth and death registration, and quarantine and fumigation duties during epidemics. The new city Division of Health, much in keeping with the progressives' willingness to expand greatly the government's role in disease prevention and maintenance of public health, vastly expanded the rudimentary duties of its predecessor.

Within ten years, the Division of Health (in contrast to the Board of Health with its five unpaid members under the old regime) employed five physicians and twenty-two city nurses, one food inspector, three meat inspectors, two dairy inspectors, one bakery inspector, six sanitary officers, three chemists, and a staff of seven clerks and secretaries. The physicians worked in new, citywide vaccination programs, answered police and fire calls, and began the "scientific management" of the health of Daytonians, initiating, for example, a system in which area hospitals "scored" newborns by recording such characteristics as weight and responses to loud noises. Under the supervision of the Division of Health physicians, Dayton schoolchildren for the first time received regular testing of their hearing and eyesight. The nurses provided free care for the indigent, concentrating on the care of poor mothers and infants. Health officers began to enforce new city ordinances that demanded more rigorous municipal scrutiny of the meat and milk consumed in the city. Dairies and abattoirs within a thirty-mile radius of Dayton submitted to twice-yearly inspections of their facilities. They also sent samples of their products to the new city laboratory, which in addition to testing foods consumed by the public conducted regular examinations of the city water supply. In the course of a year the staff of health officers made tens of thousands of unannounced visits to meat shops, fruit stores, restaurants, groceries, and bakeries.81

Before 1914 Dayton kept its prisoners in a jail constructed in 1840 for not more than seventy-five individuals. Sometimes, however, more than two hundred inmates were crowded into the fetid stone building. When not sleeping two or three men to a bed, prisoners hunched in corridors making mouse- and rattraps to send to a Cincinnati firm that supplied materials and paid Dayton officials forty-five cents a day per prisoner for labor. By 1912 conditions at the city workhouse, always bad, had become
intolerable. The building's roof leaked badly and regularly soaked the beds of inmates. The workhouse director even had to admit, when questioned by members of the Dayton City Council, that he did not have enough clothes for his prisoners. Instead, he said, "prisoners have to take to their beds while clothing's washed."  

The new Division of Corrections abolished this system. It forbade the heretofore accepted practice of beatings as punishment, allowed prisoners to talk at meals, and set them to work at various kinds of jobs for the city: cleaning streets, cutting weeds, or working in the large new corrections farm on the outskirts of town.

The Division of Corrections purchased 107 acres in 1916 for this farm. The prisoners themselves built its dormitories, sheds, and outbuildings. They grew all their own food and distributed the surplus to the city's poor through the Division of Charities. Completed in 1920, the corrections farm could house 350 inmates comfortably. Proponents of these radical changes in Dayton's corrections policies argued that they represented the best of progressive reform. They were not only more humane, even offering the chance for genuine rehabilitation of criminals, but they also saved money. Costs for feeding prisoners, for example, dropped dramatically after 1914, averaging five rather than seventeen cents per meal by 1916.

City programs for parks and recreation also underwent widespread change. The new heightened interest reflected most directly the transfer of business welfare work practices to the public arena. The crucial role of John H. Patterson in area philanthropy enabled such a rapid transfer. In effect, his NCR gardening, recreation, and parks projects were relabeled as the new city divisions of parks and of recreation. Until his death in 1922, however, Patterson continued, in addition to supplying thousands of dollars of his own money to maintain the programs, to send the city written pledges to make up for deficits incurred in its gardening and recreational programs.

And those park and recreational activities were extensive, including supervised playgrounds, dancing, band concerts, bathing, boating, and city-sponsored baseball leagues. By 1917 all gardening work in the city had been coordinated under city control. The city Parks Division supplied land, seed, and advice
to thousands of city gardeners. It created two thousand vacant lot gardens for adults and more than three thousand gardens for boys and girls. In 1918 Patterson gave three hundred acres of parkland and much of the NCR Country Club to the city of Dayton.  

Finally, the city’s new Welfare Department sought to centralize and redefine public charity work. Its Legal Aid Bureau provided free advice for the indigent. A lawyer paid by the city helped poor people secure wages unjustly withheld, settle room rent disputes with landlords, or reconcile claims of bills owed pawnbrokers. The city, moreover, rented quarters for the Door of Hope, a home for unwed mothers, and built a Municipal Lodging House to provide temporary shelter for homeless men. City officials argued that these municipal actions combined charity with hard-headed business practicality. When the commission approved an ordinance creating the Municipal Lodging House, for example, it also approved an ordinance forbidding vagrancy or begging on the streets of Dayton. Any vagrant wishing sleeping quarters in the new lodging house had first to bathe and then agree to work the next morning for the city to repay the costs of his bed and breakfast. City Manager Waite boasted that the new system not only humanely provided warm quarters for those who truly needed them, but it also reduced vagrancy in Dayton. “Our municipal lodging house,” he noted in a letter, “is very poorly patronized . . . the professional vagrant gives Dayton the go-by.”  

By 1924 the Department of Public Welfare had involved the city in some activities, like city-sponsored vegetable gardens, that previously had concerned private philanthropy only and had revolutionized other, more traditional functions, such as treatment of criminals. The department had 101 salaried employees, excluding the prisoners who worked in the parks and playgrounds throughout the year.

Not all the experiments were completely successful, however. Few people went to the new, city-owned Hills and Dales Community Country Club. The land, part of the large Patterson family holdings south of the city, was certainly too distant to permit walking for most city residents, and the city, unlike NCR before it, did not provide free transportation. The daily admission fee of ten cents, coupled with ten cents carfare each way, probably put
the cost of a day’s outing at the new city park out of the reach of many working-class families. Patterson had to make good his promise to cover deficits in operating costs, up to four thousand dollars a year, each year until his death.\textsuperscript{87}

The city also hired an “elderly” and “increasingly feeble” old woman, a Mother Clark, as matron at the Door of Hope. As a result, the city home for unwed mothers became a Door to Bedlam as the hapless Mother Clark gave away babies for adoption without bothering to do the necessary paperwork, housed women with tuberculosis in rooms with new babies, and persisted in burning coal oil lamps all night in rooms wired for electric lights.\textsuperscript{88}

Nor was the Department of Public Welfare untouched by political legerdemain. In December 1917 Dr. A.L. Light, the city’s health officer since 1914, resigned. Light, a man not known for his tact, had been a vigorous advocate of major, citywide inoculation and vaccination programs. In October and November of 1917 he had publicly chastised several prominent Daytonsians, including Valentine Winters, banker and street railway owner, for lack of cooperation in the vaccination programs among their employees. When rumors surfaced that members of the Citizen’s Committee were pressuring Light to resign, fearing a loss of support in some powerful quarters should the crusading and abrasive city health officer remain, a group of nearly eighty of Dayton’s leading physicians went to the commission. They brought with them a signed demand that Light not be forced out, arguing that any physician who took the job of city health officer had to be free to enforce health codes and ordinances without pressure. Notwithstanding this evidence of support from his fellow physicians, the commission accepted A.L. Light’s “resignation.”\textsuperscript{89}

The Department of Public Welfare, then, did not enjoy unimpeded success with all its programs, nor was it immune to political pressure in a city that had supposedly wholeheartedly embraced the principle of nonpartisanship. Nevertheless, it existed as a model of what business-led progressive reform could accomplish. City social services were indeed transformed. Daytonsians in 1924 had more reason than in 1914 to trust the purity of the foods they ate and the water they drank. Their city treated its criminal and vagrant populations with a combination of humanity and efficiency unknown to the old regime. The poverty-
stricken could seek out not only a city-funded bed but also a city-funded lawyer. Even though the bureaus for Sanitation and Legal Aid constantly (and correctly) pleaded that their budgets were inadequate to the tasks assigned them, genuine improvements had been made. And not only the “plutes” benefited.

Obviously the question, But were these services provided in a more efficient and economical manner? was a moot one. Most of them had not been provided at all to the citizens of Dayton before 1914. Proponents of commission-manager government argued that the new divisions operated by the most economical financial practices available. Those practices were those dictated to the Welfare Department and to every other city department by the other progressive centerpiece, the Department of Finance.

That department drastically revised traditional city purchasing and accounting practices to conform with private business practices. Prior to 1914 it had been customary for each department of Dayton city government to purchase its own supplies independently. The new Department of Finance forbade that practice and instituted a central purchasing office, headed by a new city official, the city purchasing agent. That agent had to buy in wholesale quantities for the year’s needs. Moreover, only items the quality of which could be determined in the city laboratory through a range of newly devised standardization tests, and items, which by their nature permitted competitive bidding, could be purchased. No item was too insignificant to escape a city specification code. Within a year, specifications existed for almost any kind of supplies or equipment city departments might conceivably require. Those wishing to bid to sell soap, boots, fire hoses, gasoline, water hydrants, or shirts for city farm prisoners, to name only a few of hundreds of items, first had to examine the specification sheets. The emphasis on central stores, competitive bidding, and standardization brought immediate savings. Before 1914 each city office could order its own stationery, and letterhead paper, purchased in lots of one thousand sheets, averaged $16 per thousand. When the city purchasing agent decreed a standardized city letterhead, to be used by all bureaus and departments, the price dropped dramatically. In 1914 the price for city stationery was $2.65 per thousand. The elaborate standards sheets kept by the Department of Finance recorded the savings for lengthy lists of items. For instance, flashlights, bought by the 1913 city
government for $2.50 each, cost the 1914 commission-manager
government $0.95. Rubber bands, $4.00 per pound in 1913, cost
$1.26 per pound in 1914.  

The new Finance Department transformed accounting practice
as well as purchasing practice. As was common in most American
cities, Dayton in 1913 had an accounting system that afforded a
check over cash receipts and disbursements only. To the horrified
businessmen who ran the commission after 1914 it was barely an
accounting system at all. To these advocates of the new manage-
ment techniques changing American business structure the exist-
ing city procedures by which to control monies were, to say the
least, lax. There were no cost records for city repairs and con-
struction work. There was no way to make sure that a person who
received city pay was actually doing city work. Vouchers for day
labor were issued, if they were issued at all, from individual
boss’s time books. All city workers, not just day laborers, received
their pay in cash, though time schedules for payment varied
within departments. There was, in fact, no definite city payroll.
Property records did not exist.

Under the new system, all accounting was to be done through
a central office. And that central office revised the city’s account-
ing system from a cash basis to an accrual basis, with the ability to
monitor appropriations, accounts receivable and accounts pay-
able.  

Supporters of the charter change in 1913 had predicted that
with the advent of such modern business accounting practices
the city manager would be able to control expenditures. Like a
general manager for a business, he would force the city “corpor-
ation” to live within its current income. The years of debt and
waste in city government would be only memories.  

They in fact were not. Instead, between 1914 and 1924 the
bonded debt for the city of Dayton increased significantly. In
January 1914 Dayton’s general debt was $5,743,380. By 1922 the
debt increases had stabilized, but the city’s total debt level was
much higher: $8,106,480. The city of Dayton had not succeeded
under commission-manager government in living within its cur-
rent income. Rather, city officials had repeatedly campaigned for
the passage of bond issues to raise extra municipal revenues. By
1919 the Socialists mocked,
Another little bond issue to be voted into the hands of the Efficiency and Economy Gang at City Hall! Only $3,153,700. this time!

They've spent that measly little million they got in 1915; and they've gaily come back—just like the second story worker who got away with the spoons and comes back, encouraged, for the jewelry.94

In their defense, city officials and supporters offered several explanations for the increased city indebtedness. First, they argued, Dayton had had to cope with a staggering increase in population. Between 1900 and 1920 the city's size had doubled. A city with 85,333 people in 1900, Dayton had 152,559 residents by 1920 and continued to grow.95 More than half of those new residents poured into the city after 1913, drawn first by the high wages offered by wartime industry after 1917. During World War I Dayton produced airplanes, tanks, shell fuses, Liberty motors, gun sights, and numerous other war materiel items. Many skilled workers who came to the city to take war jobs remained as Dayton turned again in the 1920s to the production of cash registers, automobiles, and other new “necessities” of the new era. This great influx of people severely burdened city services, already strained by the steep rises in costs of goods and services caused by wartime inflation. Defenders of the city manager system argued that revenues were not commensurate with such a quick increase in demands. And of course after Prohibition, the city lost a major source of municipal income, the liquor tax.96

Second, supporters blamed state law for making it difficult to generate sufficient revenues without incurring bonded debt. In 1912 the Ohio legislature had passed the home rule amendment. But earlier, in 1910, it had passed a taxation measure known universally as the Smith One Percent Law. That law limited all taxes levied for state, county, school, township, or city purposes to fifteen mills, or fifteen dollars on each one thousand dollars of assessed property values. Moreover, the bill established a maximum tax levy for these five taxing districts of ten mills, or 1 percent, on the dollar for current operating expenses.

The state legislators who passed the Smith Law intended, by stating maximum tax rates, to place all real property on the tax
lists at 100 percent of its genuine value. But city officials argued that all the ensuing taxing restrictions hampered them unfairly. Without real control over their finances, they lacked an essential ingredient of true home rule. Instead, Ohio municipalities were prisoners of counties, which under the provisions of the Smith Law actually had the power to make adjustments in rates among the state’s taxing districts. In reality then, a county budget commission, composed of the county auditor, county treasurer, and county prosecuting attorney, actually fixed tax rates in Ohio. Cities like Dayton protested that they had no voice in their own tax rates. Instead they received only what percentages of maximum taxes were left after state, counties, and schools had had first, second, and third choice.\textsuperscript{97}

This revenue allocation system, the creation of a state legislature still controlled by rural representatives, unfairly punished cities. What’s more, Dayton commission-manager supporters argued, it did so just when cities such as Dayton faced tremendous burdens. Cities throughout Ohio, but especially in southern Ohio, had been devastated by the great 1913 floods. Unable to generate the necessary operating expenses through taxes, Dayton had no other alternative than bonded debt. Indeed, the most significant of the increases in that debt were taken to finance the flood prevention work of the Miami Conservancy District. And as J.E. Barlow, Dayton city engineer and Henry Waite's successor in 1918 as the city’s second city manager, argued, the superstructures of the city had been built in the midnineteenth century and were badly out of date by the early twentieth. The parts of the sewer system that survived the flood, for instance, accommodated a city of 50,000 people, not 150,000. Dayton, then, in the wake of flood devastation, had to rebuild its streets, sewers, and bridges. It had to reconstruct and enlarge its water supply and storage systems. And of course all this work cost money. Many of the bonds issued between 1914 and 1924 financed such construction. The million-dollar 1915 bond issue denounced by the Socialists, for example, funded a new city waterworks plant. And supporters of the commission-manager system argued that it provided a whole range of new services, such as those offered by the Department of Public Welfare.\textsuperscript{98}

Finally, defenders of the new municipal government argued that when the new city services, buildings, waterworks, flood
protection systems, and other improvements counted as assets,
to be subtracted from debt, the total debt increase incurred was
really not significant. As Chester Rightor, until 1917 the director
of the Dayton Bureau of Research, put it, the question to ask was,
“What does the citizen and taxpayer get in return for the taxes he
pays?”

An objective observer would have to say that, in terms of issues
of economy and efficiency, that return was indeed considerable in
Dayton. The Socialists were wrong. The “Economy and Efficien-
cy Gang” they opposed brought genuine, not false, efficiency to
city hall. In the face of truly monumental tasks, which included
rebuilding a flood-devastated city, helping to finance a huge flood
prevention project, and significantly expanding city services—all
during years when rising prices and staggering increases in city
population added extra burdens—it performed well. During
years when the aggregate increase for school, county, and state
government in Ohio had been 120 percent, the cost of Dayton city
government increased only 28 percent.

The Socialists argued, in their final major objection to commis-
sion-manager government, that true efficiency would only come
with municipal ownership. But it was an option, they charged,
that the new city leaders refused to consider. Here the Socialist
charges were accurate ones, but because Dayton did not adopt
municipal ownership of transportation services and utilities,
questions about the genuine efficiency such a system might have
brought to the city remained unanswered.

In the 1896 speech with which he so dramatically launched his
 crusade to change his city’s government, John H. Patterson had
argued, “It is a small matter to manage a city, for we have nothing
to do but spend money; whereas in a large business we have not
only to spend money, but to spend it in such a way as to make
money in return, which increases the difficulty tenfold.”

Of course their very optimism was a badge of their mem-
bership in the progressive effort, but even the enormously self-
confident businessmen who took their seats on the new Dayton
City Commission soon learned that city government was not a
“small matter.” Rather, the legacy of their changes, like the legacy
of business progressivism itself, was an ambiguous one.

Using the standards by which they most frequently judged
themselves, improvements in efficiency and economy, the busi-
nessmen reformers who played such a large role in bringing city manager government to Dayton succeeded. They won a chance to try the system during truly wrenching times when the new city leaders had to cope with the aftermath of an enormous flood disaster, with wartime mobilization, with tremendous population increases, and with a Byzantine state taxing system heavily controlled by county officials. They managed, nevertheless, to hold levels of debt increase far below county and state levels, while increasing levels of services to citizens far above county and state levels. Almost every Daytonian reaped a benefit even if he or she did not realize it. At the end of an inaugural decade of commission-manager government, the average city resident had a much better chance of escaping communicable diseases, like tuberculosis, that thrived in conditions of poor sanitation. He or she certainly was not as likely to sicken from eating spoiled meat or tainted milk. Far fewer families lost babies in infancy. In fact the infant mortality rate in Dayton dropped by half between 1914 and 1924, a percentage figure well ahead of improvements achieved by other urban areas.102

But "business model" government exacted a price, and that price was a high one. It was a system that was actually, as the Socialists had charged, less democratic. Moreover, it was a system less willing to consider government alternatives, such as municipal ownership, that precluded opportunities for private investment and profit. It was, indeed, government that served more than it challenged the interests of the private business associations that had played such a crucial role in its creation.

Interestingly, a lack of democracy and flexibility was not inherent in the commission-manager form. Rather, these defects could be attributed to business domination in Dayton. In its early studies of the straight commission and commission-manager municipal systems, the National Municipal League had urged inclusion of charter provisions guaranteeing the initiative, referendum, and recall. It had also advocated the use of some kind of proportional voting system. By 1918 that recommendation had become stronger. Prompted by the vigorous lobbying of members like the historian Charles Beard, the secretary of the National Municipal League, Clinton Rogers Woodruff, called proportional representation "essential" if the commission-manager system were to be genuinely democratic. In a keynote speech to the Fifth Annual
Meeting of the City Managers’ Association, an organization of which the city of Dayton had been an institutional founder in 1914, Woodruff singled out Dayton for condemnation. “I have no desire,” he said, “to under-estimate the importance of . . . business men in a community, but we all realize that a community is made up of other elements as well. The great mass of the community is made up of people who are not identified as business men. . . . [But] in Dayton, the commission [is] made up of a group of men elected by one element in the community, leaving the other element for the time being, at least, unrepresented.”

Woodruff was not the only prominent critic of Dayton’s “unrepresentative” government. C.C. Hoag, secretary of the American Proportional Representation League, worried that Dayton “was dividing itself in two,” into a “labor half” and a “commercial half,” by so openly refusing representation on its commission to significant groups within its population. City managers of cities like Kalamazoo, Michigan, assured meetings of fellow city managers that the proportional representation plans their commissions had adopted brought fairer representation of disparate groups without a sacrifice of efficiency.

But any scheme of proportional voting would have revived some form of representation of organizations within the commission. In 1911 the Socialists had won Dayton’s third and tenth wards, sending two party members to sit on the city council. With almost half the vote in 1917 they would surely have equalled that record and gained one or more seats on the Dayton City Commission. With those seats men like Willard Barringer or Dan Farrell would have pressed for municipal ownership of city transportation and utilities systems.

Here too, municipal ownership was not automatically opposed by city manager systems. In fact, when in January of 1924 Cleveland, a city with more than 800,000 people, became the largest council-manager city in the United States, it operated under a new charter that allowed municipal ownership. But in Dayton, the streetcars, gasworks, and electric light plant remained in private hands, operating under franchise to the city. Even before the adoption of the 1913 charter the Socialists had asked, “Would Dayton pay 85¢ for gas under municipal ownership?” That question remained unanswered a decade later. The Socialists argued that a municipally owned gas plant could offer citizens gas at rates
of thirty cents per one thousand cubic feet, rather than eighty-five cents. Had their suggestion been tried and proved right, of course, Dayton government would have saved most city residents significant amounts of money. But experiments with municipal ownership, which would have challenged the Dayton City Commission’s franchise arrangements with private business, did not occur, even though the Socialists were not the only ones who declared that true city efficiency demanded that the idea at least be tested.

Numerous, more respectably conservative progressives agreed with Socialist arguments about the efficiency inherent in municipal ownership of transportation and utilities. University professors, mayors, journalists, and even some city managers argued that publicly owned utilities declared no dividends except in lower rates and better services, and cited the lower electric and gas rates enjoyed by citizens in places like Pasadena, California, or Tacoma, Washington, under municipal ownership. But with the exception of its waterworks, already municipal property before 1913, Dayton continued to allow private business to operate its transportation systems and utilities.

In a debate on the merits of municipal ownership held at the Ninth Annual Meeting of the City Manager Association, Delos Wilcox, a journalist and public utility consultant, said that “this business” of franchise granting by cities reminded him of that “celebrated young woman”:

There was a young lady of Niger,
Who smiled as she rode on the tiger,
They came back from the ride,
With the lady inside,
And the smile on the face of the tiger.

Daytonians did end up inside. But in truth, the stomach of commission-manager government was not all that uncomfortable a place in which to be. As they had before, in the creation of NCR welfare work programs and in the construction of the Miami Conservancy District, the business leaders who crafted city manager government in Dayton during the progressive era had the welfare of average people in mind. They genuinely wanted to improve the lives of their fellow citizens. But city manager gov-
ernment, like these other two projects, illustrated not just the achievements but also the limits of business-led progressive reform. In each case, businessmen-reformers brooked little popular interference with their "grand plans." They constructed barriers, such as the Citizen’s Committee majority-take-all nonpartisan election rules, which nullified effective protest. And such rules accentuated the very class conflict progressives presumably dreaded.

But they did not really manage to remove city administration from politics. Henry Waite and his two successors openly campaigned for bond issues and other commission-approved measures between 1914 and 1924. In fact Waite came to believe that such involvement "was not such a bad idea after all." Discussing the 1915 waterworks bond issue, he claimed that he had to involve himself: "The commissioners threw up their hands and said that I was the one to sell the policy."\textsuperscript{109}

Waite’s experience was not unique. Edwin Fort, city manager for Niagara Falls, New York, argued that "the ordinary business man, the highest type of citizen we have, the man who is fundamentally the best fitted [to serve on city commissions]—is a busy man. Nine out of ten times he is not willing to spend his nights and days in continually campaigning before the public on one subject or another . . . He would prefer to see the burden of selling the proposed plan . . . thrown on the city manager."\textsuperscript{110}

So the business progressives’ commission-manager system in Dayton, in common with manager systems elsewhere, did not succeed entirely in sheltering the city manager and other municipal executives from political participation. What it did shelter, to a greater degree than had existed before 1913, was the structure of municipal government itself from popular control. And perhaps as a form of response, percentages of registered voters participating in municipal elections dropped.\textsuperscript{111}

Here too the problem was not unique to Dayton. Evidence of declining public interest in municipal elections under commission and commission-manager systems was a common topic for debate at meetings of the National Municipal League and the City Manager’s Association. A.R. Hatton, field director of the National Municipal League, summarized the general reaction of his colleagues at such conventions when in 1921 he said, "I have quit worrying about getting every voter out . . . I don’t see, for my
part, why we should consider it so tremendously important to get a person to come to the polls and vote if he merely casts an unintelligent ballot after he gets there.\textsuperscript{112}

It was an attitude that the businessmen-reformers who brought city-manager government to Dayton shared. It was an attitude that sometimes warped the institutions that were their progressive legacy.
The legacy left by the long fight in Dayton to establish "business-like" city manager government was an important one. Indeed, the eventual victory of the Citizen’s Committee affected not just governmental institutions. In interesting ways, changes at the schoolhouse even more than changes at city hall illuminated the complicated nature of business involvement with the progressive movement.

John H. Patterson often liked to say that "business is only a form of teaching. You teach people to desire your product. You teach workmen how to make the right product. . . . You teach others to cooperate with you."¹ A concern with the proper education of its employees permeated the NCR’s innovations in welfare work. The businessmen who directed the Miami Conservancy and the city manager campaigns frequently portrayed themselves as teachers. The people of the Miami Valley often emerged in their explanations of their activities as students, sometimes unruly students, but, willingly or not, students in the progressive businessman’s "classroom." If they would only learn their lessons correctly, they would come to see what benefits they would derive from NCR’s new factory system, from Deeds’s Conservancy District, from Patterson’s innovations in municipal government.² And the techniques used to build support for these new ideas were those of the teacher: slide shows, lectures, pamphlets and newsletters, “experts” sent into neighborhoods to inform and reassure.

The question, What impact did business progressives have on the schools themselves? is, then, a logical one. Few areas in the
country experienced such intense experimentation—at both public and private schools, and at the grade school, high school, and college level—with what even contemporaries called progressive education.

An analysis of the history of the private Moraine Park School, of changes in the Dayton public schools between 1908 and 1929, and of the “revolution” at Antioch College in the 1920s provides diverse examples of educational institutions being profoundly influenced and often changed by the region’s self-described progressive business community. Such an analysis provides another vehicle for examining the nature of business progressivism. And like welfare work, or scientific engineering, or commission-manager local government, the phenomenon of progressive education has stirred scholarly controversies that can benefit from an in-depth examination of its history in one region.

Few historians would challenge the statement that American society became increasingly concerned with education, especially public education, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In Massachusetts and Connecticut public school systems were founded by prominent schoolmen like Horace Mann and Henry Bernard before the Civil War, but most states did not establish adequate school systems until the mid- to late nineteenth century. By the 1870s, however, drives to provide universal primary public education rapidly gained momentum. At the time of the First World War most American communities had established “common” school systems that provided at least some form of education free to their children.

By the turn of the century, as the country’s industrial economy matured, literacy became a basic requirement for more and more jobs. Moreover, as millions of new immigrants flooded into the country, American towns and cities could no longer assume that their residents shared a common religion or a common language. Schools thus were a necessity, institutions with the responsibility of teaching not only skills necessary for economic survival but values basic to the American way of life. Particularly in urban areas, they assumed functions once performed by families, churches, and masters training apprentices. By 1918 every state had passed compulsory education laws. Eight out of ten children between the ages of six and fifteen were in school. A new, very important American institution had emerged.3
But this quick growth of American public education was not trouble free. By the turn of the century, both specialized journals and popular magazines bristled with articles challenging the quality of American education. Too many schools, critics charged, were physically unsafe, overcrowded, and unsanitary. Students crammed into these inadequate structures spent their days memorizing outdated information, to be shouted back on command from their teachers. Too often they studied "classical" subjects like rhetoric or Greek, rather than subjects that would prepare them to contribute to society and lead a useful life. Moreover, school systems were wasteful and inefficient, headed by "narrow-minded pedants." 

In this climate of criticism, the Progressive Education Association organized formally in 1919. The phenomenon that contemporaries called progressive education, however, preceded the establishment of the association. John Dewey's famous Laboratory School at the University of Chicago, established in 1896, was by then over twenty years old. Dozens of other small, private, experimental progressive schools dotted the country. The emphasis in these schools was on "child-centered education": curriculums that allowed children to develop at their own pace, motivated by their interests rather than by fear of punishment for breaking rigid rules. Teachers were to be guides and friends, not taskmasters.

Some large public school systems also made changes contemporaries described as progressive. Led by Gary, Indiana, numerous cities approved a series of innovations, generally called the platoon or Gary plan, that attempted to make schools less costly to operate, yet more responsive to the needs of different student populations. Divided into "platoons," students marched between gyms, playgrounds, and classrooms, ensuring continuous, efficient use of the school plant during the day. New programs, such as Saturday schools, night schools, and vocational schools kept that plant busy at practically all other times, while expanding traditional grammar and high school curriculums.

Given this variety, contemporaries, not surprisingly, differed in their judgments about the worth and even the definition of progressive education. Was progressive education a wonderful effort to make education more humane, a movement that stood
for “the right of every individual to the highest physical, mental, spiritual and social development of which he is capable?” Was it instead a silly effort by dreamy radicals to give students, from grammar school to university levels, “too much freedom?” Or was this movement that emphasized the need to connect school and society something else altogether? Were the supporters of curriculums that provided students with useful skills and prepared them to cope with the problems of everyday life actually the leaders of the “exploiting class?” Were they really most interested in saving tax dollars and preparing future workers for their places in the new industrial order? Adherents of this view, such as journalist Upton Sinclair, argued that powerful business interests supported school “reforms” because they wanted malleable “goslings” who would “goose-step” to their foreordained tasks in factories and offices. And the goslings had to be trained at the lowest possible cost. Scott Nearing, a radical economist, charged in 1917 that such changes were possible because, in city after city, businessmen had packed the school boards.

Scholars have as yet neither resolved these conflicting interpretations of progressive education nor raised significantly new questions not first debated by contemporaries. However, their interest in progressivism’s impact on educational institutions has lagged far behind their investigations of progressivism’s roles in shaping other institutions. Lawrence Cremin’s Bancroft Prize-winning The Transformation of the School pioneered scholarly study of the subject. Cremin’s work, still the most widely read interpretation of progressive education, echoed the optimism of the organizations and individuals whose activities he chronicled. Progressive education reflected the most “noble” impulses within progressivism. Its adherents, though guilty sometimes of naïveté, truly did try to use the schools to expand democracy and opportunity in society.

But as Cremin rediscovered the publications of the Progressive Education Association or the Laboratory School, other historians and economists rediscovered the work of critics like Nearing and Sinclair. Like their mentors, they attacked a positive vision of progressive education and discovered a conspiracy. They too saw early twentieth-century educational change as masterminded by a business elite eager to fit people into the industrial system. As one of these scholars, historian Joel Spring, summarized, “The
socialized classroom taught one how to act in a corporation but not as a free man."\textsuperscript{15}

Recently a few historians of education have emphasized the "paradox" of progressive education, arguing that the progressive education movement, like progressivism itself, often paired unlikely allies: settlement house workers and U.S. Steel in Gary, Indiana, for example.\textsuperscript{16} Still, Michael Katz's charge that "historians have done astoundingly little research . . . on relations between [progressive] reform efforts in education and in other places" remains overwhelmingly valid.\textsuperscript{17} Moreover, even those scholars who have identified the business community as the driving force behind organizational changes they decry have not taken that community into bright light. It has remained in its accustomed position: a powerful but vaguely described entity. John Dewey, William Wirt, Nicholas Murray Butler, and a host of other progressive educators emerge in the scholarly literature as clearly drawn, complex individuals. Businessmen and the business community never do. But any attempt to grasp the complicated nature of progressive education must acknowledge business influence and bring business leaders out of the shadows.

Any researcher using the archives of the Moraine Park School should soon come to see businessmen not as shadowy powers but as flesh and blood people speaking up at parents' night meetings. The Moraine Park School, the most elaborate attempt to create a Dewey-style progressive laboratory school in Ohio, received in addition to business funding the charge to educate businessmen's sons and daughters. During its ten-year lifetime, from 1917 to 1927, its roster of students was a who's who of the progeny of the Miami Valley's business elite.

As he explained late in life in a letter written to his granddaughter, Arthur Morgan felt he was "not equipped to be a good father." His work with the Conservancy, his constant sense that any fault with the work might result "in a hundred thousand people drowned," left him almost no time to spend with his young sons and daughter. In a telling phrase illustrating once again the emphasis members of the Valley's business progressive community put on "manly" reform, Morgan wrote that he wanted a school that would be a "substitute father."\textsuperscript{18} So he created the Moraine Park School. Morgan, whose compelling ability to persuade had already received ample public demonstration during
the prolonged Conservancy campaign, enlisted the aid of several powerful business leaders whom he had met through his Conservancy work.

Chief among these men were Edward A. Deeds and Charles Kettering, both older than Morgan, men in their forties who had already become very wealthy from their Delco Company ventures.¹⁹ Kettering, who began his career as a schoolteacher, shared Morgan's deep interest in education and quickly consented to become the school's chief financial angel, a role he played until his duties as a vice president of General Motors took him to Detroit in 1925. Kettering offered the use of a greenhouse on his estate in suburban Moraine, Ohio, on the southern outskirts of Dayton, saying he would "rather raise kids than cucumbers."²⁰

Kettering's greenhouse was a huge, rambling building that the inventor had used previously for his numerous photosynthesis experiments. Kettering not only donated the building but also hired carpenters who in late 1916 went to work laying flooring, making partitions, and installing movable screens and windows. Soon a light-flooded schoolhouse emerged. It had every necessity and most luxuries: a gymnasium, project rooms, study halls and assembly rooms, "reading porches," an elaborate science laboratory, a photographic darkroom, and a library.²¹

Arthur Morgan, meanwhile, took more than a month's time away from his other duties to traverse the country from Seattle to New York City between December 1916 and January 1917 to interview candidates for teaching and headmastership positions at the planned school. The notes he jotted for himself during or immediately after each interview reveal many of the prejudices common to the era's white male elite. Morgan, for instance, worried that Arthur Sides, a principal at a Connecticut high school, looked "a little like a Jew." When the man, unsolicited, told him that he was Irish, Morgan allowed in his notes, "He has the appearance of an Oscar Straus type of Jew—not the ordinary kind."²² The fact that a young woman graduate of Columbia Teachers College was a Roman Catholic bothered him, though he eventually rationalized that her "common sense" and "wholesomeness" outweighed her religious beliefs.²³ None of the planners for the Moraine Park School had any thoughts of allowing it
to be integrated. Nevertheless, Morgan noted as he summarized his impressions of one candidate for the headmaster’s post that although the man was very bright, “his ideas of negro capacity are exaggerated.”

For a man like Morgan to have been free of such prejudices would have been unusual, rather than the obverse. What separated him from others, what made Morgan a progressive, was his obsession for remaking and improving social institutions and his certainty that his new school could be a wonderful example of successful “educational engineering.” “The problem of modern education,” as he put it, was an engineering problem. The needs and minds of children and young adults could be studied scientifically, just as he and his fellow experts had come into the Miami Valley and studied its hills and river channels in order to devise a system of flood control. And just as the Miami Conservancy project was an engineering experiment that abandoned conventional notions, so too should schools eschew traditions and conventions.

In Frank Slutz, Morgan found a headmaster who shared his faith in logic, in science, in the need to remake schools as small communities able to prepare students for life, not just by imparting knowledge and teaching skills, but by strengthening health and character as well. Slutz, the thirty-four-year-old superintendent of schools in Pueblo, Colorado, was, Morgan thought, a man of “keen mind . . . sound morally . . . with advanced ideas in education.”

Morgan hired Slutz personally. He then solicited the help of the Moraine Park school board and hired the three other teachers who made up the new school’s first faculty. Two, Laura Gillmore and Bertha Stone, had prior experience with progressive experimental schools, most notably, for Stone, New York City’s Lincoln School. The third, Arthur Hauck, principal of a high school in Idaho, was later to serve for many years as president of the University of Maine. In 1917, 46 children enrolled to study with this new faculty. The school remained small. At its height in 1923-24 it still had only eight teachers and 132 students.

The key to progressive education, according to Frank Slutz, was to integrate schooling and life. “Education,” he wrote, “is in part but not in all secured through books; the printed page is a
tool . . . but not a fetish." The Moraine Park School was to be a community, with the students assuming responsible roles as its citizens, roles that would help prepare them for life. Throughout the school's history a board of prominent businessmen supported this goal. The Moraine Park school board, in fact, included Dayton's most famous inventors and self-made business successes. In addition to Deeds, Kettering, and Rike, all of whom had worked with Arthur Morgan on the Conservancy, Orville Wright, co-inventor of the airplane, and William Chryst, an electrical engineer and collaborator with Deeds and Kettering at Delco, served as board members.

As was proper in an idealized progressive community, a commission style of government prevailed. Not surprisingly, since so many of their fathers had played pivotal roles in the creation of the new Dayton commission-manager charter, the children of the Moraine Park School formed a student government parallel to that of their city. They elected commissioners who appointed a Moraine Park student "community manager." And that manager presided over departments of Public Safety, Welfare, Recreation, Law, and Finance.

Slutz's intention that students participate fully in all aspects of running the school was largely successful. For instance, student members of the Law Department, not teachers, policed the building. Anyone "arrested" for running in the halls, for instance, went before a student judge and court who often sentenced offenders to extra dusting or window washing.

Even the dozen or so children under age eleven in the Beginners' Group at the school were to take the initiative, choosing activities for their play periods and books and stories they wished to read or have read to them. Student interest generated classroom activities. For instance, during the 1920-21 school year several of the little boys in Beginners had become fascinated with trains. After the entire group of children voted to study trains, their teacher helped them devise a series of projects that not only taught them about trains but also simultaneously about math, writing, science, and other subjects. The children wrote letters to railroad companies, asking for promotional brochures with pictures of trains. They took field trips to the Dayton depot and toured the roundhouse and engine yards. They drew blueprints
of engines and created wooden models of trains. They wrote poems about trains. They took railway timetables and used them as the basis for solving numerous arithmetic problems as they planned imaginary train trips around the country.\textsuperscript{32}

The older teenagers, ranging in age from twelve to nineteen, in the Senior Division had even more responsibility as citizens of the Moraine Park community. An important part of the school’s creed was the belief that “a real community is kept alive by its business interest, and to be like a large community, therefore, it is necessary that Moraine Park School should have its business interests.”\textsuperscript{33} Each Senior Division student had as his or her project a small business. Individually or in groups they got ideas for their businesses and applied to the Moraine Park Commission for a franchise. During the 1919-20 school year, several boys, perhaps more attuned to the real business world than their teachers and parents would have wished, applied for franchises for a whole host of conceivable student businesses, then sat back as their get-rich-quick scheme of forcing other students to buy their franchises thrived. Once the student commission outlawed this practice, however, all students had to run actual businesses, and, contrary to the rules of the real world, could only sell those that had made a profit.\textsuperscript{34}

And the businesses were real, using real money. Students acquired their initial start-up capital through loans from parents or from the student-run Moraine Bank, which, once started, made its own money in the traditional way, by charging interest. Dozens of businesses prospered. Some catered to the school community only. The Moraine Lunch Company, for instance, sold sandwiches to students. Students with the franchise for the Moraine Critic ran the school newspaper. Other businesses actually worked in the larger community. The Alpabaco, short for the Allied Paper Baling Company, bought paper from students, baled it, and sold it to Dayton paper mills for shredding. Two students in the Camera Company made large profits contracting themselves out as commercial photographers to area businesses.\textsuperscript{35}

Of course some businesses, as in real life, failed. But patterns of failure and success did not always follow patterns in real life. The owners of the lunch stand were richer by far than the hapless
students who tried to form a law firm, only to discover that their fellows preferred to argue their own cases to the Law Department. The students who formed the Moraine Stock Exchange to deal in capital stocks for all the incorporated projects at the school also found themselves with a losing business proposition. The exchange, admitted its partners, "has a fine board, beautiful stock certificates, but no patronage."  

Although the student businesses were central to Moraine Park's teaching methods, the businessmen who created the school were not interested in simply creating another generation of business tycoons. They were sincere in their efforts to emphasize character, ethics, and healthy living. Students not only regularly exercised their bodies, they had opportunity, as the founders intended, to exercise their values. The elaborate reports sent to parents by teachers at the school commented on the child's language and math skills but also detailed his or her physical and ethical development. Slutz and his colleagues scrutinized the results of the extensive physical exams regularly given students. They also made regular efforts to evaluate their charges' ethical development. The reports they sent home to parents included judgments about student progress in such areas as "trustworthiness," "fairness of mind," and "honesty," as well as assessments of student abilities in such traditional subjects as English, French, or mathematics. The Moraine Park School headmaster said that he hoped parents would be just as concerned if a child's report showed a deficiency in honesty as in algebra.

By all accounts the school succeeded. Charles Kettering called it "the only school that I know of that you have to lock the doors to keep the kids out." The school had, he joked, "taken my kid and taught him to lie more than anything I can think of. That kid tells me more fool things and reasons as to why he must go down to that school than you can imagine. I told him the other day, 'What's the use of telling me all that stuff. I know where you are going.' "

Kettering's son Eugene was not the only student who liked the Moraine Park School. The dozens of student-written newspapers, pamphlets, and printed bulletins that survive from the school reveal a relish for learning and a genuine sense of fun. A majority of the school's graduates went on to college or normal-
school training, and most seemed to adjust to more traditional forms of education.\textsuperscript{41}

Of course they were a select group. Although the school’s board of directors established a sliding tuition scale based on parental income, virtually all Moraine Park School students were the children of affluent businessmen and professionals.\textsuperscript{42} Given these children’s home circumstances, some of the school’s constant efforts to prepare them “for life” assumed an element of play-acting. Little nine-year-old Martha Chryst dutifully reported in a school bulletin her success at school cooking classes, her victories with scalloped potatoes, chocolate honey cake, and creamed eggs in bread cubes. She then admitted somewhat wistfully that “cooking has not done me much good, for we have a cook.”\textsuperscript{43}

Furthermore, the school’s obeisance to student originality sometimes led to excess. There is no hint that Arthur Morgan sought to pull his audience’s leg when in an after-dinner speech he told the following anecdote to illustrate the virtues of Moraine Park’s emphasis on creative thinking. One of the boys at the school had “found a mistake which had been running through Shakespearean editions for over a hundred years”: “I believe he was reading ‘As You Like It’ that part where a description is being given of the summer home in Arden. And the poet said, ‘... sermons in stones, and books in the running brooks.’ This young man was originally minded, and he read it over carefully again. And finally he found what was wrong, and he suggested it being changed to read, ‘sermons in books and stones in the running brooks.’”\textsuperscript{44}

But most students had time enough in later life to learn the received wisdom on the use of metaphor. The businessmen sponsors of Moraine Park were clearly not interested in educating their own children to be corporate automatons. Rather, they created an ideal of an independent-minded citizen who saw business as central to society but who also demanded that business be conducted in socially responsible ways.

Of course ideal circumstances made teaching easier. Students at Moraine Park worked in an airy greenhouse, filled with color and comfortable wicker child-sized furniture. By 1923 the school’s patrons had added a swimming pool, playing fields, and hiking trails to the original gymnasium, so that all conceivable equip-
ment for organized recreation existed. And the school always remained small, with a hand-picked staff of dedicated, enthusiastic teachers.

In retrospect, some of Moraine Park's efforts at "society serving" seemed patronizing. Students "adopted" poor Dayton families and French children orphaned after World War I, making sure that they had enough food and clothing. Each year students crafted special handmade Christmas presents for the poor. But without these kinds of activities the Moraine students would have remained in their comfortable neighborhoods. The fact that some of these privileged children spent leisure time reading to patients in charity wards at hospitals or knitting for "their" orphans did not guarantee that they would become reformers as adults. Their schooling was but one of many influences in their lives. Nonetheless, a significant number of Moraine graduates who returned to or remained in the Miami Valley did gain names for themselves as community activists. Challenging stereotypes of the idle second generation of the self-made rich, members of the Kettering family led a variety of community improvement campaigns in Dayton in the 1970s and 1980s. After reaching adulthood, Ernest Morgan lived in Yellow Springs, Ohio, for many years, always active in numerous social and political crusades. He and many of his classmates have led the kinds of interesting, socially responsible, lives the Moraine Park School envisioned as an ideal.45

But if the school represented much that was praiseworthy, if it in a sense embodied a vision of business roles in society shared by members of the reform-minded Dayton business community, why did it close by 1927? In a letter written to a Harvard student in 1947 Morgan argued that the Dayton schools "had greatly improved" so that businessmen saw less need for a private school.46

In truth, in 1927 the Dayton public school system was entering a period of crisis and cutbacks. Its great era of dramatically quick progressive innovation came between 1908 and 1916 under the superintendence of Edwin Brown. The Moraine Park School did not even open its doors until 1917.

The Dayton schools in the early twentieth century were not fighting progressive education. They were embracing it. But even an innovative public school system could not provide children
with the kind of teacher–student ratio available at Moraine Park. It could not provide the green rolling lawns of a private suburban estate for a school campus. It could not provide the lavish equipment and lovely building.

Despite their plan for tuition based on income and their talk of a school open to all, the sponsors of Moraine Park did not recruit seriously outside of their own circles. Since the school was in an exclusive suburb, parents or their servants generally delivered the children by car. Obviously only the well-to-do could have coped with the transportation dilemma alone. By the late 1920s Ernest Morgan, Sue Rike, Eugene Kettering, Adam Schantz, Jr., Charles Deeds, and the other children of Dayton's business elite had grown into teenagers and young adults, ready to leave home for college, finishing school, or, in a few cases, first jobs. Even more important, after 1925 Charles Kettering no longer lived in Dayton. Though he kept his Moraine mansion and returned to Dayton often, Kettering spent the next several decades as a key executive at General Motors in Detroit. No other businessman emerged to take his role as patron for an experimental school. The next generation of Miami Valley businessmen, certainly after 1929, faced the crushing problems of the Depression. In that climate none summoned the time or money to try to create another attempt at a perfect community in which children could learn. Perhaps, after 1929, none could summon the optimism that perfect communities, even tiny perfect communities, were possible.

The progressive education experiment at the grammar and high school level that affected the greatest number of children and lasted the longest took place not at the elite Moraine Park School, but inside the Dayton public system.

At the turn of the century, the Dayton public schools reflected patterns common to growing city systems throughout the Midwest and East. The city had one public high school, but public support for it was not great. A high school, even if free, was still a place where the favored few who could afford so to delay their entrance into the labor market prolonged their education. Between 1870 and 1890 the attendance at the high school varied from 250 to 300 students, this during years when the city's population itself boomed, increasing from some 55,000 people to more than 81,000, and when, by 1890, there were more than
12,000 young people between the ages of fifteen and nineteen available to form a pool of potential high school students. The high school emphasized a traditional curriculum of Latin, German, Greek, philosophy, history, algebra, and rhetoric. It was tauntingly known as the "Girls' School," since the overwhelming majority of its pupils were young women preparing to be schoolteachers. In 1880, for instance, the high school enrolled 87 boys and 151 girls. Most children who attended a public school at all went to one of a dozen district grammar schools, where they left their fixed desks only to stand and recite.

By the time the great crash ended an era, a whirlwind had swept through the system. In the late nineteenth century, students at the high school had only one choice: a course of study heavily reliant on classical subjects. By 1927 they had seven alternatives and could enroll in either a "General, Commercial, College Preparatory, College Preparatory in Engineering, Cooperative Industrial, Cooperative Retail, or a Cooperative Commercial" course of study. High school education had become varied, divided into strikingly different tracks, with a huge new vocational high school added to six other high schools and junior high schools. To supplement the district schools, which had expanded greatly in number, a system of free public kindergartens emerged after 1921. Moreover, the school system—which at the turn of the century, had been very simple, consisting of twelve to fifteen elementary schools and one high school—had twenty years later become a complex urban bureaucracy, with seven high schools, twenty-seven elementary schools, twenty-four manual arts centers, twenty-seven domestic science centers, twenty-eight kindergartens, a public school for the deaf, six night schools, which admitted adults as well as working teenagers, and thirty-three "special schools," which included schools for juvenile delinquents, handicapped, gifted, and retarded children. The Dayton population had grown enormously, more than doubling to almost 190,000 by the end of the twenties, but the growth of its student population far outstripped population growth alone. In 1880 fewer than 300 Dayton young people attended high school. By 1913 almost 1,944 did, and by 1927, 3,680 did. Similar though slightly less spectacular increases occurred in the elementary schools.

As it had for the Moraine Park School, the Dayton business
community again played a pivotal role in promoting these changes. Were businessmen, when they intervened in the public schools, playing different roles from ones they had played as concerned parents, shaping the educations of their own children? Did they wish their own children to develop creativity, while manipulating the futures of other children? Did they want those other children, their potential employees, to become, as Upton Sinclair had charged, "goslings" ready to "goose-step" to their assigned places in the industrial order?

This scenario, so heavily emphasized in recent scholarship, did not emerge in Dayton. That is not to say that progressive businessmen were unconcerned with training an adequate work force or with forcing businesslike management methods on school systems. But to outline a conspiracy in which progressive education in the public schools was "a tragedy in American education" engineered by businessmen, overstates the case. Such an interpretation simultaneously exaggerates the influence of the progressive business community and understates its concern for a just as well as an orderly society.

That business community alone did not transform the Dayton public schools, though its role was an important one. As early as 1885, the city's superintendent of schools, J.J. Burns, anticipated the criticisms that would in the next two decades shake the city's school system. Burns, a former administrator at the Cincinnati Normal School, delivered a long and stinging philippic, rather than the usual dry recitation of attendance figures and teachers' salaries in his 1885 personal report to the Dayton Board of Education. "Simple cram is not instruction," he blasted. "Teaching is something more than drill." He went on: "It is a very sad thing to see a boy who has loved to read about men and countries fed upon facts and dates as a mode of fattening for examinations . . . and effectually cured of his curiosity."

Burns went on to criticize a hiring system that made it impossible for him to fire incompetent teachers and strongly implied that incompetence in teaching was rife. The picture he drew of Dayton public classrooms was one in which, with a few exceptions, "noisy" teachers shouted repetitive drill at benumbed children. The teachers themselves received ratings based on their charges' scores on tests, so, predictably, the answers to examination questions composed a heavy percentage of drill work, and neither
teachers nor students looked much beyond the next examination. Burns concluded his unusually lengthy report with the admission that he realized such a report, especially one delivered by a brand-new superintendent, might not be as "altogether agreeable . . . as pleasing rhetoric about a utopian state of affairs."  

It was not. By 1887 Burns was gone. Teacher complaints about the harsh nature of his leadership, combined with their misgivings about the nature of the changes he advocated, convinced a bare majority on the school board to fire him. But the issues he raised did not lie buried in the records of the board of education. John H. Patterson would not let them. Not surprisingly, since the skills blended, Patterson the master actor was also Patterson the master teacher. The National Cash Register president was a man with a passionate interest in education and firm ideas about methods by which it could be improved both in his hometown and in the nation.

Patterson and most adherents of progressive education shared the same key ideas: that the walls between school and society had to be removed, and that words and books were not the only useful educational tools. Acting upon these beliefs, Patterson in 1891 endowed the city with a school in which practical skills and subjects were to be taught. Among the teachers hired for the largely male staff at the new school was Edwin Brown, a Dayton native and the first man to graduate from the normal school the city had established to train teachers thirty years before in 1869. In Brown, Patterson found a disciple and ally, the man to engineer major change in the Dayton public schools.

Between 1891 and 1908 the Patterson School flourished. Still privately funded by Patterson himself, the school's range of classes expanded, including, among others, classes in mechanical drawing, machining, carpentry, applied chemistry, and millinery. In addition, again completely funded by Patterson, the Dayton schools adopted the boy-gardens programs first promoted for the children in the neighborhoods surrounding the NCR. Each year after 1896, in the spring and during summer recess, hundreds of Dayton schoolchildren worked tilled portions of school yards and vacant lots. The NCR Company supplied them with seeds and tools. It also sponsored an elaborate bonus-prize system to sustain enthusiasm and provide tangible rewards to youngsters who grew the best tomato or the largest
pumpkin. Finally, the company helped the schoolchildren market the extra produce their families did not need.54

As much as it welcomed his substantial donations of money and equipment, the Dayton school board, like the city council, did not view Patterson's wishes as commands. The fight for "progressive education" paralleled the fight for "progressive" municipal government. Both were lengthy, and both featured John H. Patterson and his company in a leading role. After J.J. Burns lost his job, the position of superintendent of schools rested uneasily on the shoulders of four different men between 1887 and 1907. Two of these administrators, W.N. Hailmann and John Carr, lasted only two years.

The superintendent was a revolving door in part because the school board itself was in conflict, split about the direction public education should take. Its numbers ranging from ten to fifteen members, the Dayton Board of Education included ministers, lawyers, a dentist, farmers, and former teachers, as well as businessmen. Full transcripts of its meetings for the years 1899-08 no longer exist, but scattered evidence, including information appearing in its Annual Reports, indicates conflict, both support for and concerted opposition to change. As Superintendent W.J. White remarked in 1899, "The timidity of the teacher accustomed to the former methods" could pose a real barrier.55

Edwin Brown, who in his years of teaching at the Patterson School had come to know John H. Patterson personally, and who believed the NCR president to be a "gentleman . . . whose every influence is for the good of all our institutions," clearly belonged to the faction that wanted change.56 In 1908 a bitterly split school board elected Brown as the system's new superintendent. Teachers and their adherents on the boards seem to have been his most vocal enemies. Only thirty-seven years old when he became superintendent of schools in 1908, Edwin Brown was dead only eight years later, killed by a heart attack.57 But during his relatively brief tenure "this man with a big vision" had managed to revolutionize the Dayton school curriculum.58 That vision was one he shared with John H. Patterson: to broaden the curriculum and increase the functions of the schools for a larger public constituency, even one including adults. Remarkably, within a few years, he achieved much of it.

Brown introduced an elaborate program of night schools at-
tended yearly by an average of three thousand students, mostly young boys who had to work during the days and recent immigrants seeking occupational skills and a place to study English. The manual training programs of the system assumed a much larger importance. Stivers Manual Training High School, able to accommodate two thousand students, opened. Dozens of Miami Valley industries participated in the cooperative and continuation schools, where each year about a hundred boys worked part-time at factories and attended school during the day from four to ten hours a week on factory time to supplement night school training. The new superintendent founded an extensive summer school program and a network of special purpose schools, such as the School for Backward Children and schools for deaf and crippled children. About the only identifiable group left to languish was a tiny population of black children, during these decades composing only 4 or 5 percent of children in most age groups in the city. Of course other small minorities of children, like the physically handicapped, received concentrated attention. Their race and not their numbers explained the slighting of black children. Their segregated school received little attention from Edwin Brown or any other administrator.59

Ironically, given his own obesity, Brown constantly preached the progressive education dictum that education should nourish the whole person, body as well as mind. Under his leadership, the Dayton schools acquired a national reputation as innovators in the use of playgrounds. The superintendent equipped school yards with swings, slides, baseball diamonds, and other amenities and mandated that they stay open not just during school hours but at night and on weekends too.

"Open Air School Rooms” made their appearance, where temperatures were never over fifty-eight degrees unless it was warmer out of doors. Charts kept of student weight gain and general physical condition in these rooms convinced Brown that they were more healthful. By 1914 such classrooms were common, though not universal, throughout a school system that also introduced medical and dental inspection and provided free dental care for elementary school pupils whose parents could not afford it.

Also in keeping with progressive education’s faith in logic and science, Brown inaugurated an elaborate program of intelligence
and "efficiency" testing for public school students. Even kindergarteners were not spared. They may have thought they were only playing with crayons, but their teachers were, no doubt, watching them carefully in order to be able to answer question 2-H on a five-page form. An ability to handle a crayon with "easy, light movements" indicated according to this "child-measurement" form, "development of power of initiative." A whole host of activities were to be categorized. Tests asked for judgments about everything from children's abilities to hop rapidly to their interest in planting seeds.  

As Dayton public school pupils matured, the pace of testing only increased. By the time they reached high school, they had become veterans of repeated batteries of intelligence and aptitude tests. Because of these tests, most had received ratings of A, B, or C by the time they reached ninth grade. A students were excellent achievers, B students, average, C students, below average. Teachers were to expect more of A students, to allow C students extra time. The classifications were not kept secret. Administrators perhaps protested too much when they offered repeated assurances that there was no stigma attached by either students or teachers to the system, that instead all worked happily within the limits of their abilities.  

Assurances that school buildings could honestly be called city "social centers" rang more true. In 1912, in advance of most school systems in the state, the Dayton Board of Education adopted a resolution agreeing to a plan to make the buildings in the city system available to the general public, both during and after school hours. Public groups could meet in school buildings, provided they had applied two days in advance to the board of education. No political or religious discussions were to be held, and school janitors were to be compensated for their extra work. And, as Brown planned, the schools did become "social centers" for the community. In most neighborhoods, school buildings stayed brightly lit at night, as numerous groups showed films, hosted lectures, and held debates.  

After Edwin Brown's sudden death, Frank Miller, a Dartmouth graduate, acted as superintendent of schools. Miller neither expanded nor dismantled Brown's structure. His interim leadership ended in 1921 when he chose to enter state government as an adviser to the governor's office on educational matters. To replace
him, the board of education hired Paul Stetson, a man already nationally known in education circles for administrative innovation. Stetson, whose reputation as an efficiency expert preceded him, came to Dayton from a superintendency at Muskegan, Michigan. By late 1929, when he left Dayton for a yet larger superintendency at Indianapolis, Stetson had completed the educational revolution begun by Brown.

Since Stetson taught at the University of Chicago during summer breaks and served frequently as a leading consultant on national school surveys, the Dayton system received wide publicity as a "model." Journalists and educators from around the country visited often. Stetson's superintendency, like Brown's, contained the key elements of progressive education: a search for efficiency; a faith in science; a commitment to expansion of education to include vocational, physical, and health subjects, as well as academic subjects; and, finally, plans to open the schools to the community.

His drive to create a more efficient school system led Stetson to campaign successfully for a major reorganization of school administration. Prior to 1921 there had been few middle managers between school principals and the school superintendent. Principals generally reported directly to the superintendent and retained considerable authority.

By 1928 a new, more complex hierarchy existed. Over the course of several years the board of education had approved its new superintendent's suggestions and divided the system into departments. Rather than a circle of dozens of relatively autonomous schools reporting to a superintendent, a pyramid emerged. The system now included departments of primary education, upper elementary education, visiting teachers, secondary schools, athletics and physical education, publications, and business management.

Nowhere was the concern for efficiency so clearly manifested as in the new Department of Business Management. No longer were principals of separate schools able to contract individually for janitors or hire cooks for their lunchrooms. Rather, the system's new business manager, John Graham, was the authority to whom they sent their requests. Graham's office centralized janitorial and cafeteria services for the system, and coordinated all
purchasing, all building construction, all building maintenance and repairs, and all transportation.\textsuperscript{65}

The advent in 1923 of the platoon system, made famous by the Gary, Indiana, schools, marked another effort to use both school personnel and equipment with maximum efficiency.\textsuperscript{66} Dayton school administrators tried five platoon schools in 1923 and steadily expanded the number in following years, until almost half of all elementary schools used the system. No doubt the platoon school, which promised to eliminate the maintenance of unused space, as different groups, or platoons, of students worked alternately at academic and nonacademic subjects so that all building areas were always in use, would have found an interested advocate in Paul Stetson under even normal circumstances. But during the twenties, when the population of Dayton doubled, the population in the schools more than tripled. Even given voter approval of bond issues to finance the construction of new school buildings, the system could not keep up with demand. Classes were literally held in hallways and on front steps in fair weather. The platoon system provided not just a promise of maximum efficiency, a promise that no classroom would sit idle for forty minutes while students ate lunch or played outside; it provided a solution to a desperately real problem of overcrowding in a system growing with dramatic rapidity.

Building on Brown's legacy, Superintendent Stetson also emphasized health and physical education, expanding the medical inspection system and programs of testing students regularly to determine mental and physical development. Stetson enjoyed a large construction budget, the pleasant inheritance of a $3 million bond issue for school construction passed by municipal voters in 1920, to which he added other monies granted by voters in 1923, 1924, and 1926. In his first two years as superintendent alone, Stetson presided over the construction of a new junior-senior high school and four new elementary schools. In all these buildings, architects hired by the school board had strict instructions to pay attention to ventilation, "healthful" heating systems, and sports and recreation facilities. All the new schools featured landscaping, playgrounds, gymnasiums, and running tracks. The new high school boasted the rare luxury of a natatorium, with enclosed year-round swimming pools.\textsuperscript{67}
Vocational and nontraditional education, as well as physical education, received emphasis. The programs begun in the 1890s at the Patterson school and incorporated into the school system by Edwin Brown after 1908 reached maturity. In the school year 1926-27 the night schools peaked, with an enrollment of about five thousand teenagers and adults, who studied everything from Shakespeare to automobile repair. The cooperative high school system enrolled hundreds of young people. Most were boys, though girls could study cooperatively in secretarial and retail selling programs. These students worked in pairs, each one working one week at a shared outside job and attending classes full-time the second week.

Naturally enough, given its birth under NCR Company sponsorship, the cooperative high school had first emphasized the metal trades, helping boys to combine work as apprentice machinists, pattern makers, or tool and die makers, with schooling. By the late twenties, the cooperative high school had expanded in many directions. Students held part-time jobs in many occupations and trades. Popular programs included co-op training in retail selling, carpentry, bricklaying, and plumbing. In all cases, advisory committees of business owners and master tradesmen played important roles in setting policies for the programs, known within the framework of the cooperative high school as "extension schools." By 1928 scores of stores and factories participated. They not only provided the co-op jobs. Many also sponsored scholarships to enable young employees to become part-time students. Several provided classroom and office space.68

Such an expansion of the schools into the community would have pleased Edwin Brown, the first to open up school buildings for general public use. Paul Stetson continued that emphasis. The new departments of Visiting Teachers and of Publications helped promote that goal. As Elizabeth Kennedy, director of the Publications Department, admitted to a visiting journalist, her department might "better be named the Bureau of Public Relations." And indeed the Dayton school system did pioneer in the field of educational public relations, distributing dozens of pamphlets and newsletters, each year sending all parents of children enrolled in the system nine monthly issues of its magazine, School Progress. Stetson expected Kennedy, moreover, to be his "official public fixer." She had the "delicate" task of negotiating with
newspaper reporters and editors to try to get them to portray the schools in a favorable light. She was to be the system's representative for a lengthy list of civic events, showing the public that the schools cared about everything from Thrift Week to the Municipal Dog Show.\(^59\)

The activities of the visiting teachers supplemented Elizabeth Kennedy's near-constant forays out into the community. These individuals were to visit the homes of children who were having trouble in school. An expanded version of the traditional truant officer, the visiting teacher was to attempt to counsel parents and relatives. If she found them uncooperative, she was to call in the police or, in cases of suspected child abuse, the new city Welfare Department.\(^70\)

This new structure faced a crisis by the end of the decade. In 1927, for the first time, voters rejected an appeal for additional money. They turned down a one mill levy by a small margin, 13,230 for and 14,656 against. The system, which peaked in 1927-28 with a total of 165 schools and 1,188 teachers on the payroll, began to cut back. By 1929 the departments of Publications and Visiting Teachers were gone. Most of the summer schools closed. The night schools and special schools curtailed many courses of study. The system offered fewer physical education, art, and music classes.\(^71\) And teachers lost their jobs, as Stetson mandated increases in minimum class sizes at all levels—to an average of forty students per class in elementary schools, an average of thirty-five in junior high, and thirty in senior high classes. Beginning in 1928, the financial crunch forced administrators to issue dismissal notices to at least ninety teachers a year.\(^72\) Stetson himself left.

By the time the Depression hit in full force in 1929, the heady optimism of the early twenties had already faded. And the hard years that followed the crash were not ones that allowed the dream of creating a perfect progressive public school system to revive. Contemporaries blamed overconfidence for the failure of the school bond issue in 1927. Dr. H.B. Millhoff, president of the board of education, plausibly blamed the "light vote."\(^73\) Indeed, a very small number of voters set into motion a chain of events that led to over a decade of severely reduced budgets at the schools. After years when the voters had approved bond issues by comfortable margins, school administrators had become lulled into
expectations of automatic victory. They had spent almost no time campaigning for the bond issue, neglecting to note that among other issues on the ballot were two road levies that had been vociferously opposed by a neighborhood organization. Turnout in November 1927 was light. The few who voted probably were motivated to voice their opposition to the routes the proposed roads would take. The road levies met overwhelming defeat. Voters probably allowed their negative mood to cause them to check the “no” box for the school levy as well. Chastened school officials vowed to bring the issue back to voters. But by the fall of 1929 voters caught in the first month’s panic after the great crash were in no mood to approve extra spending for schools, roads, or anything else. But the public never delivered any clear repudiation of the changes in the Dayton school system engineered by Superintendents Brown and Stetson. The 1927 election was a case of overconfident school administrators’ not bothering to woo voters. By 1929 time had run out. For the next decade, hard times, not anger at educational change, fueled public unwillingness to continue to spend so lavishly on the schools.

In fact, an examination of progressive education in the Dayton public schools does not reveal the simple patterns of business conspiracy or business venality outlined by contemporary radical critics and still in favor among numbers of scholars of education. Clearly the business community was a major force behind the revolution that swept through the Dayton schools in the early twentieth century. Paralleling a national pattern pointed out by Scott Nearing, businessmen did, between 1906 and 1928, gain an increasing number of seats on the city’s board of education. They had a majority by the early 1920s. And the men they chose as superintendents were deeply committed to the goal of creating a more businesslike school system. Indeed, they were men who thought of themselves as businessmen. When C.J. Schmidt, clerk of the board of education delivered a eulogy for Edwin Brown in 1916, he emphasized that the superintendent was “more than an educator, he was a businessman in every sense of the word.”74 Paul Stetson’s national reputation as an efficiency expert certainly did not hurt his chances in 1921 with that same board of education. The term businesslike appeared with near-omnipresence in the reports and publications of the school system during these years.
Increasing business influence in education, then, undoubtedly formed part of the central matrix of progressive education in Dayton. But that influence did not necessarily pit businessmen against a wary public. In fact, the educational changes were largely popular. There were perpetual waiting lists for classes in practical subjects like bricklaying and automotive repair at the night schools.\(^7\)

The cooperative high school programs were intensely competitive, accepting only about a quarter of the students who applied. Clearly the educational system was class- and income-bound. The businessmen on the Dayton School Board were not promoting identical opportunity for all. They did not provide the children of their workers with the same kind of chances they provided their own children at schools like Moraine Park. Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to see efforts like cooperative or vocational education as selfish attempts by business to create a better-trained and compliant work force. Such an interpretation unnecessarily demeans the intelligence of that potential work force. In Dayton at least, those future employees embraced the opportunities opened by the schooling provided. Was a worker who wished to make more money with skills learned at a vocational high school simply an unwitting tool in a business conspiracy?

The chance to advance was not illusory. An amazingly high percentage of cooperative high school students during the twenties did get good jobs or further education past high school. Helped by a program of factory scholarships, some 30 percent went to specialized trade schools or colleges. Colleges graduates attended included Cornell, Cincinnati, Ohio State, Purdue, and the University of Pennsylvania. And a significant number became colleagues of their former businessmen sponsors. Many became leading NCR salesmen.\(^7\) While it was certainly to the business community's advantage to support an educational system that produced graduates with skills and attitudes that helped them fit into the American corporate system, it was also to the advantage of those graduates. The fact that school enrollment increases far outpaced population increases in Dayton during the first two decades of the twentieth century was testimony to a more complex reality.

Of course, sometimes the efforts to achieve maximum efficien-
cy and perfectly coordinated schedules begged for satire. Between 1914 and 1916, gongs sounded during the day in all Dayton elementary schools at 9:15, 10:50, 1:50, and 3:15. Boys rushed over to open all the windows and doors in the classrooms, and all children rose to stand for exactly three minutes of "light calisthenics," after which doors and windows were closed, and routine activities resumed.\(^{77}\)

But at least some teachers and administrators injected a little necessary skepticism as they examined the results from all the new tests and schedules. Superintendent Frank Miller, for instance, in his report to the board for the school year 1916-17, supported intelligence testing and vocational placement programs inherited from his predecessor but issued a caveat. The tests were not foolproof, he warned, "and a great deal of mischief can be done by that type of adviser who assumes that he can gauge the abilities of a pupil well enough to determine for what definite calling this pupil is specially fitted."\(^{78}\)

The opposition to the new system did not come from the general public. As was the case in other cities, it came from teachers. In small and large ways administrator-imposed rules invaded their classrooms. Not only were they to stop everything to engage in three minutes of exercise at 10:50 A.M., they were also to use administration-approved lesson plans and administration-approved tests. They found their days interrupted by a whole host of administration-planned activities, from dental inspections to mandatory schoolwide participation in Thrift Week rallies. Moreover, neither of the two important administrators during this period paid enough attention to good relations with their teaching staffs. Many teachers considered Edwin Brown, for instance, "oppressive."\(^{79}\) Even some of Brown's supporters agreed that he "preferred to hurt feelings rather than resort to evasion."\(^ {80}\) Whether public school teaching had ever allowed teachers significant control of their classrooms is, however, an open question. Nineteenth-century common schools featured a great deal of rote memorization from approved texts. They also featured poorly educated teachers and powerful school principals. Teachers who disliked Brown or Stetson may have been responding to the arrogance these men so often displayed. In a genuine sense, though, they may never really have had much autonomy to lose. Of course they had pride to lose. As admin-
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Administrators formed their own professional societies during the period, so did teachers. Although Dayton teachers did not form a cohesive union, like the Chicago Teachers Federation, they were aware of the existence of it and like organizations in other cities. They were aware that as administrators gained power and prestige, their own status, at the best, remained static.

Stetson and Brown, who realized that the Dayton public had to be wooed and who even, under Stetson, created a public relations office, did not soothe and cultivate their own teaching staffs sufficiently. More important, by the end of the 1920s, teaching conditions had indeed deteriorated, as administrators, facing budget cuts, increased class sizes and teacher workloads.

Indeed, the attitudes of the teaching staff formed the clearest difference between the elite Moraine Park School and the Dayton public schools. Every one of the Moraine teachers seemed to burst with enthusiasm about the program at the experimental school. Of course, comparisons between a handpicked staff of half a dozen highly trained teachers working under ideal conditions and a very large and diverse public school staff that reached more than a thousand by the midtwenties would be necessarily strained. But the similarities, rather than the differences, between the Moraine Park School and the revamped Dayton public school system, seem significant.

In large part, both were creations of the same reform-minded business community. Both sought to connect school and society, to promote the idea that the schools should prepare for life by participating in life. Both emphasized physical, health, and vocational education. Both subjected their students to frequent intelligence and aptitude testing. Finally, both failed to survive intact. The Moraine Park School closed its doors altogether. The Dayton system retrenched. Both depended on an economic climate of growth and prosperity. That climate, crucial to an understanding not just of progressive education but of the larger progressive movement as well, nourished heady optimism among business leaders. It stimulated their belief that "school progress" was just one of many kinds of progress possible.

Interestingly, the Miami Valley became nationally known for experiments in "school progress" at the elementary and secondary level and in addition for an attempt, selectively, to transpose progressive education's central tenets to the college level. The
prime movers in this effort, Arthur Morgan and Charles Kettering, were already familiar figures to area educators when in 1919 Morgan accepted the presidency of Antioch College in Yellow Springs, Ohio.

Antioch College was in 1919 a school with an illustrious past and a gloomy future. Founded in 1853 with prominent educator Horace Mann as president, the college had a tradition of experimentation. It was one of only a handful of nineteenth-century colleges that admitted blacks and women for coeducational study.

Its nineteenth-century history was to be more troubled than idyllic, however. Even during Mann's presidency, battles over religious issues divided the faculty. The Christian Church, a fundamentalist Protestant sect that provided funds for the college, quickly denounced some of Mann's Unitarian nonsectarian views. Financial problems and disputes about curriculum and goals continued to plague the college for decades. It even closed its doors in 1881 and 1882 for lack of money. By 1913 the college seemed doomed. The graduating class that year numbered only ten students. Faculty members received only irregular pay. In 1917 Simeon Fess, who had been working without salary for several years as president and who was away most of the time anyway as a U.S. congressman from Ohio, resigned.81

The trustees, a dispirited group of elderly men, many of them ministers, tried and failed to sell the college to the YMCA. In 1919 Arthur Morgan accepted their invitation to join the board. Within months he had agreed to become president of the floundering college, provided that he be given wide latitude to remake it.

Morgan's wife Lucy remembered his telling her that Antioch "looks dead enough to do anything I want with it."82 He was right. Morgan's later claims that he was surprised to have been named to the board were probably disingenuous.83 He was a man with a national reputation in progressive education circles and was, in fact, elected first president of the new Progressive Education Association in 1921. By creating the Moraine Park School he had acquired a number of allies among prominent educators, chief among them the former president of Harvard University, Charles Eliot. And he, like Eliot, was an important figure in the Unitarian Church, an institution that since the days of Horace Mann had had an emotional and financial interest in Antioch.84

Morgan, whose schemes for the Conservancy District had
begun to reach fruition by 1919, was ready for another major challenge, ready to engineer another grand plan. The Antioch board's offer of the college presidency offered the District chief engineer his chance. That the trustees accepted the conditions he imposed illustrated their desperation. Morgan received the right to demand the resignations not only of the Antioch faculty, but also of the trustees who had just appointed him head of the college.

With that kind of power, and within the context of his new leadership of an old college that had for many decades tolerated significant experimentation, Morgan could begin to try to implement his vision of a college that would "see education whole."\(^\text{85}\) Such a vision would require a radical transformation of the curriculum. For too long, Morgan argued, the leaders of liberal arts colleges had been like "the natives of Tierra Del Fuego . . . short and squatty with large protruding stomachs, who . . . think of short, potbellied persons as the ultimate expression of physical beauty." American educational institutions, said Morgan, like the Tierra del Fuegans, needed new ideals, new standards for comparison, but they "could not expect strange ships to appear on the horizon, bringing new revelations of perfection."\(^\text{86}\)

Indeed they would have no need to wait for prophets or strange ships if they would only use the scientific method to determine educational policy. The scientific attitude, Morgan concluded, "with its rigorous methods, its iconoclastic analysis . . . will do for ordinary intelligent men what only the brilliant originality of genius would otherwise accomplish. If we can, through the atmosphere of the college, transmit this spirit to our students, our work will not have been lost."\(^\text{87}\)

For Morgan the scientific method applied to education constituted the progressive education ideal: development of the whole person by means of a curriculum that provided a broadly based liberal arts education in which independent study, vocational education, and an emphasis on health and proper physical development played large roles.

The new Antioch plan provided a core of interdisciplinary survey courses to be taken by all students. These courses included a substantial introduction to English composition and to literature. The mandatory four-year survey of "social science" integrated the study of world history, economics, and the de-
velopment of law in society. All students were to spend two years studying a survey of psychology and of the history of philosophy. Required core courses in the sciences included one-year reviews of physics, chemistry, biology, and "earth sciences," defined to include introductions to the study of geology and astronomy. In addition, they were to take courses in "college aims" and ethics.88 Beyond this common curriculum, students were expected to choose areas of concentration. By their junior or senior years, they were to be engaged in "autonomous courses," projects in which consultations with professors took place only when students realized they needed further guidance. Such a plan, whereby the upperclass student "must dig out for himself as much as he is able, then go to the professor for help," contained the promise that students would discover "unsuspected powers" within themselves, that they would learn to think creatively rather than simply to take orders.89

But Antioch students were to develop not merely through required courses and autonomous study. They were to balance classes at Antioch with work at outside paid jobs. In a scheme labeled the Cooperative Plan, students would study at Antioch for five weeks, then work full-time at a job for the next five weeks. The outside employment was to be an "apprenticeship with real life."90 Given the time such paid employment would involve, an undergraduate education at Antioch would generally take six years to finish.

During these six years, finally, the college would seek to prepare the student intellectually and vocationally, but also physically and ethically to begin adult life as a responsible and productive citizen. Since a human being had to maintain good health in order to perform most efficiently, the college would require that each student participate in regular physical activity. And students should know not only how to exercise, but also how to sleep, eat, and maintain correct posture.91

The college would certainly seek to encourage the development of character in its students. As Morgan warned in a letter to prospective students, the new Antioch would not "be a place to teach clever men and women to make better livings than their neighbors, or simply to have intellectual tastes."92 If the college failed to develop graduates who shaped lives noted for their
It would not be fulfilled if education continued to be "feminized" either. For central to the Antioch idea was the "introduction of a masculine element." By that Arthur Morgan did not mean the literal presence or absence of women. He supported and continued Antioch's long coeducational tradition, although during the twenties men students greatly outnumbered women. Morgan even hired women instructors. Antioch, however, he said, had to be an "Almus Pater," a place that deemphasized the traditional college's efforts to play the "woman's role" of "sheltering" students. In 1929 Morgan still scornfully remembered a visit he had made decades earlier to a "great Eastern university." His impressions of "filmy curtains and fragile bric-a-brac" and male faculty members serving tea remained vivid. That unnamed college was "feminine," even though it had an all-male faculty and did not admit women students. Antioch, with female undergraduates in residence, was still to show "the sternness of real living."  

Although women enrolled and taught at Antioch, they played secondary roles. Once again attitudes displayed toward women by Miami Valley business progressives emerged. The world was a rough and dangerous place. Hardheaded, practical men could improve it. But they had better be careful that excessive feminine influence did not mute the "sternness" they would need to accomplish their objectives.

Arthur Morgan needed money, of course, if he was to turn his vision of a new Antioch into reality. Not surprisingly, he turned to the business community of which he was a member. When in 1916 he had sought supporters for the Moraine Park School, he had solicited funds from "manufacturers and merchants who realized . . . the imperfections of our school system." His hope that "they will give our efforts very substantial financial support" was fulfilled. In 1920 as he planned an even more ambitious experimental educational venture, he turned to many of the same people. Most important, he approached Charles Kettering, who accepted a seat on the transformed Antioch College Board of Trustees and showered the college with more than $300,000 in gifts and loans.
With Kettering playing a familiar role as chief financial angel for his educational plans, Morgan constructed a new board of trustees dramatically different from the previous one. In 1919 quarreling ministers from several local Protestant denominations had dominated the Antioch board. By 1921 the new board had become a national showcase for progressive business. A majority of board members were prominent businessmen sympathetic to Morgan's ideas about social and educational reform. Gordon Rentschler, the Hamilton, Ohio, owner of ship engine production factories and foundries, was a man who as a director of the Miami Conservancy District already knew Arthur Morgan well. Other trustees included John Haswell, owner of a group of steel plants and president of Dayton Malleable Iron Company, Will Mayo, Henry Ford's chief engineer, George Verity, president of the American Rolling Mills, and Henry Dennison, president of Dennison Manufacturing. Along with these important corporation leaders were several bank presidents, three Wall Street lawyers, two influential publishers, Edwin Gay of the *New York Evening Post* and Ellery Sedgwick of the *Atlantic Monthly*, and Frank Slutz, who after the closing of the Moraine Park School in the late twenties resigned his trustee's seat to join the Antioch faculty. Most of these men served as Antioch trustees for the entirety of the 1920s. The few replacements necessitated by resignation or death did not significantly change the board's character. The trustees who oversaw the Antioch revolution were powerful businessmen, but Morgan took pains to characterize them as "idealists and dreamers, somewhat after the Edison type, and moneymaking is secondary with them."^95^ 

The money they brought to the Antioch experiment, however, was certainly not secondary. Between 1921 and 1933 Charles Kettering alone contributed more than $500,000 to Antioch. Other trustees and their associates also gave generously. Samuel Fels, president of the Philadelphia-based Fels Company and an heir to the Fels-Naphtha Soap fortune, donated over $177,000. Allen Balch, president of the Southern California Gas Company, gave stock and cash contributions to the college worth in excess of $160,000. These kinds of major donations by board members and their friends totaled more than $2 million for the decade.^96^ 

These men and their organization gave such sums in an era when significant tax advantages for individual and corporate
giving to educational institutions did not yet exist. Federal income tax provisions allowed certain kinds of individual charitable deductions after 1917, but deductions for contributions to schools were rarely accepted. Indeed it was not until 1913 that a constitutional amendment made it possible for the federal government to tax income at all. Corporations had to wait until 1935 to receive permission to deduct charitable contributions. States generally taxed inheritance bequests to organizations much more heavily than they taxed bequests to blood relatives.97 So a search for tax advantage cannot have played any significant role in the trustees' financial support.

Rather, excitement about a college that would “train proprietors” fueled such generosity. William Mayo of Ford said that although his company had “no trouble” finding machine shop hands, it had a “such a hard time” hiring good foremen and superintendents.98 As Charles Kettering argued, “Our colleges have only been dealing with the theory of life and the theories of the professions they teach.” Such a practice was a “glaring weakness.” Too many college graduates had no exposure to the realities of the business world and were unsuited to enter it.99 They did not have the abilities of initiative, coordination, and management necessary to a business career. Many in the business community had high hopes that the Antioch experiment could produce the administrators they needed. George Roberts, vice president of New York’s National City Bank, thought executives had to be “all-round men.” Antioch, with its motto of “seeing education whole,” could train such men, for “the process of seeing things in all their relationships is the peculiar function of the executive.”100

Kettering and other major patrons hoped to create at Antioch an institution that would produce a graduating class of several hundred such potential administrators a year. But they had a larger aim as well. They wanted to produce a national model for advanced higher education. As Kettering explained, he was certainly willing to “spend time, money, and sleepless nights . . . to make a model of a machine” but only if that machine “were duplicated in the millions or thousands.”101

In keeping with that aim of creating a national model of a better machine for higher education, the college recruited widely both for its new student body and for its faculty. The first group of
students matriculated at the new Antioch in the fall of 1921. In contrast to nineteenth-century classes, which were overwhelmingly made up of local Ohioans, the new Antioch freshman class had members from more than twenty-nine states and seven foreign countries. More came from the East Coast than from Ohio. As the board had become national in its representation, so had the student body. That first year 203 students arrived. By 1924, the sex ratios and numbers of the combined Antioch classes had reached what Morgan considered an ideal: some 600 students, about two-thirds of them male. The college used that number as a benchmark in recruitment and admission. During the 1927–28 school year, student enrollment rose to high point of 706. But the college, throughout the decade, remained intentionally small.102

The fact that Antioch students, through the cooperative program, could be at least partially self-supporting meant that the costs to students and their families were substantially lower than they were at other small, private liberal arts colleges in the twenties. The college estimated that students during the first two years of their course would probably need about three hundred dollars a year. They could earn the money to pay the remainder of their room, board, and tuition costs. Upperclass students could expect to support themselves entirely with better-paying part-time jobs.103

But interestingly, Morgan and other college officials constantly downplayed the chance for self-support the college offered for students of modest means. The most important object of the cooperative work-study regime at Antioch was not self-support but “training for proprietorship.” And such training provided opportunities for students to test their occupational interests in the real world, to develop self-discipline, a sense of responsibility, and initiative.104

In fact the well-known Unitarian minister Charles Francis Potter, who had quit his pulpit at New York's West Side Unitarian Church in 1925 to accept a position as executive secretary of the college, asserted that “far from being a university for the poor, many children of the rich are already matriculated; and it is urged that the Antioch experience of self-help in the real world is for them especially useful.”105 Ida Clarke, one of the great number of journalists who came to Antioch over the course of the decade,
chose to follow a day in the life of several students for her story, published in a January 1924 issue of the *Pictorial Review*. One of the students she interviewed was a “high-bred” young woman named Wilma Compton, whose work-study job during her first year at Antioch had been as a clerk in a department store. Compton at first was bored with her job. But a turning point came, she told Clarke, when she went to the post office at Christmas to find that for her present her mother had mailed her a fur coat. “Suddenly the thought popped into my mind that I would have to work three years at my present job to save up enough money to buy that coat!”

Not all students had families wealthy enough to send them that kind of extravagant Christmas present, but in truth Wilma Compton was more typical of the Antioch students of the 1920s than would have been a younger Arthur Morgan, struggling to find ways to educate himself without family funds or backing. Morgan saw education as a key to democratic progress. At both the Moraine Park School and Antioch he had, with programs of sliding tuition scales based on income and cooperative work-study, tried to ensure that these experiments in progressive education would be open to all, at least to all whites. Instead, he had created two schools for the middle and upper classes. In fact, the new board of trustees broke with the school's tradition of recruiting talented blacks as scholarship students. Without making it a formal policy the new Antioch was a whites-only college. And its own enrollment records revealed that fewer than 6 percent of its students were the children of unskilled workers. The vast majority had fathers who were business executives or professional men. These enrollment patterns linked Antioch with elite colleges like Harvard or Dartmouth rather than with the growing state universities and junior colleges, where far higher percentages of students came from families where the father was a farmer, factory worker, or laborer. And through the early 1930s, many students seemingly copied their parents' examples. First among career choices for male graduates was business. Despite their untraditional training, a majority of Antioch women graduates married and left or never sought employment.

In 1932 Antioch Dean Algo Henderson produced an extensive internal study for the use of the college of 332 of the total number of 520 men and women who had graduated from the college since
its reorganization in 1921. Henderson excluded from his report Antioch graduates who were still studying as graduate or law students at some other institution, as well as women graduates who had married rather than seek employment, so his report naturally emphasized the fate of male students. Henderson and his assistants interviewed these 332 former students at length, asking them to judge the value of their Antioch education, to chart job choices, to assess the worth of the Antioch revolution after several hundred of its products had entered the real world of full-time employment.

The first graduates from the years 1926 and 1927 had worked at jobs near Yellow Springs. During the first year of the program, all but 1 of the 113 cooperative employers were from Ohio. Most students traveled the fifteen-mile distance to Dayton by trolley line to work at the NCR and 50 other factories and stores. But by 1930 a majority of Antioch students left the state to take co-op jobs in places as far away as Chicago, Boston, and New York. By decade's end, almost 1,000 companies scattered over the country had participated in the Antioch experiment.108

A small minority of responding graduates were disappointed with their Antioch educations. Glenn Argetsinger, for instance, "got an overdose of factory experience at the possible sacrifice of experience needed in meeting people . . . above that general plane."109 But most of the students who answered Henderson's questionnaire thought that their direct exposure to real world jobs had been of benefit. Generally they reported that the co-op work made vocational adjustment after graduation easier. Many noted that they had been able to eliminate as well as choose possible careers through a process of trial and error. Mildred Hawhurst, for instance, who eventually became a librarian, decided after jobs at several elementary schools that "I would never succeed as a teacher." The co-op work had not, then, directly prepared her for her future career, but it had forced her to make "a realistic estimate of my abilities."110

Although some of the many businesses providing jobs offered only the kinds of work that left Glenn Argetsinger unhappy, a majority treated their pairs of Antioch employees as junior executive trainees. As of 1930 fully half of Antioch graduates found employment with companies for which they had worked as co-op students. An average 40 percent of its first five graduating classes
entered business careers, with engineering careers running second, and teaching third.111

Business involvement with Antioch, moreover, extended beyond significant financial contributions and widespread participation in the cooperative plan. By 1923 Antioch had further tightened its ties to business with the creation of the Antioch Industrial Service. Through this department, Antioch offered the skills of its faculty members and administrators as consultants. Many of the thirty-five to forty persons who composed the Antioch faculty during the decade combined their Antioch teaching duties with work as consultants and industrial researchers.112

In 1925, for instance, the Ohio Association of Lumber Dealers subsidized Antioch’s establishment of a “Department of Research in Lumber Retailing.” Antioch professors who taught regular students biology, chemistry, engineering, and accounting set up two- and four-week intensive courses intended for people in the lumber business. They offered seminars in such subjects as building materials, estimating, blueprint reading, and accounting. In 1926 lumber dealers from Pennsylvania, Indiana, Illinois, New York, West Virginia, and Ohio paid a seventy-five-dollar fee and came to Yellow Springs to attend the courses. The involvement went beyond the seminar arrangement.113 In 1926 the college undertook a major study of wood waste in American industry, seeking ways to use the short lengths usually wasted by the lumber industry.114

By the end of the decade the industrial research activities of Antioch professors had been formalized with the creation of the Antioch Industrial Research Institute. As a college report published in 1931 explained, “The cooperative plan has served to keep the college in intimate relation to the world of practical affairs . . . . It was inevitable that this community of interests should gradually be extended to include a definite program of industrial research.”115 Many college professors worked part-time on institute projects, which, with a few exceptions, enjoyed the financial patronage of major corporations. By 1930 the institute had supplemented the work of part-time Antioch professors by hiring full-time chemists, metallurgists, and engineers with no teaching or other duties at the college. Bethlehem Mines sponsored institute investigations into better methods of iron ore extraction. General Electric granted funds for experiments on
photoelectric cells. Other companies patronized experiments attempting to perfect a vacuum still meant to simplify the separation of chemicals in solution.\textsuperscript{116}

Within a decade, then, the small college had attracted a national network of corporate patrons. That network existed in part because of the publicity Antioch received. Charles Kettering had said that he was interested in making Antioch a model. The bonanza of good press treatment the college received spread the word far beyond Ohio. Throughout the decade journalists from business and general interest publications descended on the sleepy village of Yellow Springs. Most left impressed. Arthur Morgan was the “lean, keen worker whom some of us . . . consider the flower of American culture.”\textsuperscript{117} He was a man whose life “should be written and placed in the hands of every young American.”\textsuperscript{118} In 1926 the editor of the \textit{Los Angeles Times} bubbled that he “could have been knocked over with a feather” when Morgan appeared in his office. As the editor recounted the meeting, “As soon as we could get our breath, we spoke up and said if only Thomas Edison, Henry Ford, and John D. Rockefeller were to walk into this little room we would have the unique thrill of sitting in the presence of the four greatest living Americans.”\textsuperscript{119} Journal after journal echoed the conclusion George Marvin of the \textit{Outlook} reached: the Antioch plan “replies to the challenge that modern life hurls at education.”\textsuperscript{120}

Any avid reader of the popular magazines of the period would probably have heard of Antioch and would probably have concluded that the college faced a bright future. The truth was much less simple. Even before the 1929 crash sent the economy reeling, greatly reducing the number of work-study jobs employers could offer and considerably dimming the prospects for Antioch graduates, the college faced a crisis.

That crisis was both intellectual and financial. It involved a bitter debate between Antioch professors and their president over goals, directions, and achievements at their experimental institution. It also involved looming money problems posed by the growing disenchantment of the college’s most important individual benefactor, Charles Kettering. It was a crisis that illustrated the complex nature of business progressives’ involvement with early twentieth-century educational reform.

Arthur Morgan had played a direct role in the creation of his
new Antioch faculty. He interviewed and personally chose almost all of them, again traveling around the country, as he had done during the winter of 1916 when searching for a headmaster for the Moraine Park School. The faculty then was, like the college plan itself, Morgan's personal creation. Morgan offered better-than-average pay and the chance to participate in a novel experiment. Moreover, the new Antioch president placed far more emphasis on actual work experience, character, and "sound judgment" than on academic degrees. A majority of the faculty, for instance, had only bachelor's degrees, during a decade when normal schools became teachers' colleges, when teachers' colleges became state universities, and other elite private schools increasingly demanded graduate degrees of their faculties. The faculty included people who offered, instead of Ph.D.s, knowledge gained in established careers as architects, engineers, chemists, advertising executives, and government bureaucrats.

Despite his typically intense involvement in the hiring of this group of people, Morgan and his faculty were often at odds. In early 1931, while traveling in Europe, Morgan mailed his faculty a lengthy critique, more than eighty typed pages, outlining in passionate detail where and how he felt the great Antioch adventure of the 1920s had failed. This attack, quickly copied and widely distributed, became known as the "Letter from Portugal." Along with the equally lengthy faculty responses it inspired, it provides a detailed evaluation, from differing perspectives, of the Antioch experiment. It exists, in fact, as a vivid contemporary critique of progressive education.

Other conflicts had preceded the elaborate cross-Atlantic written debate provoked by Morgan's stinging criticisms. In 1920 Morgan had searched the country for a group of people able to combine teaching skills, creativity, and practical experience. He had succeeded in gathering at Yellow Springs an interesting faculty of independent-minded men and women. But Morgan intended that they share his values and his vision of a college that was a miniature version of an ideal society, one that combined study, practical work, and proper emphasis on physical exercise and ethics.

As early as 1921, minutes of faculty meetings showed Arthur Morgan taking the podium to scold his faculty for insufficient
cooperation with each other. Within weeks of the start of the first term after reorganization, Morgan openly talked of his disappointment that professors did not visit each other's classes enough, did not seem enough interested in what each of their colleagues was doing, did not seem to plan to learn each other's methods.\textsuperscript{127} By 1925 a faculty meeting erupted in angry charges and countercharges when the Antioch president "called attention to the fact that some faculty advisers seem to think that students who had any intellectual interests should go elsewhere, telling them that Antioch is not the place for them."\textsuperscript{128} By 1926 Morgan had called a special faculty meeting to discuss the college's financial situation. The generosity of trustees alone could not keep the college afloat, he said. He was on the road constantly searching for additional money. In fact, he felt that he had become a mere "financial agent." When he could free himself from that onerous role he saw an Antioch that was "growing to be less and less the Antioch I had hoped for." He had dreamed that the college would be "a Great Adventure, faculty and students traveling together, and risking together." Instead, students seem more eager to take than give; faculty members were not sufficiently committed to "bringing life to a higher level."\textsuperscript{129}

So, the "Letter from Portugal" was not the bombshell some scholars of Antioch history have alleged it to be.\textsuperscript{130} Rather, it was the final draft in a series of charges the president had been considering for years. Interestingly, Morgan's concerns reflected the anguish of a successful progressive businessman whose priorities clearly challenged common historical interpretations of the roles played by businessmen in the progressive era.

Morgan was a man who, in his continuing engineering career, was intent on mastering all aspects of scientific management, both of materials and labor. He was not a scholar who supported such new business methods abstractly. He was an insider, a businessman himself, who supported them concretely at Morgan Engineering Company. As a consequence he had amassed both national fame and considerable personal wealth by the time he became president of Antioch.

But the Letter from Portugal did not assert that the Antioch experiment had failed to prepare students adequately for vocations or that it did not give them a broad enough exposure to the sciences and the liberal arts. Rather, it was the pain-filled lament
of a dreamer who had begun to doubt that perfect communities could exist on earth. Antioch at the end of the decade was not the Antioch Morgan had hoped to create because it had not succeeded “in achieving a great pattern of life.”\textsuperscript{131} Its students were interested in putting on risqué commencement plays. Its faculty spent too many evenings playing bridge. Frequently, Morgan lamented, Antioch upperclassmen “leave us with cold, deliberate selfishness, with no warmth of social hope, with no high plan . . . for their lives.”\textsuperscript{132}

The faculty response to this extraordinary letter was immediate. Numerous committees met to draft long memos, filled with analyses of the Letter from Portugal. Faculty members scheduled open forums and evening meetings with students. Some professors sent their own private replies back across the Atlantic Ocean to Arthur Morgan.

Antioch College’s first decade after reorganization, then, ended not with jubilation. It ended instead with soul searching and bitter public accusations of failure. The anguished letters, memo-randa, and transcripts of meetings that left a voluminous record of student and faculty responses to Morgan’s charges reveal that troubled reflection was not limited to the college’s absent president.

Some professors accused Arthur Morgan of acting too much like a “dictator.” He expected the faculty, they charged, to be “puppets dancing as the president pulls the strings.”\textsuperscript{133} One even wrote, “Is Mr. Morgan a sick man, who is not responsible for what he says?”\textsuperscript{134}

Others, less angry, thoughtfully assessed their participation in the Antioch experiment. Some argued that it had, in fact, achieved much. But to become the ideal community Morgan wanted, Antioch students and faculty would have had to be driven idealists, exactly in the Morgan mold. And all were not. As a faculty report on the autonomous course plan distributed for discussion at faculty meetings in 1928 had already acknowledged, Antioch students were, on average, ordinary human beings who often procrastinated. Many students, on their own to choose subject matter and course direction, delayed serious work and made only “last minute attempts to cover the subjects.”\textsuperscript{135} Others bit off more than they could chew, selecting projects that were too demanding and ending up burdened with “too much pressure
and a feeling that the faculty was unjust in its demands.”

Economist William Leiserson said he was not the only Antioch professor who found his upperclass students “not advanced enough” to do so much independent work. Leiserson freely admitted that he had started lecturing and setting up formal meetings with students who had chosen him as an autonomous course adviser.

Lucy Morgan was Arthur Morgan’s wife. But when she rose to defend her absent husband at an open forum called to discuss the Letter from Portugal, she made it clear she wanted to be heard in her other role as a chemist, a teacher of “domestic science” and a fellow member of the Antioch faculty. Firm in her defense of Arthur Morgan’s vision, she nonetheless admitted that many students lacked the self-direction necessary to carry it out. Rather than “climbing stairs on their own,” some students “wanted to sit in the shade and have petting parties.” Then, Lucy Morgan argued, “faculty members get concerned and hunt up various ropes and try to haul the laggards part way up—and they find that to do so it is easier to have the ones to be pulled go in compact groups.”

That was unacceptable. Arthur Morgan’s stern dream had no room for petting parties, for student laggards, for faculty wives who objected that the Antioch plan made too many demands and disrupted family life. But, as Dean Henderson sadly acknowledged, a faculty and student body of crusaders did not exist. Too many students, Henderson charged, “laid greater stress on monetary return” than on social reform.

Ironically, prominent business patrons such as Kettering had begun, by the end of the decade, to worry that the college faculty and students were too radical rather than too mercenary. At the beginning of the decade, Morgan had argued that the Antioch plan would “spoil many a radical, because he comes to have respect for those long, hard processes, that long, hard road that the human race has traveled to find its present status.”

But Kettering and others were not so sure. At the end of its first decade, Antioch’s honeymoon with business patronage had begun to sour. Hints appeared of the controversies that would loom large in the 1930s and 1940s. During those decades many business leaders, charging that the college tolerated Communism and other radical doctrines, resigned from the board. Trustee Russell
Steward summarized their feelings when he angrily charged that "Antioch has been supported mainly by employers and money . . . from business and as such owes them an obligation . . . but the college has not evidenced good faith with the people from whom they accepted money in large amounts." By the midforties Charles Kettering himself would repudiate Antioch. In a bitter letter making final his break with the college he doubted that "there is anything worth while at Yellow Springs. I think Antioch today is just another liberal arts college that has played with the radicals to get the attention of the public."  

Though the changes Kettering so decried really took place in the thirties, there were a few free spirits at Antioch during the 1920s, some of whom probably saw themselves as radicals. Professor William Leiserson, for instance, frequently lectured to socialist groups and attacked company unions and company paternalism. "Now," he would say, "is the time to take over these social programs again. Employers are binding wage earners to them by these various devices. . . . The working people of this country have fallen for that stuff." Student Mather Eliot denounced an Antioch that was just another "finishing school for American businessmen." Nevertheless, such students and professors, while often dramatic presences on campus, were members of a minority. In truth Algo Henderson's version of an Antioch where most students were eager to join the system and get ahead was the more accurate one. Still, Antioch's tradition of encouraging creativity and independent thought provided forums for the views of all. Some of the business leaders on the board were not at all convinced that the college was a "finishing school" for businessmen. By late 1928 meetings of the Antioch board were no longer love feasts for the college that sought to train proprietors; they instead rang with questions about teachers and courses.  

Arthur Morgan had never wanted to create a compliant educational adjunct to business. In fact, he may have turned down a huge corporate donation in order to maintain independence. In 1926 the Outlook reported that John Patterson had offered to finance Antioch, if it would leave rural Yellow Springs, reestablish itself on NCR grounds in Dayton, and rechristen itself the National Cash Register College. The magazine said, "Similarly tempted Trinity, in North Carolina, sold its birthright for a forty
million dollar mess of potage . . . cheerfully scrapping [its] name . . . to enshrine the reputation of a cigarette millionaire.” But, the *Outlook* continued, Antioch was not Duke University, not interested in simply “fabricating” human products to meet current industrial standards.\(^{146}\)

Antioch may not have been interested in total business domination, but both college officials and business patrons agreed that the creation of proprietors was a key goal. Their definitions, however, sometimes differed. In 1921, for instance, Arthur Morgan and Charles Kettering sat on the same podium and shared keynote speaking honors at a fund-raising dinner for Antioch. Was each really listening closely to what the other said? Morgan argued that “I would prefer not to have our young men trained at Antioch become part of great organizations like the Pennsylvania Railroad or the United States Steel Corporation.”\(^{147}\) Rather, he wanted them to take the intellectual and practical skills gained at Antioch to go out to start hundreds of new small businesses. His proprietors wanted to be their own bosses. Morgan envisioned them as socially responsible people who produced necessary goods and services in a climate of fairness to their workers. In fact, the new Antioch president worried that big businesses had the ability to produce conditions “which menace our entire social structure. . . . Let the village blacksmith mistreat his apprentice boys if he will, and it has no effect on the world in general, but take a great corporation employing half a million men, and let them put economic pressure on their men, and the situation is a direct attack on our entire country.”\(^{148}\)

Morgan sat down, and Charles Kettering rose. Kettering also began his speech praising “proprietorship.” He wanted to help with the creation of a college that would train proprietors. But then Kettering continued, “For the large number of foremen in our various industries play a big part in the relations existing between capital and labor. In fact I believe they control the situation, because they represent the management, and the policies of the management to the men at the machines. So I believe that one of our jobs at Antioch will be to fit these type of men for their jobs, for it is a real job of proprietorship.”\(^{149}\) Indeed the time had passed “when men are to be handled with the molder’s hammer, by having the policies of the company . . . pounded into them.”
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But the Antioch experiment would be proved "worth-while" if it created in the persons of its graduates "a better method of doing" the necessary work of passing the policies of the organization "down the line." The audience politely applauded two strikingly different versions of proprietorship and Antioch's mission.

Scholarly interpretations of progressive education have been strikingly different as well, agreeing only that progressive educators were moderates. Lawrence Cremin, for instance, argued they were "fundamentally moderates," willing to "take time." Michael Katz disagreed strongly with most of Cremin's sympathetic analysis but still concluded that the progressive education movement "sought reforms profoundly congruent with the conservative commercial ethos at the heart of American life." Focusing on educational systems and leaders, these and most other scholars have viewed business only in a peripheral way, as a powerful force for regimentation that progressive educators either rebelled against or succumbed to.

A closer examination of progressive education in the Miami Valley suggests a more complex role for business. First, it suggests that the interpretative choices posed by scholars of progressive education have been too narrowly conceived. The student of progressive education has been limited to two general interpretations. One viewed the progressive classroom as an attempt to create an ideal community, opposed to business conformity and dedicated to the individual development of each student. The second saw that classroom as a factory, committed to aping business standards and values and interested in producing willing human cogs for the industrial machine. Only by continuing to see business as a faceless abstraction, however, can researchers allow such a dichotomy to persist.

In fact, businessmen in the Miami Valley were central to the progressive education revolution that changed public and private schooling. They wholeheartedly supported the introduction of business values in the schools and the imposition of business methods of management. They favored practical education and vocational education. But many also were committed to creating schools that encouraged morality and social responsibility and provided varied educational programs to suit individual needs.
There were important parallels between schools like the Moraine Park School and Antioch College, where businessmen sent their own children, and the Dayton public system.

The work-study programs of the Dayton public schools actually provided a better model for Arthur Morgan's Antioch co-op program than did the system at the University of Cincinnati Engineering School, which both contemporaries and later scholars have labeled Morgan's inspiration. Morgan, who chaired the Dayton Public Schools Building Project during the 1920s and who was an outspoken ally of Edwin Brown, clearly had an intimate acquaintance with the system. The similarities among the three institutions here studied suggest that business progressives were interested in something more than shaping education to prepare students for their foreordained roles in the most cost-efficient manner possible.

Indeed, these progressive businessmen were idealists, interested in creating better communities, within schools and in the larger world. They were convinced, as they had been convinced of the value of welfare work, or of the Conservancy, or of city manager government, that their vision of a better community was the correct one. Progressive education in the Miami Valley was not dominated by a democratic impulse. Paul Stetson succeeded in shrinking the size of the Dayton School Board to five members. Arthur Morgan deserved the epithets hurled at him in one faculty memorandum. He was "arbitrary, impatient, and dogmatic." As he himself admitted in a letter, he was perfectly willing to "compel students into freedom" if need be. It has been too easy, though, for historians to focus on this arrogance. In doing so, they have not seen clearly enough the passion that linked businessmen-reformers with ministers, social workers, or teachers like John Dewey. They have looked at the cost-accounting manuals and mandates about maximum efficiency in use of school property. They have neglected, however, to look carefully at the other side of business involvement with progressive education, a side revealed in the letters and correspondence of such men as Arthur Morgan.

Morgan, for instance, argued that "the critical issue in civilization was not "technical progress . . . but the enobling of human purposes, and the arousing of aspirations to that end." The Morgan who warned in that same letter that "only a burning and
sustained passion will be effective" in seeking such a social goal was not so diametrically opposed to progressive figures like Washington Gladden as historians have often concluded.157

Finally, this closer look at business involvement with progressive education in the Miami Valley illustrates that even the reform-minded business community was not united entirely in its vision of what education should and could accomplish. Clearly Charles Kettering and Arthur Morgan were talking past each other at the same testimonial dinner. But at least a few, such as Morgan, the most important businessman-educator of the era for the region, stretched the limits of the adjective moderate, so universally applied to progressive education.

Far from seeking only reforms that would buttress the existing system, Morgan was a man in search of "a better economic order and a new religion."158 That new religion took as its most important creed a commitment to the raising of human society to a higher plane. That Morgan brooked no dissent and spared no patience for any alternative vision exemplified the dilemma of the progressive business reformers here studied. As they devised benefit programs for employees, new flood control plans, city manager local government, or new systems of education, they were men who wanted to compel their fellow citizens into freedom. And they possessed, at least until the onset of the Great Depression, unbridled optimism that they could indeed reshape human nature. They also possessed the managerial skills and ruthless temperaments helpful to them as they imposed their grand plans and defeated entrenched interests opposed to change. But as they discovered by the end of the decade of the 1920s, they could not so easily control the process of change itself.
Changing is the one adjective that best describes the United States during the decades between 1890 and 1930. Scarcely anything about the country’s life and culture remained unaffected. The reform phenomenon known to contemporaries and historians alike as progressivism was both engine and product of this maelstrom of change.

Recognition of the nature and importance of business involvement is central to an understanding of progressivism, in the same way that recognition of the nature and importance of business change is central to an understanding of the dramatic organizational changes sweeping the United States during the progressive era. If progressives are defined as persons seeking to make a better society, not just for themselves but for all citizens, then a community of reform-minded businessmen in southern Ohio earned the label. They were not only important progressives; they were the most important progressives in the region. Under their tutelage their communities drastically reshaped institutions like municipal government and education. They created others, like structures for regional flood control and corporate personnel relations, from whole cloth.

Robert Wiebe has argued that “progressive businessmen singularly lacked a grand social vision.”¹ But the efforts of progressive businessmen here chronicled challenge that conclusion. Indeed, they did have grand plans, plans propelled by a vision. Given the right mechanisms, they believed they could create social institutions that would be models for the nation. Dayton, Ohio, could be a “model city.”² Its public schools could “extend
their influence” by showing citizens and school administrators alike how children should be taught. The “eyes of hundreds of thousands of people” would rest on the region and find solutions to the problems a rapidly urbanizing and industrializing country faced.

It was not a vision motivated solely by practical self-interest. Clearly the businessmen who created the programs this study has described were not selfless individuals. They wanted a well-ordered, efficient community that respected private property and private enterprise. Such a type of community would likely encourage stability and promote their own profits.

But historians who have repeatedly emphasized the role played by self-interest as a motivation for businessmen’s involvement with progressivism have unnecessarily downplayed the roles also played by religious conviction and moral fervor. Arthur Morgan once impatiently chastised people with “one-track minds” who assumed that any strong interest excluded its opposite. “Tell such a person that you are interested in science,” Morgan complained, “and he will say, ‘Oh, but religion is so much more important.’ ”

Historians would do well to heed his warning. The businessmen reformers of the Miami Valley were nobody’s sentimental fools. But to have them simply represent “the hard side of progressivism” implies that business had nothing in common with a “soft” side of reform. And that overstates the case. In fact, social worker and businessman, missionary and corporate tycoon were not separated into such easily identifiable sides.

Prominent businessmen-reformers like John H. Patterson, Arthur Morgan, and Edward A. Deeds were also well-known churchmen, active proponents of variations of Protestant Social Gospel doctrine. Such kinds of membership were, of course, not unusual for community leaders. In and of themselves they signified little. But unless great numbers of their public statements are to be discounted, these businessmen coupled a fervor for morality with one for efficiency. Scholars should not impose a double standard on documents, reading Washington Gladden and finding a hunger for a better, more ethical society but reading John H. Patterson and finding only clever words meant to disguise a hunger for ever more profit.

The morality these businessmen advocated differed from that
of other progressives only in the heavy influence placed on the need for a strong masculine influence in reform efforts. Without it, too much sentimentality could reign. Men as well as women had a duty to be concerned about educating children, feeding the poor, providing safe food and water. If women alone led such efforts citizens would only be "mothered." But they needed to be "fathered" as well. As Arthur Morgan argued, "The father . . . knows that the storm can make its contribution as well as the fireside, that only rigorous living can develop stamina, that a morality which has never faced stress is not yet secure."7

Mrs. Milan Ayres, secretary of the Progressive Education Association, found when she journeyed to Dayton for a national meeting of the organization in 1921 a place "permeated with spirituality."8 But it was not, as she said, like the "emotion" she found back home in the East. Her male allies there, she said, were "largely of the mother-type." Ayres hastened to add that she did not mean that they were effeminate. They were, however, more willing to work with and be led by women, who were "struggling" for better education and social justice.9 Mrs. Ayres thought that the unwillingness of Dayton businessmen to work with women as equals might have harmed their causes, but she softened her criticism with well-worn rhetoric about feminine wiles and manly virtues: "In Mr. Kettering’s speech last night didn’t you get the feeling that there were some things the hard-headed men can do?"10

Mrs. Ayres thought it was extraordinary that not a single trustee for the Moraine Park School was a woman. In the context of national and state progressive movements in which women played key roles, it was. In the Ohio Miami Valley, so influenced by a progressive business community concerned with "masculine morality" women played secondary roles, even though women in other parts of the state were very influential reform leaders.11 And men held jobs often held in these other areas by women. Men overwhelmingly dominated the new boards for public and private schools for which businessmen were patrons.12 Males filled the new city posts of welfare director and health inspector. If anything, women, in subordinate posts, emerged as opponents of at least one major progressive reform in the area. Many female teachers in the Dayton public schools apparently hated superintendents Brown and Stetson and their
unhappiness, if not their names, found its way into school board records. Other women, also in subordinate posts, reinforced stereotypes about female incompetence. Pity the wayward unwed mother condemned to a black comedy of disorder at the Door of Hope. But of course women teachers protesting against Edwin Brown's new curriculum or, worse yet, the Door of Hope's Mother Clark, burning oil lamps in a new building wired for electricity, just confirmed many Valley business progressives in their emphasis on "masculine" reform and their belief that women should be in the home.

If these kinds of leadership differences were common in areas dominated by a reform-oriented business community, they deserve a great deal further scrutiny by scholars. Roles assigned women might be one of many elements dividing business progressivism from other reformist variations. At the very least, the events here analyzed in the Ohio Miami Valley suggest that historians should stop dividing progressivism into "hard" and "soft" sides—a side concerned with morality and a side concerned with manipulating the system for self-interest, a side for moral reformers and a side for businessmen. They would be better advised to investigate the kinds of distinctions different groups of progressives may have made in their moral codes, in their choices of leaders, and in the priorities they placed on a range of goals and programs. What were the common links? How important were any differences? Was the pattern seen in Ohio's Miami Valley unique?

If indeed, as seems plausible, businessmen in the Miami Valley shared traits with their counterparts elsewhere, the American business community was not peopled by the same nerveless bureaucrats who appear as characters in the works of some historians whose main purpose has been to depict the emergence of a new organizational society in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Historians such as Samuel Hays, Louis Galambos, and Robert Wiebe have made signal contributions to an understanding not just of progressivism but also of business interaction with progressivism. They are undoubtedly right that businessmen and business models played a major role as people came together in the decades spanning the Spanish-American War and the Great Depression to remake American society. Businessmen and their
creation, the business corporation, indeed helped to shape a new national society that was more urban, better connected geographically, and more dependent on technical information and specialized vocations.\textsuperscript{13}

But any student of the progressive era should remember that it was a period in which society was in rapid transition. Progressivism was a movement of response to transition, itself perpetually in transition. No one group, certainly not the businessmen who shaped reform in the Ohio Miami Valley, realized the outlines of change with the kind of steely-eyed clarity that in retrospect they have won from organizational historians.

Men like John H. Patterson, Edward Deeds, Charles Kettering, and Arthur Morgan helped to shape modern corporate structures. But they were part of a process in progress, not defenders of a system in place, not even themselves sure of or in agreement about final outcomes. Progressive era businessmen, these men suggest, were not yet men in gray flannel suits. Instead they were members of the last whole generation of business leaders who could be called both charismatic men and corporate men. They were men who sobbed on speaking platforms, not anonymous bureaucrats with some well-understood blueprint for the new organizational society. They too were confused and divided, at times even among themselves. And important to remember was the fact that in the Miami Valley only a minority of businessmen deserved the label \textit{progressive}. Far more businesses in Dayton allied with John Kirby than with John Patterson. But this minority, at least in the Miami Valley, exercised an influence out of all proportion to its numbers. Perhaps in numerous other regions business communities echoed this pattern.

Unlike the members of the Dayton Employers Association, united by fear, progressive businessmen were united by optimism. The Employers Association dreaded unionization and sought to crush it. It wanted to stop change. Businessmen who deserved the title \textit{progressive} often welcomed change, confident that they and society would benefit. Although all the prominent members of the progressive business community here studied were members of Protestant churches, their real religion was science. They shared an optimism stirred by a boundless faith in the positive promises of science and the scientific method.
Conclusion

If society could only become propelled by logic, its every aspect could improve. Human beings could even engineer their own improvement. Some business progressives, like Arthur Morgan, carried a faith in scientific method into a vigorous advocacy of eugenics. In a 1927 Antioch College newsletter, for instance, Morgan indulged a "New Year Fantasy." "Have you heard," he wrote, "how the Martians achieved their remarkable level of health, vigor, endurance, beauty, intelligence, and character?" It was through the development of a "point system." Under such a point system, Martians were rated on every important personal quality, with the completed ratings placed in public records halls. Hearing, sight, condition of nerves, glands, muscles, and many other physical traits were weighted and recorded. Alertness, stability, "sanity," and dozens of other mental and moral traits were appraised. Copies of the appraisal in hand, "Martianesses" decided which Martians to marry. The system, run by the Martian Rating Society, was entirely voluntary, but when Martians learned that "to be unrated was to lose standing" nearly all joined up.14

No doubt to Arthur Morgan's regret the Ohio Miami Valley never became "Mars." But Morgan's fable illustrated a central truth behind the optimism spurring business progressivism. It was a faith in process, in the ability of a few to engineer better systems for the benefit of all. But it was certainly not a faith in the people. In fact there was a profoundly antidemocratic streak in business progressivism. The appointed—often self-appointed—group of experts in a local community was the ideal agent to stimulate action. Interestingly, at a time when their own corporations were becoming very large, when they were learning to develop national and international marketing strategies, these businessmen still looked to communities and voluntary associations, not state or federal government, for solutions when crises arose. After the great 1913 flood, for instance, the Dayton City Council quickly petitioned federal authorities. "The federal government," a council resolution read, "should at once appropriate a sufficient amount of money to place the city of Dayton beyond the liability of another disaster such as that through which we have just passed."15 On a vote of fifteen ayes and zero nayes, the council sent the resolution to the district's U.S. congressman,
with instructions that he should plead for sufficient funds to cut a new channel for the Miami River. The business-sponsored Citizens’ Flood Relief Committee was not interested in such an approach. Morgan later explained that one of the group’s first jobs “was to get the people to see that waiting for federal relief would be long drawn out and possibly futile in the end, and that the way for them to get results was to help themselves.” It was a point of view that had to be “developed quickly” so that “no one would have to start off on futile trips to Washington and dissipate his energies through seeking federal aid.”

Popular opinion had indeed to be “developed.” It certainly did not have to be followed. A unanimous vote by their elected representatives on the Dayton City Council meant simply that once again the people were wrong. Their general wariness of federal intervention reflected Miami Valley business progressives’ more central lack of faith in electoral government at all levels. And that lack of faith in popular judgment, that lack of trust in democracy provides a key to understanding the successes and failures of business progressivism in the Ohio Miami Valley.

Of the four “grand plans” here described, the Miami Conservancy District was the greatest success, an engineering breakthrough that did make the region floodproof at a fraction of the cost of conventional methods. Moreover, the dam system, when complete, blended into the southwestern Ohio landscape, providing thousands of acres of public park land for the region’s citizens to enjoy, as well as thousands of acres of enriched farmland.

Of course, the Conservancy District was in a literal sense an engineering problem. Much of the initial public resistance to the plan was actually based on popular ignorance of its use of new, very sophisticated concepts in hydraulics engineering. Morgan and Deeds were right. The farmers in the Valley’s northern counties who marched in the streets shouting that they would be drowned were wrong. The experts knew what they were doing. The fact that many average citizens feared the new scientific ideas did not keep the Conservancy planners from pushing ahead, to the entire region’s eventual benefit.

Engineering dams proved easier than engineering human beings. Business progressives rightly believed in the science of hydraulics engineering, but they also believed that, with the
discovery of proper methods, there could be a science of educational engineering, governmental engineering, personnel engineering. They sought to discover logical rules for promoting maximum productivity and amity between employers and employees.

In their search for the structures and techniques that would perfectly engineer the work accomplished by schools, at city hall, or on the factory floor, Miami Valley business progressives emphasized literacy and creativity. They wanted children in schools to have more options and opportunities geared to their inclinations and skills. They encouraged their employees to spend time, even sometimes paid time on the job, reading and learning. They wanted a municipal government that was businesslike and efficient. But they also wanted a municipal information center that shared knowledge with the citizenry about health issues, the economy, and a host of other topics. In essence, these reformers wanted to create in the Miami Valley a model series of communities. They hoped to create towns and cities where responsible, highly literate citizens used logic and creativity to attack their problems.

They expected a great deal of the very people for whom they often expressed barely disguised disdain. Ironically, the reforms they engineered reduced the chances for a better-educated citizenry to participate freely in shaping the region’s workplaces, schools, or forms of government. And as a result they were never truly popular. Not being firmly rooted but rather heavily dependent on the patronage of an elite dominated by businessmen, progressive education, city manager government, and welfare work were all innovations more than usually subject to economic cycles. They were quick to decline when hard times hit. They were certainly not able to fulfill their promise of bringing perfection to a corner of the United States.

But the promise of perfection had seemed real. It was that promise that propelled businessmen-reformers like John H. Patterson to seek to remake the Miami Valley. For some, like Patterson, no detail was too small. For instance, during the summer of 1914, in an act clearly illustrating both the generosity and arrogance of business-progressivism, the National Cash Register president personally supervised the repainting of houses he saw
along his route to work. Deciding that the structures were too "dingy," Patterson sent an agent to the owners of the homes he had to pass to announce that he would provide paint and workmen, free of charge. "A week or two later," an admiring reporter noted, "there was not a house in a stretch of more than two miles that needed painting." 19

Neighborhood beautification was, of course, only the beginning of Patterson's plans. It was, however, a relatively simple matter to persuade homeowners, many of whom were NCR workers and in no position to challenge their boss, to accept a free coat of house paint. It proved more difficult to create a harmonious and vastly improved society. By the late 1920s the mood of enthusiasm for what had seemed boundless possibilities had begun to evaporate. Even the Dayton Daily News, owned by Governor James Cox's family and a supporter of the enthusiastic visions of business reformers, faltered. A 1927 editorial warned, "Much ignorance, incompetency, and general foolishness stands [sic] between us and the land of our dreams. . . . The only way is to muddle along as best we can, making mistakes and learning sense by hard knocks. This precludes socialist utopias, and it precludes making ourselves sheep under some Mr. Mellon Shepherd capable of immediately delivering the goods." 20

The grand plans left important legacies, providing models, as their creators intended, not just for southern Ohio, but for the nation. None of the institutions changed during the progressive era returned to its nineteenth-century form. But with the exception of the Miami Conservancy District, the grand plans certainly did not "immediately deliver the goods." They were not the grand successes their businessmen creators had wanted. In fact some of these men ended the era filled with anguish, haunted by a feeling that they had failed. And indeed their ideas had not managed to reengineer society for steady progress toward a better world. The institutional changes wrought by business progressivism actually struck a significant blow to one potential mechanism for social improvement, popular electoral participation. In the stern light of historical hindsight, the grand plans were too often simply grandiose, naively ambitious, based on an imperfect understanding of human nature, burdened with a disdain for democracy, and dependent on prosperity to survive
intact. Nevertheless, that judgment must be tempered with ad-
miration for the faith and fervor pushing a group of committed
businessmen-reformers who, armed with incredible optimism
and a heady faith in the scientific method, tried to remake and
improve their communities. In purpose, if not achievement, the
grand plans really were grand.
1. Business and Progressivism
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